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Sexual assault case will go to grand jury
By STACEY CROOK
Stet Writer
District Judge Leslie Furches
sent a sexual assault case involving six Murray State University
students to the grand jury after a
preliminary hearing Tuesday.
The eight-hour hearing was
held to determine if enough evidence exists to send the case to a
grand jury, which will hear the
evidence April 11 and can return
felony indictments against the
men on April 22.
"This is a sad case for everybody involved," Furches said
before the hearing ended.
Defense attorneys asked that
the charges be dismissed because
there was no proof of "forcible
compulsion," which must be pre-'
sent according to statute.
"It appears to me. that in every_

Victim testifies in eight-hour hearing
situation, the initiation of the
threat was either in the room or
his (Antonio Stephens) name was
mentioned," Furches said.
According to the victim, who
was questioned by five different
defense attorneys, Stephens asked
her to come to his dorm room in
Richmond Hall shortly before
midnight March 7.
She said she and Stephens had
recently begun dating.
The victim, an 18-year-old
freshman, and a friend arrived
and found no one there. They
went back to their dorm and Stephens, 20, of Louisville allegedly
called back and told the victim to
tome to Franklin Hall. They went

Employer
mandate still
part of bill

in the back door and were taken
to room 309 by another defendant, John Pitts.
The victim testified that after
being in the room with several
people, Stephens asked her to
come into the bathroom.
She testified that Stephens told
her he wanted her to "take care of
his boys." The victim said he
wanted her to perform oral sex on
his friends. She said she refused,
but he threatened her.
"He said 'don't make me look
bad in front of my boys or I'll
have to hurt you,— she said.
The victim testified that the
conversation took place while
anottier defendant, Norman

HANDS-ON EXPERIMENT

• See Page 2A

LITTLE ROCK, Ark. (AP) —
Hillary Rodham Clinton did less
than a day's work in a case reportedly at the center of a law firm
dispute that forced Associate
Attorney General Webster Hubbell to resign this week, her
spokesman said.
The case involves a parking
meter company, P.O.M. Inc.,
owned by Hubbell's brother-inlaw Seth Ward II that had sued a
competitor in federal court over a
patent dispute and lost.
Hubbell took the case on a
contingency basis, and when the
suit was unsuccessful the Rose

Street Journal reported this week
that the case cost the firm about
SI million.
Hubbell resigned Monday as
the No. 3 official at the Justice
Department, citing a controversy
over "private issues" involving
his work at the Rose firm, where
Hubbell and Mrs. Clinton used to
be partners.
The New York Times reported
that law partners at the firm have
tentatively decided to file an ethics complaint against Hubbell,
citing unidentified attorneys
involved in the inquiry.
Senior partners decided to act

HILLARY CLINTON
Law Firm reportedly was stuck
with the legal bill. The Wall

▪ See Page 2A

Senate passes amendment on regs
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer

AMY WILSOI'LLedgef & Times photo

Murray State University research scientist Minoo Kobrael works with
second grader Lydia Eaker at Tuesday's family science evening at
Southwest Elementary. The purpose of the evening was to promote
the Importance of science and to allow families to participate In science experiments.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Balanced budgets, debt limits and
a new classification sytteiti—Tor
Kentucky cities are contained in a
proposed constitutional amendment passed by the Senate.
The amendment, sponsored by
Sen. Jpe Meyer, D-Covington, is
the product of a lengthy study of
constitutional requirements on
local governments.
One provision would prohibit
any city from spending more
money than it takes in during any
given year, a provision now
required of the state government.
More obscure, but potentially

Voters want someone who can produce
By MICHAEL GOUGIS
Associated Press Writer

It also was a victory for President Clinton, who campaigned
personally for Rostenkowski and
is counting on the influential
chairman of the House Ways and
Means Committee to rally support for health care reform.
Rostenkowski returned the
salute Tuesday night as he

• See Page 2A

Hubble, Hillary worked on case

Rostenkowski Survives
CHICAGO (AP) — Haunted
by a federal investigation and
hampered by reapportionment,
Rep. Dan Rostenkowski still
emerged victorious from the
toughest re-election battle of his
career.

Both the victim and Broady
have undergone rape tests at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital, according to court records.
The victim said during each
incident she did not try to leave
or call for help. She told the
court she was afraid.
"I had taken the threat (by Stephens) seriously and I was
scared, very scared," she said.
The victim said after the men
left the bathroom, she waited a
few minutes then tried to open
one of the bathroom doors and
found it unlocked. She said while
the men were in the bathroom,
she heard the doors lock.
In Franklin Hall, two dorm

By JULIE STEWART
Associated Press Writer

By NITA LELYVELD
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Requiring employers to pay for
employees' health insurance is a
cornerstone of the Clinton health
reform plan and the plan of Rep.
Pete Stark, whose subcommittee
is drafting a bill.
But critics say what workers
save up front, they pay for mightily in the end.
An employer mandate, they
say, would make paychecks
smaller and unemployment lines
longer and would be .the kiss of
death for many small businesses.
In its first vote Tuesday on the
bill sponsored by Stark, D-Calif.,
Democrats on the House Ways
and Means health subcommittee
defeated, 6-5, a GOP amendment
that would have scrapped the
employer mandate and required
employers to offer insurance but
not to pay for it.
The amendment was offered by
Rep. Fred Grandy, R-lowa, who
said an employer mandate, would
cost jobs. Democrat Mike
Andrews of Texas voted with the
Republican subcommittee members in favor of the amendment.
Not long after the Democrats
voted to preserve the employer
mandate, they voted to make

Mason, was in the bathroom. She
said she and Stephens were whispering and she does not know if
Mason heard them talking.
Stephens left the bathroom and
the victim said she had oral sex
with Mason.
After Mason left, four other
men allegedly entered the bathroom one at a time and the victim
said she had oral sex with each
person.
At one point, Stu Broady
entered the room. The victim said
she had oral sex with him and
then vomited in the shower stall.
Broady allegedly hit the victim in
the stomach, then forcibly raped
her.

rooms share a bathroom. The
doors to the bathroom lock from
the outside for security reasons,
according to director of housing
Paula Hulick. who also testified
Tuesday.
Hulick said it is possible to
lock an individual inside the
bathroom.
The victim said she did not
sign in as a visitor to the dorm
March 7. Hulick said visitation in
Franklin Hall, an all-male dorm,
is from noon to midnight Sunday
through Thursday and noon to 2
a.m. Friday and Saturday. The
alleged assault occurred on a
Monday night.
Hulick said several complaints
had been filed against Stephens
and Mason in the past for break-

ii The critics say that I am not perfect
and they're right.,I
...Dan Rostenkowski
claimed a surprisingly comfortable victory over a field of four
Democratic primary challengers.
"There was a point, a pivotal
moment in the campaign, when a
very, very gutsy and honorable
and courageous man named Bill
Clinton came to town," Rostenkowski told cheering supporters.

MEETINGS
el Murray-Calloway County Hospital
Board will meet Thursday at 5 30 p m in
the board room

"I'm proud to be a soldier in
the president's march for change.
I'm forever grateful for his kind
words."
Clinton's Feb. 28 visit and a
hard-working street-level political organization helped give Rostenkowski a 20 percentage point
win Tuesday in his primary

SPORTS
• Murray High lost to Graves County

60-53 in the championship game of the
First Region Tournament in Racer Arena
Tuesday rwght The Tigers finished their
season with a 15-11 record

Page 10A

battle. He goes into November's
general election as the favorite in
his heavily Democratic district.
With 98 percent of precincts
reporting in unofficial returns,
Rostenkowski had 50 percent of
the vote. State Sen. John Cullerton had 30 percent and former
Alderman Dick Simpson had 14
percent. Two other candidates
split the remaining 6 percent.
''The critics say that I'm not
perfect and they're right," Rostenkowski said. "I worked hard
to win this race, but I plan to
work even harder in the future to
III See Page 2
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economical, would be to allow
cities to incur general obligation
debt, but within limits. Govern- •See Page 2A

People wondering what took so
long to catch accused serial killer
CHARLOTTE, N.C.(AP) — As the initial shock subsided Tutsday, a troubling question emerged: Why were the serial stranglings
of 10 young black women over a period of two years all but
unknown to the people of this city?
The answer, some charge, is obvious.
"These were common, everyday, hard-working individuals,"
said Dee Sumpter, whose daughter Shawn& Hawk was among the
victims. "They weren't prominent people with social-economic status. They weren't special.
"And," she added, "they were black."
To many who live in the tidy, close-knit east Charlotte neighborhood where police say Henry Louis Wallace befriended many of
his victims, the formula for oversight was a simple one: They don't
really count. As the bodies of young women turned up one by one,
there were few headlines or news trucks. There were no public crusades or outpourings of support.
The mourning of family and friends went virtually unnoticed in
this city of 417,621 people. Motherless children were absorbed into
other families without a sound. The list of sisters lost quietly grew
longer. And all the while, a killer was free.
"When Shawna was murdered I begged and pleaded with the
I See Page 3A

BRIEFLY...

FORUM
• Syndicated columnist Todd Duvall
thinks House Bill 443, which would
require the state auditOr to examine the
books of every county office during the
course of his four-year term in office,
deserves a better fate

Page 4A

merits in Kentucky now cannot
pledge direct tax receipts to pay
off bonds.
Instead, they have to go
through legal machinations to
create separate entities to sell
bonds and build projects, leasing
them back to governments. The
lease payments are actually used
to pay off the debt.
Bond experts generally agree
that general obligation debt can
be cheaper for governments by
requiring lower interest rates.
That section would set limits
on the amount of debt cities
could incur. Those with popula-
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Park police chief says case
is closed on Foster suicide

II Hubble...
FROA4 PAGE 'IA
after others at the firm threatened
to file individual complaints
against Hubbell if the firm failed
to act. the Times reported in
Wednesday's editions.
Hubbell previously acknowledged the firm had questioned
him recentls about billings to
past clients and had asked him
for documentation for certain
expenses. He did not specify
which cases were involved.
Three documents on file at the
federal courthouse in Little Rock
listed Mrs. Clinton along with
Hubbell and Amy Lee Stewart.
another Rose lawyer, as "attorneys for" P.O.M.
Two of the documents are
amended complaints against the
company's competitor. A third is
a factual statement -document
supporting one of the complaints.

"To the best of our knowledge, Mrs Clinton billed less
than seven hours of work to a
case in which the Rose Law Firm
devoted thousands of hours and
Lasted several years." said Neel
Lattimore, a spokesman for Mrs
Clinton.
P.O.M., based in Russellville
in central Arkansas, lost the suit
against Duncan Industries Parking Control Systems Corp. of
Ham son.
"I don't believe she (Mrs
Clinton) had any significant
involvement I was in the case
from the outset and never
encountered Mrs. Clinton,"
James Ryther, an attorney for
Duncan Industries, said Tuesday.
"Webb was the one that we
encountered on a regular basis,"
said Ryther, a Chicago attorney.
Several newspapers reported
this week that the dispute

between Hubbell and Rose,
which led to his resignation,
involved the firm's unhappiness
about the P.O.M. case.
The Journal reported that the
Rose firm absorbed S500,000 in
unbilled time charges and got
stuck with another $500,000 in
outstanding litigation expenses
that the firm thought PO.M.
would pay
Some of Hubbell's partners did
not learn of the fee arrangement
until after he kit to pain the Clinton administration, the newspaper

BOSTON (AP) — The police
chief who investigated the death
of White House deputy counsel
Vincent Foster has turned his
report over to the special counsel
investigating Whitewater and
said, from his standpoint, the
case is closed.
The death of Foster, whose
body was found last July in a
park in northern Virginia, was
"clearly a suicide," U.S. Park
Police Chief Robert Langston
told The Boston Globe on
Tuesday.
"This case is closed," Langston said after handing over his
report along with boxes of forensic evidence and interviews
Tuesday to special counsel
Robert B. Fiske Jr., who is reaxamining Foster's death as part of
the probe into President Clinton's
investment in the Whitewater
Development Corp.
Langston said his report should
end rumors that Foster was mur-

reported

Ron Clark, a Rose spokesman,
did not return telephone calls
Tuesday seeking comment.
A federal jury in Little Rock
decided in 1991 that Duncan
Industries did not violate antitrust
and patent laws in its competition
with P.O.M

•Employer mandate...
FROM PAGE 1A
:rnployers pay the costs of insuring non-working spouses
Grandy called the mandate
issue a "fault line" between
Democrats and Republicans
Meanwhile, in the Senate
Finance Committee, a panel lesut)mg on mandates was dominated bs critics of the idea of
forcing employers to foot the bill
for workers That's not how it

ends up working, they argued.
"Employer-paid health insurance is a myth," said Alain C.
Enthoven, a Stanford University
professor and one of the creators
of the "managed competition"
concept of health reform espoused in the Clinton plan and
other proposals. "Any mandate
on employers would be shifted to
employees through reduced
woes or loss of Jobs," he said.
On the first day of voting on

KENTUCKY
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health reform in the Ways and
Means subcommittee, debate
ranged from tax caps to early
retirees' benefits.
Arguments against the employer mandate were impassioned.
"We are heaping costs on
small business at such a rate
(it's) going to absolutely put the
squeeze on the very industries
and businesses that have got to
grow if we're going to turn the
economy around," warned Rep.
Nancy Johnson, R -Conn.

•Victim testifies...
FROM PAGE 1A
ing dorm rules. One was filed
against Woodlee.
Hulick did not specify what
type of rules were broken. She
said she did not know if the students had been reprimanded for
breaking the rules.
The victim said she and her
friend, who testified that she was
kept occupied and reassured the
victim was fine, left the dorm
around 1 a.m.
However, before leaving, the
victim said Allen Johnson called
her back into his room, and told
her to perform oral sex on him
again, which she did.
The victim and her friend left
the dorm and drove around for a
few minutes before calling the
Murray Police Department. When
officers arrived, they were asked
to go to the hospital's emergency
room where MSU public safety
officers met them.
The six men were arrested on
warrants March 8.
Stephens was originally
charged with kidnapping and
complicity to commit- rape and
sodomy.

II Voters ...
FROM PAGE 1A
deliver on my promises."
The vote shows Clinton's
political appeal remains strong,
according to Rostenkowski adviser David Axelrod.
"Clearly, he was an important
player in this campaign," Axelrod said.
In an interview today on the
NBC "Today— show, Rostenkowsky agreed, saying, "The bottom line here is that the people
are supporting this president and
the programs that he is trying to
get through Congress." He said
he was surprised and grateful for
the 50 percent plurality.
Rostenkowski's re-election bid
has been clouded by questions
about his campaign and congressional finances.
In the spring of 1992, his name
surfaced in an investigation of
whether lawmakers used phony
stamp transactions at the House
Post Office to convert congressional expense funds for personal
use. Newspaper reports documented that Rostenkowski used
taxpayer money to buy three cars,
used campaign funds to pay himself for a little-used office and
controlled a payroll that included
employees who did not show up
for work.

•Senate ...

a bank by its

TI

ing to population, but it is widely
ignored.
The House still must vote on
the proposed amendment. Only
four are allowed on the November ballot for a referendum.

s
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lions of 15,000 or more could not
have debt exceeding 10 percent
of their total assessed property
value; cities with populations of
3,000 to 15,000, the debt limit
would be 5 percent of property
value; 2 percent for cities with
populations under 3,000.

just one of ours.
William Scott Lynch — 55.000 HOT 7s
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FROM PAGE IA

The amendment would also let
the General Assembly set standards for the different classes of
cities. The constitution now says
cities must be classified accord-

assets.

AREA WINNERS

are being held in the McCracken
County Jail on a $25,000 property or S5,000 cash bond.
Each charge carries a five to
10-year prison term.
Stephens is also in the
McCracken County Jail. His bond
was originally $100,000 cash or
property. However, it was lowered Tuesday to $25,000 property
of S5,000 cash. He faces up to 20
years in prison if convicted.

Mason, a wide receiver for the
Racers, Pitts and Woodlee are
banned from the residence halls
and university functions. According to Joe Hedges, news bureau
manager, they are permitted to
attend class and go to the library.
Stephens, Broady and Johnson
have been suspended from school
and are not allowed on
university-owned property.
Johnson is a former MSU football player. Head coach Houston
Nutt said last week Johnson was
dismissed from the team before
the spring semester began for
academic reasons. Nutt said Johnson is no longer connected with
the program.
The disciplinary action was
announced March 10. The stuThe complicity to commit rape dents are awaiting a hearing from
charge was dismissed Tuesday. the University Appeals Board,
Furches said there was not Hedges said.
enough evidence to substantiate
None of The defendants testithat charge.
fied Tuesday. Mason's cousin,
Alonzo Mason, was called as a
Mason, 19, of Paducah, Pitts witness. He was not involved in
and Chianti Woodlee, both 18 the alleged sexual assaults, but
from Louisville, are charged with was in the dorm room.
single counts of sodomy. JohnMSU public safety officers
son, 20, of Conway, S.C. is Det. Capt. Carl Martin and Sgt.
charged with two counts of John Phillips testified for the prosodomy.
secution about what the victim
Pius and Woodlee are free on and the defendants told them durbond.
ing their investigation.
Mason, 19, of Paducah, Johnson and Broady, 20, of Paducah

You can judge
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&red or that his body was tampered with after his death.
"We're anxious for them to
put this to rest," Langston said.
"It's been unfair for the politicians and the media to put the
family through this. If Whitewater is the issue, then let Whitewater be the issue. But the suicide
has never been the issue."
But one of Fiske's top aides
told the New York Post that the
question of Foster's death is still
open.
"We have not come to any
conclusions," Roderick Lankier,.
the attorney Fiske assigned to
review Foster's death, said Tuesday* Whether or not it was suicide is "one of the things we are
looking at."
Since his death, rumors have
circulated that Foster, the Clintons' personal lawyer in the land
deal, was driven to kill himself
over the possibility of a federal
investigation into Whitewater.

JC
You may already know David Hudspeth since he is
a native of Graves County and attended Murray State.
But what you may not know is how he can help you get
into your dream home or that new car or truck you've
been wanting. You see, Thr Cumberland has all types
of loans available. And out new Loan Production office
in Murray is set up with inc purpi.se in mind—to get
you started quickly. So call David about all your kran
-,. come by Just to say hello.
needs at 753;8800. Of
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CBS' poet laureate, Charles Kuralt, to retire
NEW YORK (AP) — Charles
Kursk a CBS newsman who quit
continent-hopping to roam the
byways of America for CBS'
"On the Road" and stayed for 15
years in the writerly splendor of
"Sunday Morning," is retiring
— to travel and write.
"I can barely remember my
life before CBS and 1 can hardly
imagine what life might be like
59,
after CBS News," Kura
said Monday.
He will retire May 1. His last
"Sunday Morning" will air on
Easter, April 3.

"I have done every satisfying
thing under the sun in television
news, and would like to explore
some side roads in life while I am
still in good health and good spirits," he said.
He said his first byroad will be
a book — his sixth — about
America. His memoir "A Life on
the Road" was the bestselling
nonfiction hardcover of 1990.
A graceful, bulky man whose
sonorous, bass viol voice is
burred by countless Pall Malls,
Kuralt began his 37-year CBS
career as a radio writer on the

network's overnight news desk in
1957.
In 1959, when he was 25, he
became the youngest man ever
named a CBS News correspondent. The next year, he anchored
the CBS News primetime series
"Eyewitness," and a year later
became the network's man in
Latin America.
After a stint as CBS' chief
West Coast correspondent, he
returned to New York City in
1964. He then began the first of
his backroad jaunts to small-town
America, which became his hall-

mark "On the Road" reports.
Kuralt took his writer's craft
and his crew in a well-worn
motor home to every state, logging more than a million miles
and celebrating places with
names like Sisters, Bend and
Hoodoo. in Oregon.
Then, on Jan. 28, 1979, he
launched a little-heralded broadcast that began as, and remains,
an unhurried look at the arts and
sciences, music, dance and literature, sports, Americana and the
natural world.

"I never had an assignment in
all those years," Kuralt said in
an interview marking the show's
15th anniversary. "I don't have
an immediate supervisor. I have a
hell of a lot of bosses, but none
of them know quite what I'm
doing."
Kuralt has had a hand in CBS'
special event coverage, and was
co-host, with Gen. Norman
Schwarzkopf, of the network's
series on the 50th anniversary of
World Was II.
Last month, Kuralt wrote and
reported feature stories from

Illinois candidate turns politics on ear
CHICAGO (AP) — A woman
who built her campaign for governor on a proposed $2.5 billion
income tax increase won the
approval of Illinois Democrats in
the state's primary.
Dawn Clark Netsch will face
incumbent Gov. Jim Edgar, who
easily won the Republican primary on Tuesday, in the November
general election.
"With this victory, we've
already changed politics as usual," said Netsch, a former law
professor and the first woman to
win a major party gubernatorial
nomination in Illinois.
Netsch's proposal for a 42 percent tax hike would provide SI

billion for education, SI billion
for property tax relief and S500
million to lower income taxes for
middle- and low-income families.
Edgar was calling her a "taxand-spend liberal" before the
primary votes were counted.
"There's a clear choice
between what we have offered
and what the Democrats would
offer if they gain control of the
governor's mansion," Edgar said.
"They would take us back to the
days of the Great Society, the
days of more government, more
spending and more taxes."
Edgar, a moderate Republican
who easily beat conservative
businessman Jack Roeser,

reminded voters that he kept his a
pledge to avoid raising major taxes, and criticized Netsch for
opposing the death penalty.
Edgar might benefit more from
the tax issue than Netsch's primary opponents did.
With 99 percent of precincts
reporting in unofficial results,
Netsch had 45 percent of the
vote, state Attorney General
Roland Burns had 36 percent,
and Cook County Board president
Richard Phelan had 15 percent.
Two other candidates split the
remaining 4 percent.
Edgar won with 75 percent to
25 percent for Roeser in unofficial results.

police to go talk to her friends
and former co-workers at Taco
Bell," said Mrs. Sumpter, who
found her 20-year-old daughter,
an aspiring paralegal, strangled in
a full bathtub a year ago.
The result: more silence, Mrs.
Sumpter said.
"Are you going to tell me that
if they had done a little digging
Henry's name would not have
come up? Are you going to tell
me that this doesn't reek of blatant incompetency and racism?"
Police have apologized for not
spotting a link between the murders sooner, but say the cases
varied enough to throw them off
Wallace's trail. Indeed, until the
strangler's pace picked up last
week, the deaths were sporadic
and not entirely similar. Officials
would not comment Tuesday
except to say the investigation,
which now includes four more
slayings, is under review.
In hindsight, of course, the
links are hard to miss. A few
months after Wallace moved into
town, the first body turned up. As
the months wore on the ranks of
victims quietly swelled.
Many had worked at fast-food
restaurants clustered around Sharon Amity and Albemarle roads,
as Wallace did. Many lived in
nearby apartment complexes, as
Wallace did until things began to
disintegrate.
In recent weeks, friends
reported, the smooth-talking former radio deejay had been going
without sleep and wearing the
same clothes day after day.
Some wonder how Wallace,
who investigators say is addicted
to crack cocaine, was out on the
streets at all. On Feb. 4, he was
arrested for shoplifting at a mall
within walking distance of most
of the murder sites. A computer
check might have revealed his

..•olons Worroroy .41111O.
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lengthy police record, which
included sexual assault charges
and burglary convictions in two
states.
Instead, he was released. A
few weeks later, four more
women were dead.
"Let's face it," said Barbara
Clarke, a young mother who
recently moved to Charlotte from
New York City. "They weren't
doing their job. They might have
missed the first connection, or the
second, or even the third. But 10?
There's something wrong here."
"lithe police had just put two
and two together, the whole story
could have been different," said
Audrey Spaulding, a white
woman who saw only one explanation for the lapse: "There's
prejudice. These were just murders they could push to the back
of their files. It's really
discouraging."
For the women left behind, it's
numbing. They did not know a
strangler had been in their midst.
Many knew him simply as Henry.
"I think it's just really hard for
a lot of people to comprehend
how 10 women just perished, like
that. And no one really knew,"
said Robert Kelley, who ,has
watched the news ripple among
employees and customers at the
dress shop he and his wife run
near a complex where two of the
stranglings occurred.
"I'm not a police officer,"
said Kelley, who is white, "but I
can't help feeling at least three or
four of these deaths could have
been avoided."
"I could have been any one of
them," said Angala Grooms, 25,
who works at the Kelleys' shop.
"The Mack girl who died, she
lived across from my sister and
brother-in-law," added her coworker, Felicia Haywood, 32.
Everyone agrees it was too
close. And everyone is glad that
Wallace is off the streets.
Rime To Own
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WHEN YOU NEED
ROOM FOR YOUR

"No one has earned the nght
to retire more than Charles Kuralt," said Howard Stringer, president of. CBS Broadcast Group.
"He has been the poet laureate of
CBS News for more than 30
- years and he has carved out a
unique niche in the history of this
company.

influential chairman of the House
Ways and Means Committee and
is depending on him for help with
his legislative agenda.

"His departure is sad for CBS
and for broadcast journalism. But
he will stay in our hearts and our
thoughts. This will always be his
home."

SWEDISH HIGH SCHOOL
EXCHANGE STUDENT
BOY 17

In other elections Tuesday,
Rep. Dan Rostenkowski overcame a House Post Office scandal to beat state Sen. John Cullerton and three other challengers in
the all-important Democratic
primary.

Needs hostfamily. Enjoyssports and computers.
Other European students arriving in August.

RostenkOwski's win was a
boost for President Clinton, who
campaigned personally for the

Call Emilie,(502)833-3229 or 1-800-SIBLING
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Sen. Penny Severns will he
Netsch's running mate, and Edgar
will stick with Lt. Gov. Bob
Kustra.
Netsch, 67, brandished a pool
cue and accepted a gift of a billiard ball at her victory party.

CBS' coverage of the Winter
Olympics in Lillehammcr,
Norway.
During his career, Kuralt has
won II Emmys and three George
Foster Peabody awards. In 1983
he was named broadcaster of the
year by the International Radio
and Television Society.
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Clinton hits road
to shift attention
from Whitewater
By TOM RAUH
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Like other embattled chief executives
before turn, when the going gets tough in Washington. President
Clinton gets going — out of town.
Clinton has been basking in the applause of a three-dab road trip
that combined high-profile presidential and political events.
Arid hell spend muCteof the next month on the road: Florida this
weekend, Dallas next weekend, then three or four days in
California.
It's a tried and true formula for a president when things get nasty
in the rution•s capital: going out among what politicians like to call
"the real people": out where Washington infighting is just a distant hum.
It doesn't usually work, except temporarily, other presidents
have found, since trouble continues to stalk them whereser they go
As-he-went from Michigan to Massachusetts to New Hampshire
to New York. Clinton kept getting peppered with questions from
reporters on the subject. And a sign held by a protester in Keene,
N.H., declared: "Whitewater does matter."
While Clinton may not have been quite successfirt-m-sti4ting
national attention away from Whitewater, he at least seemed to be
getting it off his own mind.
"This is America, this is where they are," Clinton enthused.
Who arc "they?"
"Real people." said Clinton adviser George Stephanopoulos.
"He's in a tcmfic mood. He loves being back here." Stephanopoulos added..
From opening a jobs summit in Detroit to a podium-thumping
attack on Republicans at a Democratic fund-raiser in Boston. to a
campaign-style tour of southern New Hampshire, to greeting U.S.
troops back from Somalia at Fort Drum, N.Y.. Clinton was playing
his presidential card to the hilt.
"A,Se will do everything we Cail to get attention back on things
that matter," White House press secretary Dec Dec Msers said.
And what could look more presidential than welcoming U.S.
troops`
"You have showed the world what Amencans are made of. Your
_natinnae grate tal___Your preaidenets terably proud of you," Closton
told a group of U.S. troops just back from Somalia and their families in a packed gymnasium at the Army base in upstate New York.
-Hundreds of men and women in uniform hooted and cheered the
president in what had to be an exhilarating moment for a president
who is still on shaky terms with the militars.
No matter that Clinton's forget-Whitewater tour wasn't completely spontaneous.
• Tickets to a town hall meeting in Nashua. N.H., were distributed
mainly by local politicians and school officials.
And New Hampshire woman whose message brought a "bless
you" from Clinton ("Whitewater is for canoeing.and rafting.
Shame on those who would detract and distract from the important
aork you're doing with universal health coverage and jobs") read
those remarks from a 3x5 index card.
Clinton appeared to lose his temper at a Democratic fund-raiser
in Boston as he lashed out at Republicans for waging "politics of
personal destruction" and banging the podium repeatedly
But the event was carefully choreographed and had all the trappings of a mini-political convention, complete with a band, movies
on a huge screen of Clinton moments and a concluding blizzard of
red, white and blue balloons and confetti.
"1 was not angry, but I'm determined," Clinton said later.
Unfortunately for the president, the Whitewater affair seems to
sprout new tentacles daily.
In addition to the central issue — the special counsel's probe of
a failed Arkansas savings and loan and its ties to an investment by
the Clintons in the Whitewater Development Corp in the 1980s —
the term "Whitewater" now takes in far more ground.
It covers everything from bank failures and Clinton's questionable investments, to Arkansas regulatory practices in the 1980s, to
Hillary Rodham Clinton's Rose Law Firm, to the suicide of White
House lawyer Vincent Foster. to potential cover-ups.
The affair has all but hamstrung Clinton and his administration
and put a severe brake on efforts to pass health care legislation this
year.
That's why for now, at least, Clinton and his top aides were rejoicing in the relatively clearcut life of the "campaign" trail, one
he's likely to spend a lot of time on in the coming months.
"1 began to feel like a real president," Clinton told an appreciative crowd at a rally on Boston Harbor
EDITOR'S NOTE — Tom Raum has covered the White
House for The Associated Press since 1989 and has reported on
gosernment and national politics since 1973.
_ _ _
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Just drop us a line •••
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Perspective" page by writing letters to the editor. We
print letters on a variety of topics. provided they comply with the following guidelines: all letters must be signed by the writer, with the
writer a address and telephone number included in case verification is
necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must Mit
60 irM gun 500 mak Letters should be typewritten and doubkVOA giondble. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter
_writers.
and 10 Mit
141S1 digit WiNeaniM to. Utter to the Editor. Murray Ledger
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Audit bill deserved better fate
FRANKFORT — Suite Auditor
Ben Chandler, on something of a
political roll lately, got a hard lesson
in power politics from the General
Assembly in recent weeks.
Chandler proposed what ordinarily would seem to be a fairly
routine bill that does nothing more
than codify what Chandler, as audi
tor, has been doing all along The
hadn't been audited by the state for
hill requires that the state auditor
decades. That includes former Jefexamine the books of every county
ferson County Sheriff Jim Greene,
office in the state during the course
who Chandler's audit found had
of the auditors four-year term in
wasted huge sums of public money.
office.
So,it would seem that Chandler's
That's been ('handlers policy
bill, House Bill 443, would have had
since he became state auditor in
easy sailing through the General
1992 and he wants to make certain
Assembly.
those who follow him will continue
Not so.
the practice.
Today, for all practical purposes.
Since the auditor's office doesn't
House Bill 443 is dead.
have enough employees to check
After narrowly escaping the
the books of each of Kentuck y's 480
House State Government Commitcounty officials every- year, pnvate
ter, which initially killed it, House
accountants are hired to perform the
Bill 443 was shuttled by' the poweraudits when the auditor can't. Right ful Rules Commium to the Appronow, Chandler's office audits the
priations and Revenue Committee
majority of county offices annually
to study its fiscal impact Chandler
and his policy means simply that all
says there is no fiscal impact
480 offices will get at least one state
But when the rules committee
examination before he leaves office. does that to legislation, the top
Indeed, Chandler discovered that
Democratic leaders in the House
some county officials in Kentucky (who make up the Rules Commit-

KENTUCKY

tee)are saying they don't like the bill
and don't want to see it again.
Rep. Jim Wayne, D-Louisville,
who sponsored House Bill 443 for
Chandler, said he believes the vote
was 4-1 in the Rules Committee to
send it to appropriations for study.
Only Speaker Joe Clarke voted for
the bill. Wayne said.
Thus even if the appropriations
committee approves House Bill
443,it still must go through Rules to
reach the House floor and clearly
Rules isn't a fan of auditing all
county offices at least once every
four years.
Chandler blames opposition from
the Kentucky Society of Certified
Public Accountants for the bill's
fate.
Undoubtedly the accountants'opposition had some effect, but let's
face it, CPAs do not make up an
enormous voting bloc in any Ken_

EDITORIAL

tucky county. Furthermore, the
much more powerful Kentucky Association of Counties and the state
assoriauons of sheriffs and county
clerks came out in favor of House
Bill 443.
Perhaps Chandler's simple little
good-government bill ran afoul of
Chandler's own growing reputation
as a white knight prepared to take on
everyone from the Jefferson County
sheriff to the Kentucky Lottery
Corp. board of directors.
He's planning to run for attorney
general and some are even promoting him as a candidate for governor
in 1995.
It may be that the House Democratic leadership, Clarke excepted,
decided to cut Happy Chandler's
grandson down to size before he
makes the leap toward the executive
mansion.
Or perhaps it is nothing more than
House Bill 443 got the editorial
endorsement of a lot of Kentucky
newspapers. In the wake of Boptrot,
some powerful legislators are
hardly great fans of editonal writers.
Whatever the reason, power was
played and a very good little bill
apparently is dead.
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(Excerpts from editorials on proposed Kentucky News Council.)
The Courier-Journal, Louisville:
Steve Riggs was unjustly accused. So was his fellow Louisville
legislator, Rep. Porter Hatcher. So were Rep. Ray Altman of Camp-bellsville and Rep. Steve Nunn of Glasgow.
When Rep. Riggs protested to the newspaper that maligned them
inaccuratels, the Lexington Herald-Leader, what he got was a dry' correction in the editorial column. No indication that the whole drift of
the editorial was, as a result of the inaccuracies, deeply unfair. No
recanting of a headline that incorrectly accused the legislators of selfserving motives with respect to an insurance-related bill that was
passed by their House committee. Certainly no expression of regret.
And of course no apology.
This is the kind of thing that prompts support for a Kentucky News
Council.
Lexington Herald-Leader:
When The Courier-Journals editor writes about the news council,
he usually refers to the Herald-Leader and its coverage of — guess
what? — the legislature. In one column, he suggested that a news
council is needed to counteract the Herald-Leader's editorial, which
he blames for destroying the public's faith in Kentucky's scandal- --plagued -General Assembly.
No wonder, then, that the Democrats who control the state Senate
have been so eager to get into the business of passing judgment on the
suite's press. In fact, the relationship between 'The courier-Journal and
Senate Democrats on this matter is straightforwardly incestuous. The
editor of The Courier-Journal personally wrote a draft of the bill for
its sponsor. Senate Majority Leader David Karem, D-Louisville. in a
Jan. 5 letter.
Kentucky New Era. Hopkinsville:
Its had enough when suite lawmakers disregard the First Amendh trying to legislate a government-funded entity to scrutinize

the news media. It's even worse when a newspaper sleeps with the
enemy.
But that is the case with Senate Bill 313, which mandates the formation of a Kentucky News Council and unbelievably has the full
support of The Courier-Journal.
The Independent, Ashland:
Instead of rushing to create a council of questionable value, the
General Assembly should implement a 1993 House resolution calling
for an interim study that would research the merits of the idea and
create a statewide dialogue about it. Thus far, no such effort has been
made.
Daily News, Bowling Green:
Kiiiven the often confrontational nature of news work itself, those
advocating the creation of this council may be setting themselves a
mighty task. There probably are few in Kentucky who have not felt
themselves, their basketball team, their university, their hometown,
their county, etc., aggrieved by the media at one time or another.
But if the task of the council would prove exhausting, its work also
could _do. violence to the relationship our constitutional system prescribes for government and press.

7

The Advocate-Messenger, Danville:
We see little chance that much good will come from a state news
council — other than a cushy job for a few professors at UK — and
we sec a strong possibilitY of harm to a free press.
Government and the news media are often at odds. That's the way
the American system was set up. Trying to alleviate that friction
through a news council created by government is a threat to the
American system of checks and balances.

Media making news in council fight
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
Kentucky's news media are finding themselves making news, and
some newspapers are taking pot
shots at one another on the editonal pages.
At issue is the proposed creation of a Kentucky News Council, which would hear and try to
settle citizen complaints about
news coverage and conduct seminars and research on news media
ethics.
One . editor claims the whole
matter is just another editor's
way of venting his competitive
frustration. Television news
executives say the idea is worthless. The state newspaper association is opposed to the proposal
to spend SI million for the panel.
The proposed news council is a
pct project of David Hawpe, editor of The Courier-Journal, and
not a new one, he said. "The
Courier-Journal has been in favor
and Pushing for the news council
concept since the 1960s,•' Hawpe
said.
He said news organizations
should have some mechanism for
answering to the public other
than just through letters to the
editor and in the marketplace. '1
think we ought to ultimately
make ourselves accountable in
other ways." Hawpe said.
And that is where the differences begin.
Tim Kelly, editor of the Lexington Herald-Leader, said his
newspaper responds to the public
in a host of ways, including cor

CA PITO I, 1 DEAS

Mark R. Chellgren
An Associated Press News Analysts
ections, community meetings, the council's initial board by the
subjecting stories to scrutiny
governor brought howls of proevery day. :The popularity of a
test from the news media about
news, council in the General
government involvement in tryAssembly has nothing to do with
ing to regulate news coverage.
accountability. Kelly said.
The bill is now in limbo in the
"I think this is a way for the
House, where it could still pass
legislature to try to get back at
but probably without the
the news media, pure and
appropriation.
simple," Kelly said.
"1 think it would be worthThe Senate voted for a news
less," said Kathy Beck, news
council idea, including the approdirector at WAVE-TV in Louispriation of SI million to begin an
ville. "If we've got a viewer who
endowment at the University of
has a problem with us, we're glad
Kentucky journalism school
where it would be located. UK-- to sit down auct.talk with them
would have to raise matching ,Ourselves.'7 .. _
funds from other sources.
Tom Butler, vice president of
The appropriation of tax
WPSD-TV in Paducah and a vetmoney, and the appointment of eran newsman, said the bill is the

Attention Washington!
Lr.S. REP. TOM BARLOW
1533 Longworth Office Building, Washington D.C. 20515
502-444-7216 (Paducah) or 202-225-3115 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. WENDELL FORD
173A Russell Senate Office Building. Washington D.C. 20510
202-224-4343 (Washington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH McCONNELL
120 Russell Senate Office Building. Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Padtteahl Of 202- p4.2541 (Washingtonl

result of government's "urge to
regulate."
"These things simply don't
work," Butler said.
David Thompson, executive
director of the Kentucky Press
Association, said his board
opposes a news council with
public funding. But he said an
informal survey showed members
of the group are evenly split
about the idea with no tax money
involved.
Thompson said the issue
should be discussed for another
two years and maybe a compromise can be reached.
Newspapers around the state
have sniped at the idea in editorials, some taking aim at The
Courier-Journal, The Louisville
newspaper published an editorial
in favor of the news council, saying it's the kind of remedy Kentucky needs for newspapers such
as the Herald-Leader.
Kelly said the reason Hawpe is
pushing the bill is personal.
"This does not seem to be a
major issue except in one person's mind and that person is the
editor of The Courier-Journal,
who's using it to gig the Herald Leader," Kelly said.
Hawpe said the exercise has
been useful in any event.
"Whatever else has been
accomplished, I think it's been a
useful debate and a
consciousness-raising for responsibility and accountability,"
Hawpe said
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Calloway County / HEADSTART
Preschool Screening / Registration
The Calloway County Schools will "kick off"
their annual preschool screening and Child Find
activities on...

Tuesday, March 29
and

Wednesday, March 30,i994
Calloway Co. Early Childhood/Preschool Ctnter
2106 College Farm Road
Murray, Kentucky

Developmental, Speech/Language, Health, Vision,
Hearing and Motor screening will be provided for
children under the age of five by personnel from the
local school district.
The following early warning signals are some ofthe more common indications that a problem may exist. Iffor any
reason you suspect that your child may have special needs, we urge you t,o call about thIs presClioor screening.

PLAYING
--Does not play games such as
waving bye-bye, peak-a-boo,
pattycake by age 1.
--Does not imitate parents doing
routine household chores by age
2.
--Does not enjoy playing alone
with toys, pots and pans, sand,
etc. by age 3.
--Does not play group games such
as hide-and-seek, tag-ball, etc.
with other children by age 4.
--Does not share and take turns
by age 5.

HEARING

--Does not turn to lace the source
of strange sounds or voices by
six months of age.
--Has earaches or running ears.
--Talks in an unusually loud
voice.
--Does not respond when you call
from another room.
--Turns the same ear toward
sound he/she wishes to hear.

SEEING
--Is often unable to locate and
pick up small objects which
have been dropped.
--Frequently rubs eyes or complains that eyes hurt.
--Has reddened, watering eyes or
encrusted eyelids.
--Holds head in a strained or
awkward position (tilts head to
either side—thrusts head forward or backward) when trying
to look at a particular person or
object.
--Sometimes or always crosses
one or both eyes.

TALKING

THINKING
--Does not react to his/her own name when called by age 1.
--Is unable to identify hair,eyes,ears, nose and mouth by
pointing to them by age 2.
--Does not understand simple stories told or read by age 3.
--Does not give reasonable answers to such questions as
"What do you do when you are sleepy?" or"What do you
do when you are hungry?" by age 4.
--Does ;tot seem to understand the meaning of the words
"today," "tomorrow," "yesterday" by age 5.

--Cannot say "Mama" and "Dada" by age 1.
--Cannot say the names of a few toys and people by age 2.
--Cannot repeat common rhymes or TV jingles by age 3.
--Is not talking in short sentences by age 4.
--Is not understood by people outside the family by age 5.

MOVING

--Is unable to sit up without support by age 1.
--Cannot walk without help by age 2.
--Does not walk up and down steps by age-3.
--Is unable to balance on one foot for a short time by age 4.
--Cannot throw a ball overhand and catch a large ball
bounced to him/her by age 5.

Call And Register Your Child For Preschool Screening And Registration:
Calloway County Preschool Center
2106 College Farm Road
(Behind Calloway County High School)
Wednesday, March 30, 1994
Tuesday, March 29, 1994
759-9408
9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. - 7:00 p.m.

Infants- & Young Children
Under Three
Anytime during Year
762-2446 or 762-2855
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Bel-Air Shopping Center, South 12th Street, Murray
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Sponsors
sought for
Freedom Fest
Freedom Fest 1994 is quickly
approaching, and this year's festivities promise to be bigger and better
than ever before.
Concerts, parades, and 5K runs
arc Just a few of the 16 events
already scheduled for this exciting
ccicbrauon.
If your club or organization is
interested in sponsoring or volunteenng assistance with any event
during this 11-day extravaganza,
please call the Freedom Fest Hotline
at 753-5004 no laser than Apnl R.

J

PRAIRIE FARMS

ICE CREAM

VELVEETA

32 OZ. JAR 51•99
PETS OF THE 'WEEK —
These four animals are asailable for adoption at Animal
Shelter. East Sycamore Street
off South Fourth Street. operated by The HIIIINallt Society of
Calloway County. They are,
from top. -Lucky.- a spayed
female Lab anis: "Pierre.- a
male Bicbon Frime: "Mouse." a
shorthaired oriental grey kitten; and "Sparkles." a spayed
female Shep mix. Animals who
do not find homes must be
destroyed. Hours of the shelter.
open to thr-pubtir. are I to 4:0
p.m. Monday. Thursday and
Friday. 1 to 6:15 p.m. Tuesday.
1 to 4:30 p.m. Saturday. and
closed Sunday. Humane Society
is a United Way agency. For
information call '759-4141.
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City-wide sale
to begin May 7

VAN CAMP

DEL MONTE

HYDE PARK SALTINE

PORK 8 BEANS

KETCHUP

CRACKERS

A city-wide yard sale will be held
on Saturday, May 7, 1994, by the
Murray-Calloway County Freedom
Feat Committee and the Murray
Tourism Commission.
It's time to begin digging through
your closets and pulling out those
unwanted items! Murray's Annual
Freedom Feat Spring City-Wide
Yard Sale is getting bigger and
better every yea'. This is a great
opportunity to have a yard sale that
will be publicized throughout the
surrounding region.
"West Kentucky's Biggest Yard
Sale," which will be from 7 a.m.
until 3 p.m., is the perfect chance to
market some of your rarely used
household items. Remember one
person's trash is another person's
treasure.
Anyone wishing to participate in
the yard sale may pick up an
application at the Tourism Commission Office located in the Murray
Commerce Center, Highway 641
North. A small application fee will
be charged to cover promotion
expenses for the surrounding region. For more information call
753-5004. Applications must be
received by May 3, 1994.
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Students to
compete in
math contest
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Students from 33 schools in four
states will travel to Murray State
University on Tuesday, March 22,
to compete in the University's 23rd
annual mathematics, competition.
The competition, sponsored by
the Ken-Lake Council of Teachers
of Mathematics and the university's
department of mathematics and statistics, will feature students from 10
middle schools and 23 high schools
from Kentucky, Illinois, Tennessee
and Missouri.
Teams of four students from each
school will compete by taking written exams in one of four categories:
algebra I,algebra II, geometry and a
general comprehensive exam. The
middle school teams will only be
allowed to compete in the algebra I
event.
The exams will begin at 9:30 a.m.
in Faculty Hall with the awards
presentation to follow at 1 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium.
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LOS ANGELES (AP) — A
9-year-old boy took the wheel of
a runaway an Monday, rescuing
his mother who :Wired a seizure
while driving on a busy freeway,
the California Highway Patrol
said.
The boy steered the mini-van
and his unconscious mother to
safety.
"He's a hero," CHP Officer
Todd Sturges said of young
David Dillman.
Mary Dillman, 38, was driving
south on Interstate 405 when she
had a seizure and blacked out,
Sturges said.
David quickly took charge of
the situation — and the car —
Sturges said.
"He was in the front passenger
seat when it happened. He got
out of the seat, took over the
steering wheel and guided the
vehicle for about a quarter mile
over to the right shoulder, where
it came to rest," Sturges said. "It
didn't hit anything."
David "even put the car into
park," the officer added.
His mother was taken to a hospital where she was treated and
released.
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Wed
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TODAY
CALENDAR
Wednesday, Marcia I.

Wednesday, Nava 111

Murray Beard of Zoning
Adiustmensi/5.15 p.m./City H.
Chwch Waimea Limbed S0ngfes112
p m *ern Terrace Lodge.
Murray City Schools not in session
today Professional Dermiopment Day.
Csiisiesy County High School SiteBased D•cision Making Council/4
p.m./home economics room.
Overeaters Anonymous/5:15
p m.tEMss Community Center
Hazel Center/open 10 am.-2 p mfbe
senior citizens activities.
Weeks Centerropen S am.-4 p.m./br
senior citizens' wevelos.
Health Express of Murray-Callweray
County HospitaliMurray Post Othosi
¶230-3 pm
New Life Christian Center servioW7
p m at 1619 kteren's Chapel Road.
First Christian Church events include
CFF dinrwor/5 30 p m.: Bibb Study and
Singles Support Group/6 p.m.. CFF
optbons/6 30 p m., Choir/7.30 p.m.
Community Baptist Church events
include prayer meeting/6 pm in Dixieland Shopping Center.
Dexter Baptist Church worshipt6:30

IkUsasi Scestiz=open 9
a..-4:a..-4:30 p.m.

pm

•

Elm Grove Baptist Church iyorship/7
pm
Memorial Baptist Church events
include ineal.6 p m Prayer
and Youth and Missions Gr:u7s/
rn
p m . Choir Rehearsal/8 p.m
Weirtiride Uptitt Church -*Vents'
include Baptist Men, Baptist Young
Women. Baptist Women. Hattie Lee
3aiioway Group.f7 p m., Choir
P,actico8 p m
First Presbyterian Church *vents
inclub• Spiritual Riinitival,4 p.m.,
ARK'S p m Session moritingr7:30
in Confirmation Class Retreat/9
eV,

First United Methodist Church
events include Children's Handball
Choirl 15 p m
Adult Handball
Choir 4 p m
Turner Covenant
Prayer it p m Chancel Choir7 30
pm
First Baptist Church events include
Library operv6 15 p m , Childivhs
Choirs Klaymatat 30 p.m., Business
meeting/6 45 p m
Sanctuary
Choir/7 45 pm
Grace Baptist Church events inctudo
Soul-Winning Class/6:15 p.m Kid's
Klubs, Bible Explosion, Youth Bible
Study, and Adult Bible Study/7 p.m
Glendale Road Church of Christ
events include Bible Classes/7 p.m
University Church of Christ events
include Bible Classes/7 p.m.
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Holy Eucharist/5 15 p.m , Soup
supper/6 15 p.m
Immanuel Lutheran Churdi events
include soup supper/5 30 pm. and
Lenten service/7 pm
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study.'7 pm
Murray State University offices
closed for spring break
Wrathor West Kentucky Museum at
Murray
State
Unrversityroponi1.30-4.30 p m.

ooks
-tar

4

Solar System -ill a.m. and '
gmAtoidan Pond Planetwiurn; Ham;
piece oral Woodandatmen 9 11.111 -5
p.m. Inio/1-502-024-5602.

Murray-Callevisy County Hospital
Board/5:30 p.m./board room
Irvin Cobb Neighborhood Watch
tneerine/7 p.m at Russell** Chapel
United Methodist Church
Murray Business and Professional
Women.6 p.m/Sayen Seas Restaurant. Info/753-7743
Home Department of Murray
Woman's Club/noon potluck/club
house
Pet Therapy sossoon/3 p.m .Calloway
County Pubic Library
Bridge Club/7 p.m./Woaks Community Canter. Open to public
Into/435-4136.
Christian Singles Groupa p m.400
North 20th St., Murray Into/Joan,
759-1345, or Richard. 759-9994
Exocutivo Committee of Murray'
Kentucky Lake Chaplet of NARFE/9
a.m./Calloway County Public Library
Narcotics Anonymous mo•V7 30
p m./St John's Episcopal Church
fnfOr753-0781
Murray Ail Guild/open 6:30-9 pm
Nasal Cantor/open 10 a m -2 pm nog
minor citizens' activities
Weeks Canterropen 9 a m -4 p m 'tor
IMMO, citizens' activities
AA and At-Anon dosed meetings/6
p.m./Sanicir Citizens Center, Benton
Kentucky Lake Section of American
Chemical Society/5 p m. tour at Goodrich plant with dinn•r/6 30
p.m 'Ramada Inn. Gilbensville
Murray Kheanis ClubA5 p m /Sirken
Stockade
Murray Rotary Club/12 noon/Seven
Seas Rwitaurant.
First Christian Church events include
Youth Bible Study/4730 p m
St. Leo Catholic Church events
include Legion of Mary/B45 a.m
Young N Hearts of Glendale Road
Church of Chnsv10 30 a.m
First United Methodist Church wants
include Singles Ministry Planning
TeanV6:30 p.m
First Presbyterian Church events
include Lectionary Bible Study/7 p m
Westsids Baptist Church Choir
practioria p.m
First Baptist Church events include
Mother's Day OuV9 a.m and 3 p.m..
Dorcas Sunday School Class/10
a.nVDumplin's
SL John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5 15 p m
Episcopal Church Womani6
p.m./Wolls. home
Twin Lakes Antique Car Club/7
p.m./Maj•stic Steakhouse,
Drartenville
Murray Women of the Moose/8 p m.
with officersi7 pm
Singles Friendship of Paris.
Tenet..? 30 p.m./Farm Bureau Building,
Paris infio/Kennith Broach. 753-3580
National Scouting Museum °per
a.m.-4.30 p.m Info/762-3383
Land Between the Lakes events
include 'The Seven Wonders of the
solar Systern'm a.m. and 2
p.m./Golden Pond Planetanurn, Horneplace and Woodlands/open 9 a.m.-5
p m. Info/1-502-924-5602

4

daughter. Sarah Elizabeth Wade,
born on Tuesday. March 8, at
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
The baby weighed eight
pounds 13 ounces and measured
22 inches. A brother is Jacob
Wade. The mother is the former
Tammy Hammonds.
Grandparents are Kenneth
Hammonds and the late Carolyn
Hammonds of Princeton and
Bobby and Shirley Wade of
Murray.

Don't Miss Our
Exciting Sale!!
Saturday, March 19
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Nominations for parent representatives to the School-based Decision Making Council at Calloway County Middle School are currently
being accepted. Parents who will have children at CCMS next year are
eligible to nominate themselves or other eligible parents. The deadline
for nominations-is March 23, and elections will be conducted March
28 in conjunction with the CCMS Showcase. Written nominations can
be submitted to Vickie Travis, 753-3257, Don Chamberlain,
753-5691, Marilyn Willis, 753-4182, or left at the Middle School. For
additional information contact Vicky White at the Middle School,
753-4182.
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'CCMS accepting nominations

Thursday, March 17
Behests WS out be in session in city

Hazel club plans special supper
Hazel Woman's Club will have an "International Affairs" foreign
dish supper on Thursday, March 17, at 6:30 p.m. at Hazel Community
Center. Inez Butterworth will give the devotion. Hostesses will be
Marla Thompson, Janice Wilkinson and Hilda Bennett. All members
are urged to attend.

Camera club meeting Thursday
Rebecca Marie Wolf and
_Jpn Robert Klein to marry

Wolf and Klein wedding
vows to be said May 28
Dr. and Mrs. Kenneth H. Wolf of Murray announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter, Rebecca Marie Wolf, to
Jon Robert Klein, son of Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. Klein of Altoona,
_
Iowa.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Josephine A. Morris
and the late Harry W. Moms and of Mrs. Bernice NI. Wolf and the
late Herbert C. Wolf, all of Davenport, Iowa.
The groom-elec us the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Jacob Klein
of Bussey, Iowa, and Mrs. Hamel J. Vandenberg and the late John H.
Vandenberg of Pella, Iowa.
Ms. Wolf, a 1987 graduate of Murray High School, received her
Bachelor of Arts degree in History from Grinnell College, Grinnell,
Iowa, in 1991. She is currently employed as a Residence Hall Director
at Ripon College, Ripon, Iowa. She plans to pursue a graduate degree
in Social Work.
Mr. Klein received his Bachelor of Arts degree in Political Science
from Grinnel College in 1993. He plans a career in Law.
The wedding will be Saturday, May 28, at 7 p.m. at First Presbyterian Church, Murray.
A reception and dance will follow at Cums Center Dance Lounge,
Murray State University
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.

Shopping Cantor
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Murray-Calloway County Camera Club will meet Thursday, March
17, at 7 p.m. in Annex of Calloway County Public Library. This will
be a work session on developing black and white film and processing
black and white prints. -Gene N. Bailey and—lrelh Parka, -CO-presidents, urge all members and interested persons to attend.

Episcopal Women plan meeting
Episcopal Church Women of St. John's Episcopal Church will meet
Thursday, March 17, at 7 p.m. at the home of Jane Combs. "ShiringYour Family" will be the theme of the program by Combs. Easter
flowers and arrangements for 1994 graduates will be discussed. Layette items will be collected through March 20. ECW is also collecting
Campbell soup labels for St. Jude's Ranch. The annual yard sale will
be May 7 to coincide with the city-wide yard sale promotion.

Parish potluck fish fry Friday
St. Leo's Catholic Church will have its Parish potluck fish fry to
•celebrate St; Patrick's Day on Friday, March 18, from 5 to 6:30 p.m.
Fish, bread and cole slaw will be furnished. Parishioners are requested
to bring a covered dish or dessert. Stations of the Cross will be at 7

Single Too plans events
Single Too will have activities on Thursday, Saturday and Monday.
March 17, 19 and 21. The group will meet Thursday at 6:15 p.m. at
JCPenney parking lot to go to visit Paris Friendship Singles at Farm
• Bureau building, Paris, Tenn. On Saturday the group will meet at
JCPenney parking lot at 12:45 p.m. for an afternoon outing. On Monday the group will meet at Louie's Restaurant at 6:30 p.m. Marilyn, a
Single Too member, will have the program. This is a support and
social group for all single men and women whether always single,
separated, divorced or widowed. For more information call 753-6078,
753-7845, or 753-7663.

Board meeting planned Thursday
The Western Kentucky Regional Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board, Ind., board of directors will meet Thursday. March 17, at 7 .
p.m. at the agency's Regional Administrative office, 1530 Lone Oak
Rd., Paducah. The board, a private, non-profit agency, provides a variety of mental health, mental retardation and substance abuse services
to individuals in Calloway and other eight counties in the area. For
information call 1-800-592-3980 or 1-502-442-7121.
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Youth-Led revival scheduled
A Youth-Led Revival, led by a team from Union University, Jackson, Tenn., will be March 18, 19 and 20 at Fairview Baptist Church,
114 Memorial Dr., Paris, Tenn. Events will be at 5:30 and 7 p.m. Fri! day, 7 p.m. Saturday, and 5 and 6 p.m. Sunday.

MMS election is scheduled
Murray Middle School Parent Site-based Decision Making Council
elections will be Thursday, March 24, at 7 p.m. at the school auditorium. Nominations may be submitted in writing to Principal Pat Seiber
through Wednesday, March 16. For information call 753-5125.

Oaks Club plans dance on Saturday
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Lou Ann Philpot shows the "Cedar and Spruce" wall hanging. Demonstrations for piecing this quilt will be part of the featured program at
Ouliters' Day Out Saturday at Graves County High School.

Quilters' Day Out Saturday
The fifth annual Quitters' Day
Out will be celebrated on Saturday,-March 19, beginning at 10

a.m. at Graves County High
School, Mayfield.
The event is sponsored by
Kentucky Heritage Quilt Society
and the quilt clubs of Calloway.
Graves and McCracken counties.
The Mayfield-Graves County
Piecemakers will be this year's
host".
Quitters' Day Out will be held
in each district in Kentucky on
March 19 and across the United
States on thsi same date.
Featured will be vendors, videos, quilt exhibits, refreshments
and demonstrations. This year the
demonstrations will be Fast Piecing with the Sewing • Machine
Using Paper, Making Quilt

Fabura
All

Labels, Circular Patchwork, Past
Piecing 60 Degree Triangles, and
others.
A bazaar will be held by
Graves County Piccemakers.
Scholarship forms for the Shakertown Scholarship, sponsored by
Kentucky Heritage Quilt Society,
will be available. Patterns will be
given to those in attendance.
The hours of the event will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. No admission will be charged. "Come join
the crowd and learn some of the
latest techniques in quiltmaking,"
quiltcr said.
Everyone in the Jackson Purchase' and surrounding areas is
invited to attend. For further
information contact Lou Ann
Philpot at 753-6843 or Cheryl
Slaughter at 1-502-247-9381.

Oaks Country Club will have a St. Patrick's Dance on Saturday,
March 19, from 8 to 11 p.m. The band, Night Fish, will provide the
music. The cost will be $10 per person. Snacks and set-ups will be
provided. Reservations are not required, but are preferred for seating'.
Persons may call Della Miller at 753-2721 or Laverne Claxton at
753-2021.

Chorus rehearsal changed
The Music Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club !
has changed its rehearsal from March 17, to Thursday, March 24, at 7
p.m. Margie Shown, director, urges all members to note the change in
date.

Special pageant here March 26
The third annual Little Mr. and Miss Fire-Rescue Pageant will be
! Saturday, March,26, at Woodmen of World Building at South Third
! and Maple Streets, Murray. This will be for boys arid girls, ages 0 to
12, of Murray and Calloway County only. Registration will be at 10
! a.m. and the pageant will be at 11 a.m. Persons may register the day
of the pageant. Dress will be Easter sportswear. For more information !
'call 753-0137 after 5 p.m.

Items needed for Hazel Center
! Hazel Woman's Club is asking for help from area residents. The
!club has as one of its many projects the Hazel Community Center
which is used by senior citizens and other family and civic groups.
The center is in need of dishes such as mugs, plates, glasses, dessert
plates, etc., for use in the kitchen at the center. Persons having items
Ito donate may call Clarkie Buuerworth at 753-0812 or Janice Wilkinson at 492-8683 and someone will pick up the itmes for the center.

oSvntphonv (Chorus

FARRIER'S FORMULA
$16.95
CAPEWELL 5 CRY NAILS
$5.31
DIAMOND SPECIAL PLAIN 0
S1.98/PR

choral Concert
Saturday, March 2.
8:15 pm, Symphony Hall

FrATURING AMERicAN FOIX SONGS & COMPOSERS
Reservations

Tickets:

444-0065 or 1400-738-3727

$6.5011.0.50

Skielly liorstoshom, Hookarto & Hots•shoeing Suppfts
From Murray Hwy. 121 Soulh 3 Woe, 694 Loll 3/4 Moe
7394667 - Hours 7 a.m. unill 4 p.m.- Monday lo Friday

'Sealing /h4I

Fernier industry Since 1984°

Central 1

Wedding reception at
Union Hill on Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Brien West will
be honored at a wedding reception on Saturday, March 19, at 6
p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of
Union Hill Church of Christ,
located west of Hardin.
The couple was married Saturday, March 12, at Gatlinburg,
Tenn.
Mrs. West, the former Tana
Daniel, is the daughter of Mike
and Kay Daniel of Shepherdsvil-

AMOR, Amazon Mission
Organization, will have a Bible
Study and Prayer Retreat on Friday and Saturday, March 18 and
19, at Fellowship Hall of First
Baptist Church, Murray.
The events will be at 7 p.m. on
Friday and 8 a.m. on Saturday.
The public is invited to attend
this special Bible Study and Prayer Retreat.
AMOR is a mission organization dedicated to meeting the
spiritual and physical needs of
the people of the Amazon Valley
of Brazil. AMOR is the noun
form of the word for Love in
Portuguese.
The organization is directed by
a Board of Directors made up of
men and women, both laypersons
and pastors. The Rev. Richard E.
Walker of Murray is president of
AMOR.
Financial support for translators and other personnel needed
for AMOR is obtained from the
charge made to those who participate in the trips. They price they
pay includes what has been conservatively figured to cover these
costs.
Walker said "personal donations from board members and
other individuals help to support
the work of AMOR. No church is

HOSPITAL REPORTS

ever asked to contribute to the
operation expenses of AMOR."
"However if a church chooses
to participate with a construction
team, the cost of the materials for
the building is the responsibility
of that church. Medicine costs are
also the responsibility of the
medical team involved. By and
large, these medicines are
donated by medical personnel
and pharmaceutical companies.
Dental supplies are acquired in
the same manner. The eyeglasses
used are gathered from the members of churches participating or
other groups," Walker added.
Walker said "AMOR seeks to
meet the needs of the people of
the Amazon Valley through volunteer mission teams from the
USA. AMOR coordinates and
directs these teams in preparation
for the trips and in the realization
of their work. Four types of
teams needed are Evangelism,
Vacation Bible School, Medical,
and Construction."
AMOR is a non-profit organization and tax credit can be given
for contributions.
For more information about the
organization, write AMOR, P.O.
Box 208, Murray, Ky. 42071, or
telephone 753-4884, or fax
753-5766.

OAKS COUNTRY CLUB recently held an open house for members and
guests to see renovations to the club house and to meet officers and
the board of directors for 1994. Pictured, from left, Mike Wilson, Dwain
McIntosh, vice president, Allan Beane, president, Martha Broach, Truman Whitfield, RudeII Parks, Pam Williams, secretary, Holmes Dunn,
Della Miller, Norman Lane, treasurer, Nancy Rogers, Dwight Claxton and
A.R. Hatcher. Guests In attendance Included representatives from
United Commonwealth Bank, Peoples Bank, Bank of Murray, and
W.A.T.C.H. Center.

Miranda Brooke Rose is born
Mr. and Mrs. Todd Rose of
3636 Spottswood Ave., #12,
Memphis, Tenn. 38111, are the
parents of a daughter, Miranda
Brooke Rose, born on Wednesday, Feb. 16, at Baptist Memorial
Hospital East, Memphis, Tenn.

Hall baby girl
born Jan. 19
Mr. and Mrs. Bradley Duane
Hall of Rt. 1, Box 549, Hardin,
are the parents of a daughter,
Brittney Renee Hall, born on
Wednesday, Jan. 19, at 5:11 a.m.
at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven
pounds 15 ounces and measured
20'A inches. A sister is Megan
Nicole Hall. The mother is the
former Amy Stallons.
Grandparents are Clifton and
Mary Hall, Gilbertsville, Tyrone
Stalions, Hardin, and Kelly Carter, Symsonia.

Wallace will be speaker at Flint church revival
Flint Baptist Church will have
revival services starting Sunday,
March 20, and continuing
through Wednesday, March 23.
The Rev. Rodney Wallace,
pastor of Liberty Baptist Church
in Graves County, will be the
evangelist.
Services will be Sunday at 11
a.m. and 7 p.m. with a fellowship
meal to follow the morning ser-

vice, and at 7 p.m., Monday
through Wednesday.
Music will be directed by Darrin Chapman and Joe Dale Curd.
Accompanists will be Karen
Johnson and Gina Brandon. Spe-

Teresa Shelton and baby_ boy, 1306
North 16th St, Murray,
Miss lAugan L Hicks, At. 2, Box
427, Big Sandy, Tenn.; Mrs Valerie
Clamors arid baby girl, At 3, Box
4301.4, Murray;
Rex J Jones, At 3, Box 210, Murray, Mrs Amy Jo Ellis, 1202 Peggy
Ann, Murray. Willie Allen Harris, 300
North Filth St. Murray,
Art Leo, 1316 Main St., Murray Mrs
Lots B. Fairfield, 1563 Oxford, Murray
Joseph C. Shokell Ftt 3 Box 20
Murray;
Henry C McPherson, Rt 1, Box
400, Sedalia, Mrs Reva Paschall, Rt
2, Box 244, Puryear, Tenn , Henry E
Tress, At 7, Box 160 Murray,
Mrs Beulah Mae Calhoon. 815
Hurt, Murray, Terry L Haddock
1800A, Murray, James Hale, West
View Nursing Home. Murray

Dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Sunday,
March 13, have been released as
follows:

le. She is the granddaughter of
Joe Tom and Lorainne Thwcau of
Benton ,and Carl and Glada
Daniel of New Albany, Ind.
Mr. West is the son of Jerry
and Kaye West of Hardin. He is
the grandson of Juanita West of
Benton and John and Margaret
Grogan of Hardin.
All relatives and friends are
invited to attend the reception on
Saturday.

Bible Study and Retreat
planned here by AMOR

9A
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cial music will be presented at
each service.
The Rev. Ronnie McPhearson,
pastor, invites the public to
attend. A nursery will be
provided.

The baby weighed six pounds
14 ounces and measured 20
inches. The mother is the former
Teresa &liter.
Grandparents are Wanda and
Larry Suiter and Mary Brooks
Rose, all of Murray, and William
A. Rose of Benton.
Great-grandparents are Mrs.
Elyyn _Rayburn, Mrs. Melba Suiter and Mrs. Nerene Thomas. A
great-great-grandmother is Mrs.
Beulah Fielder.
a

Carr baby girl
is born Friday
Mr. and Mrs. Kevin Carr of
406 North Fifth St., Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Jordan
Lee Carr, born on Friday, March
11, at 1:41 a.m. at MurrayCalloway COunty Hospital:
The baby weighed six pounds
11 ounces and measured 19
inches. A sister is Jasemine Lynn
Carr. The mother is the former
Rebecca Lynn Skinner.
Grandparents are Martha Jane
Carr, Arlington, Texas, Roger T.
Carr, Mayfield, Keith Skinner,
Kirksey, and Patricia Skinner,
Horse Cave.

Dismissals
Undo Riley, At 1, Box 145, Farmingion, Mrs Sandra Carol Pritchett,
Rt 6, Box 311, Murray, Michael
Yoder, RI 1, Box 242. Cottage Grove,
Tenn,
Miss Haley L Walters, Rt 2. Benton. Justin Luke Snyder. Rt 1 Box
320, Almo; Mrs Ruby* M Burchen,
Rt 7, Box 909, Murray;
Mrs Melinda K. Handley and baby
boy, Rt 1, Box 293, Benton; Mrs. Opal
Walter, 381 Dyke Rd., Benton;
Emmett Fulton Henderson, 43 Cunningham Ave., Cadiz; Mrs. Lucille Beaman. Rt. 1, Box 140, Kirksey.
• • • •

•

One newborn admission and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
March 14, have been released as
lollows:

•

•

•

Robert James
Roach is born
on March 11

Newborn admission
Mathis baby boy, parents, Sabrina
and Jeff, Rt. 3, Box 340, Murray
Dismissals
Mrs Betty Jo Purdom, 1211 Dogwood. Murray; Miss Shelley Farris and
baby girl, 2482 University Si., Murray,
William G. Barnard, 1505 Diuguid
Dr., Murray; Mrs Melanie Hobbs and
baby boy, 801 Meadow Lane, Murray,
Mrs. Carolyn Collins and baby boy,
1597 Union Ridge Rd . Benton, Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. James A. Roach
of 504 College Cts., Murray, are
the parents of a son, Robert
James Roach, born on Friday,
March 11., at 12:29 a.m. at
Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds three ounces and measured 20 inches. The mother is
the former Maria Chapman.
Grandparents are Curtis and
Barbara Roach, Murray, Phillip
and Charloue Nelson, Rt. 6, Mayfield, Avery and Maxine Chapman, Rt. 5, Mayfield, and Garland and Katherine. Roach, Rt. 2,
Benton.

Ryan Garrett
Morrison born
on March 8
Rickey and Rhonda Morrison
are the parents of a son, Ryan
Garrett Morrison, born on Tuesday, March 8, at 7:34 p.m. at
Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah.
The baby weighed eight
pounds 12 ounces and measured
20A inches.
Grandparents are J.D. and
Janie Dunn of Dexter, Charles E.
and Myrna Morrison of South
Fulton, Tenn., and Terry and
Gcnita DeFreece of Water
Valley.
Great-grandparents are Ray-

• *••

•a
l

•
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mond and Frances Murray of Fulton, Calvin and Laura DeFreece
of Fulton, Charles and Gustie
Henson of Benton, the late
Hobert and Alice Morrison, and
the late Louie and Pearl Dunn.

Amy Glass
bride-elect of
Tim Elrod
has made her
gift selections
from
Pier is
Bridal Registry

Merl imports
•••••cir• St•••
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Say "YES & Save On All
These Great Easter Fashions!

Spring Dresses
Take An Additional

20% Off

SECOND CHANCE GIVEAWAY!

ileautiful new arrivals of
prbig Dresses in the best
new fashion styles.
unior, Misses & lialfsizes.

•

2 Piece Dressing
Take An Additional

•

ing 2-Piece
Dressing In matching
'skirts, pants, blouses
& tops in Junior &
Misses sizes.

*Misses
°ordinates
ake An Additional

20% Off
The latest looks in Spring
Coordinates from Alfred
Dunner & Cricket Lane In
MisseSsizes.
•Not Shown..

How to Enter
1. A specific prize is behind each door.
Pick a door number from 1-10. Write that
number ON THE OUTSIDE of an envelope.
2. Put two non-winning WILD MONEY tickets in
the envelope and mail to.
WILD MONEY
PO. Box 37570
Louisville, KY 40233
3. All entries must be postmarked and must be
received by the Lottery by Wednesday, April
6, 1994. Enter as often as you wish. Must
be 18 or older to enter

4. Entries will be sorted by door number. On
Friday, April 8, 1994, we will draw one
envelope for each door number. A winner
will receive the specific prize assigned to the
door he selected.

Prizes
$10,000 Cash Top Prize!
Trip for 4 to Disney World
Color Television Sets
More Cash Prizes!
KENTUCKY

SMERY.
".•

is
SIAN!
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Murray falls short in championship game
4th quarter rally not enough
to send Tigers to Louisville
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
Someone forgot to tell Murray
they were supposed to be blown

MARK YOUNGteoge, & T , mes pilot°

Murray's Damon Cohoon dnves the lane against Graves County's Jeremy Mayes in Tuesday night's First Region championship game at Racer Arena.
Murray came within two of the Eagles with under a minute to go but the Eagles held on for a 60-53 win, ending Murray's season at 15-11.

Wildcats feeling good
about NCAA chances
By MIKE ,EMBRY
AP Spc Is Writer

'

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Seventh -ranked Kentucky
appears poised to make another
run to the Final Four.
"I think we're at the point
Where we were last year,"- said
forward Rodrick Rhodes. "We
feel good - about ourselves."
The Wildcats (26-6) are coming off a Southeastern Confererh.e tournament championship
that included victories over
then-No. 1 Arkansas 90-78 in
the semifinals and No. 14 Florida 73-60 in the final.
"Right now I feel we're at
our highest point of the season." said Kentucky coach
Rick Pitino, who sends his
second-seeded team against No.
15 Tennessee State (19-1 I) in
the first round of the NCAA
Southeast Regional at St.
Petersburg, Fla., on Friday.
Besides winning the three
tourney games by an average
14.7 points, the Wildcats made
30 of 95 -shots from 3-point
range and forced opponents to

RICK PM1140
turn the ball over 17 7 times
Kentucky swept thr,,ugh the
SEC tournament a year ,ago
before going on a tear in the
Southeast Region by whipping
four teams by an average of 11
points in reaching the Final
Four in New Orleans
Pain° said the focus of this
•See Page 11A

-Good service.
good coverage.
good price-

That's State Farm
insurance:'

State Pero
Insurance Companies
Horns Offiess: Blesmielpow, Mean

Jane Rogers
753-9627
306N 12th St Murray
(Next se Century 411

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.°

The Tigers battled state-ranked
Graves County from the opening
up of Tuesday night's First Region championship game, cutting
the Eagles' lead down to just two
points with under a minute to go.
As most expected, however,
Graves came out on top, 60-53,
to make their second straight trip
to the Sweet 16 state tournament
in Louisville. But the Eagles
knew they had been in a war.
Murray played like a completely_ different, torn _ than .tbc One
Graves whipped 78-50 back on
Feb. 15, but foul trouble plagued
the Tigers throughout the night,
and Graves' senior leadership and
experience in the regional finals
- was too much for Murray to
overcome.
"We had our chances," said
Murray coach Cary Miller, after.,
his team wound up the season at
15-11. "But foul trouble and
depth hurt us. It still could have
gone either way though. The final
score was not indicative of how
close a game this was. I appreciate the support our students gave
us. They made themselves heard
over a much larger Graves
crowd."
Graves took a narrow 25-22
lead into halftime, but Tiger
senior Chris Allen, playing in
what would be his final game,
scored Murray's first eight points
of the third quarter, the last two
of which brought' the Tigers to

Graves Co. 60, MURRAY 53
GRAVES CO
ISURSA V

7 U 42 — SO
ii n—
GRAVES CO. (SO)
Gooney 21 Floyd 15 Mayes 15 VesscroAc 7 tar
ta. 3 TOTALS MA 17-15 Thips..ppss 5-12(Opp
up, 4 laswas( FT A 21-)1 lisisouses 30 %oat
245
YUMMY (Si)
Assn 9 Foster 17 Cole 11 Mel 4 Cohc4m 3
eAsarsoly 2 Ram 1 TOTALS r-O-A 22-60
's(e•poss 2.17
101 Mos) FTA 7-9 Reba.*
(1a5sw 9) Record 1911

within a single points, 31-30.
But then Graves got things
going their way with an 11-0 run
that put them up 42-30 with 1:45
left in the third quarter. Jeremy
Mayes opened the run with a layup off a lob, followed by two
Richie Floyd free throws, a Jason
GoatlefTree---thii5-w and a steal
and layup by Floyd. Goatley then
capped off the run with a fourpoint play that brought a thundering roar from the Graves crowd.
Jason .West ended Murray's
scoring drought with a threepointer that brought the Tigers to
within 42-33 heading into the
final eight minutes.
Another Goatley three early in
the fourth put Graves up 47-35.
but Murray wasn't ready to quit.
Murray's defense forced Graves
into a 10-second backcourt violation and a turnover, while on the
offensive end, Allen got a layup,
followed by six straight points,
from James Foster, including a',
slam, to bring the Tigers to within 47-43 with 3:47 left in the
game.
Graves pushed their lead back
to seven later in the fourth before
Foster completed a three-point
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•See Page 11A

Racers face Bradley in NIT battle
MSU has best
record in field
PEORIA, Ill. (AP) — Murray
State and Bradley are a couple of
streaky teams, even in their own
head-to-head meetings.
The two teams meeting tonight
at Peoria's Carver Arena in the
opening round of the NIT have
met 13 times, with Bradley winning the first six and Murray
State taking the last seven.
The Racers from Murray,
Tenn., are 18-2 overall since the
start of the year and then. final
23-5 mark is the best of the 16
NIT teams.
Bradley (21-71. winner of 19
sonsecutive home games, is
lebounding from a steep decline
tollowing the end of Hersey
Hawkins' career in 1988.

NIT LINEUP
NM Reuss
Wolosodoy, March III
-Gump* •-Tsels t$9497-111 Siva (171-4)'
OaPssil 14-11) M tiollivisauss (14-13) I 30 p ss
lApas Coso (1910) al Armor Olro (20-71. 1135
",
P40“11 Caroline Cebarlose 116-12) a DkaassSas
*'2') 7 0 rn
ILfrarr Siele (23-S) a Brsdl. (211), 705 p
Tpasia (17101 C Evoteers (21.10). 130
Tesall 040i (10.10) C Noss ()nuns (1941 7 35
m
vanowto
Oldsliorna (1 5-14 II 310 p m
Soi-Ussa Cal 116.111 is 11s4110 Stalls (19-101 11
m
Thinsioy. March V?
Sourhern lAssuopp (tS-14) at Oin11100 (16 51 6
m
lasshaissn 119.10) C 010 D07701100 (2041 630
7n
3170d1K0 (22-7187 MOM orris f16-111 sxg,
Carlow* (224i al \Masora (15-12) 7 pm
7.141111909. Si... 116.101 a Kamm SIAS 117- 17),
7 pm
Amona Si... 119.121 C (MfAren YCY1119 (2141.
ON Pm
aasklaila (27.7) alimbed 07405. 9.30 p

"This is a big step for our
program," Braves coach Jim
Molinari said. "This gets us back
into the national scene. Everybody sees on TV that we're in the
NIT and they say, 'Hey! Bradley.

sa
Sc
be
g()

That was a great program. They
the Ohio Valley Conference
must have started coming back a
Tournament.
little bit."'
Murray State was an NIT team
Murray. State and.,. Aradley.,. _last in 1989, then made the
haven't met since 1982, but RacNCAA field the next three years
er coach Scott Edgar knows the
in a row. The Racers upset North
Braves well.
.Carolina State and lost to eventu"I'm quite familiar with their
al national champion Kansas by
program with my years at Tulthree points in the 1988 NCAAs.
sa," Edgar said. "Bradlex.had a
This year, the Racers are an
fine season and plays in 'Always
up-tempo, high-scoring squad.
tough conference."
They are averaging 91.2 points a
Bradley was one of the NIT's
game, fifth best in the country.
original field of six in 1938 and
Sophomore guard Marcus
has made eight title game
Brown has averaged 18.4 points a
appearances.
game and was runnerup in voting
The 1993-94 squad is led by
for ,Ohio Valley Player of the
underclassmen — sophomore forYear. Senior point guard Cedric
ward Deon Jackson, with a
Gumm averaged 11.5 points and
13.7-point average, and freshman
has over 1,000 points in his colguard Anthony Parker, 11.1.
lege career.
An extra basket would have
The Bradley-Murray State winput Murray State in the NCAA
ner advances to meet the
Tournament, but the Racers bowManhattan-Old Dominion winner
ed 73-72 to Tennessee State in
on either March 21 or 22.
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Gant, Leiter, Bolton
All-America college
all placed on waivers team is announced
The Associated Press'
With less than three weeks to
go until opening day, Ron Gant,
Mark Leiter and Tom Bolton find
themselves about to become free
agents.

The three were placed on
unconditional release waivers
Tuesday, and will- become free
agents unless they're claimed for
the SI waiver price 'by 2 p.m.
Friday.
By placing them on waivers,
the teams saved big bucks • The
collective bargaining agreement
calls for 30 days termination pay.
That means Gant is owed
S906,593.40 instead of $5.5 million from the Atlanta Braves,
Leiter is owed $65,934.07 instead
of $400,000 by Detroit; And Bolton is owed S90,659.34 instead of
S550,000. But the Braves argue
they may not owe Gant a penny
because he broke a leg in a
motorbike accident a week after
agreeing to his contract and he'll
miss at least half the season
"We arc Kim, that this unfortunate accident occurred,"

Braves general manager John
Schuerholz said after announcing
he was waiving Gant, a 29-yearold outfielder who averaged
almost 30 home runs, 97 RBIs
.and 31 steals during the past four
years. "Since he is unavailable to
perform as a result of this accident and, according to our doctors, will be rehabilitating for an
extended period of time, we have
decided to take this action."
The Major League Baseball
Players Association may file a
grievance, forcing the issue to
arbitrator George Nicolau, but
won't decide before Friday.
Leiter, obtained in the -1991
trade that sent Torey Lovullo to
the New York Yankees, was
23-18 in his three seasons with
the Tigers. He struggled last season, going 6-6 with a 4.73 ERA.
Bolton was 6-6 with a 4.47 ERA.
"It was a business move,"
Tigers manager Sparky Anderson
said. "The way our staff is set
up, those two weren't going to
figure much in our plans Plus,
we've got some young kids who
are ready to come up."
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By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Basketball Writer

or

While it may be old hat for Duke to have an All-America basketball player, it's been a few years for Purdue and Louisville, quite
awhile longer for California and a first for Connecticut.
Glenn Robinson of Purdue, the nation's leading scorer at 30.3
points per game, was a unanimous selection Tuesday to The Associated Press All-America team, while California's Jason Kidd was
on all but one first-team ballot.
They were joined by Donyell Marshall of Connecticut and Grant
Hill of Duke, both of whom were three votes shy of unanimous.
and Clifford Rozier of Louisville.
Robinson, who led the Boilermakers to the Big Ten title, is
Purdue's first All-America since Joe Barry Carroll in 1980 and was
the first unanimous selection since Duke's Christian Lacuna in
1992.
Considered an outstanding defender, Kidd led the nation in
assists at 9.1 per game. But the other numbers showed his allaround game: 16.8 points, 6.8 rebounds and 3.1 steals. He and
third-team selection Lamond Murray combined to lead an injurydepleted Cal squad to a second-place tie in the Pac-10.
Marshall, who had 319 points, is the first Huskie on the first
team. The 6-9 junior forward led Connecticut to its highest ranking
ever (No. 2) and the regular-season Big East championship.
Hill, a third-Learner last year and the national defensive player of
the year, is the third straight first-team selection from Duke, two
short of the record set by UCLA from 1971-75.
Rozier got 26 first-team votes and 198 points to become Louisville's first first-teamer since Darrell Griffith in 1980.
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The Insurance Center
of Murray
BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • UFE
"Your more than one company agency.'

David King

901 Sycamore

753-8355

PRO BASKETBALL
EASTERN CONFERENCE
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MARK YOUNGledge, & Times photo
Murray's James Curtis puts some pressure on Graves County's Jeremy Mayes in Tuesday night's First
Region title game at Racer Arena, a 60-53
Graves win that sent them to the Sweet 16 state tournament in Louisville.

41444641•434
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year's team in preparing for
opponents has improved in
recent weeks along with spacing on offense, defensive effort
and foul shooting.
Forward Jeff Brassow
believes Kentucky's pressing
defense can make a difference
in the next two weeks.
"If we make our press a factor in the tournament as we
have in the past three weeks,
we'll have a chance of going all
the way," he said.
Kentucky guard Travis Ford,
who was named most valuable
player in the SEC tourney for
the second straight year, said
the Wildcats aren't consciously
trying to shoot a lot of 3s.
"We never go into a game
and say we're going to take this
many 3s," he said. "It depends
on what the defense gives us.
We still look to go inside."
And he doesn't believe Kentucky's success will depend on
how well it shoots behind the
3-poini arc.
"I definitely don't think
we're dependent on the 3,"
Ford said. "We have a strong
inside game. We're just going
to take 3s when we're open.
"We're doing a lot of good
things right now," he added.
"We feel very confident after
the SEC tournament."
Tennessee State, which upset
Murray State 73-72 in the Ohio
Valley Conference tournament
championship game, is making
its second straight NCAA
appearance. The Tigers fell
81-59 to Seton Hall in the first
round a year ago.
"They're one of the 64
teams," Rhodes said. "They're
doing something right."
Center Carlos Roger's is Tennessee State's biggest threat
The 6-foot-11 senior averages
24.8 points and 11.6 rebounds a
game.
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good and we played with a lot of
poise."
Murray scored the game's first
seven shots, forcOg a Graves
timeout just two minutes into the
action. Allen tallied seven points
in the opening period, including a
three, to put the Tigers up 11-7 at
the end of the quarter.
Floyd and Goatley combined to
score all of Graves' points in an
11-2 run at the outset of the second stanza, with Goatley tallying
seven, including a three. On Murray's side, Weatherly was forced
to the bench with his third foul,
and another blowout looked
possible.
But the Tigers held their poise,
and a late Curtis basket brought
them to within 25-22 at the half.
Allen led Murray with 19
points while Foster totaled 17.
The Tigers were 22 of 50 from
the field overall but just two of
17 from three-point range and
seven of nine at the free throw
line. They were also outrebounded 30-18.
Goatley led all scorers with 21
points while Mayes and Floyd
each tossed in 15. The Eagles

were 17 of 35 from the field, five
of 12 from three-point land and
21 of 31 from the free throw
stripe in improving to 29-5 on the
year.
"All week we were hoping
Graves County would keep winning their regional games so we
could play them again; we knew
we could play with them," Allen
said. "Everybody thought that we
were just lucky that we got this
far, so we were pumped.
"James Foster had been saying
all week that we should win the
region for the seniors and we
gave it our all, but Graves County is good and you've got to hand
it to them," he said.
Also playing their final games
for Murray were Damon Cohoon
and Clay Bolin. "Our seniors are
to be commended," Miller said.
"They were the glue we needed
to make this run. They put in a
lot of hours of hard work, they
showed leadership and they
accepted their roles.
"It was a good game and it's
tough to be in our situation now
because the game was this close,91
he said. "We had a lot of prob-

lems this year with injuries and it
took us a while to get the cohesiveness it takes to be a solid
team, but we ended up being a
real solid team.
"We got where we wanted and
we have a lot to look forward to
next year," Miller said. "The
injury situation we had this year
opened up a lot of playing time
for some people and it will be
real competitive next season."
•Allen and Foster were named
to the All-Regional tournament
team along with Floyd, Mayes,
Brad Latham and Jason Vaughn
of Hickman County, Chris
Golightly and Sheron Minter of
Lone Oak and Jeremy Story of
Marshall County. Vaughn was
also the recipient of the Rex Alexander Award.
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FROM PAGE 10A
play with 1:23 showing to make
it 53-49. After John Michael Barber missed the front end of a oneand-one, West hit two free throws
for a 53-51 score with 51.7 seconds left.
But the next two possessions
would be Murray's downfall.
Graves' Brandon Veucasovic
tipped in a teammate's miss and
was fouled with 44.7 seconds to
go. He made the free throw to
push the Eagles ahead 56-51.
Murray missed its next shot and
Mayes was fouled with 25.8 seconds showing. He missed the fron
end of his one-and-one chance,
but he ran down the rebound in
front of his own bench and was
fouled again.
Mayes canned both free throws
to put the Eagles up 58-51 with
20 seconds left, and hit two more
after a Robert Weatherly layup to
seal their second straight regional
title.
"I'm proud of our kids," Miller
said. "They played hard against a
senior-oriented team that has
been there before, and we did
good. Our intensity level was
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Financial aid applications due April 1

DEATHS

Any prusliccuve or currently enrolled student who plans to attend
Murray State University for the
1994-95 school year and who will
Mrs. Charlotte Suzanne Chaney O'Farrell, 48, Tucson, Ariz., died
financial aid should fill out an
need
Monday at 5:30 p.m. at her home. Her death followed a short illness
and submit it to the
application
5,
Ky.
Nov.
1945
at
born
Glasgow,
was
She
Aid Office in the
Financial
Student
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Mann C. Anderson and hsu Hall by April 1.
Sparks
of
basement
band, Troy, and Mrs. Lindsay C. Petersen, one son, Benjamin L.
director of
McDougal,
Johnny
Petersen and wife, Suzanne, one grandson, Benjamin L. Petersen Jr.,
at Murray
aid
financial
student
two stepgrandchildren, David Petersen and Rumur Petersen, all of
State, said filing the financial aid
Tucson, Anz.
application by April 1 is an advanAlso surv v iv ing are her parents, Joseph G. and Mane Ford Chancy,
tage for students because of the
Chanon
Chaney
Jr. and wife, Lynda, one niece,
one brother, Joseph G.
number of requests for available
Lee Chaney, and one nephew, Joseph G. Chaney 111 and wife, Julia,
funds.
all of Murray.
The Free Application for Federal
Funeral rites are today at Tucson Primitive Baptist Church, Tucson,
Aid (FAFSA) or the ReStudent
Ariz.
Application must also be
Free
newal
of
Memonal service will be Sunday at 2:30 p.m. in Hale Chapel
requesting aid for
students
by
filed
First United Methodist Church, Murray.
FAFS A and the
the
Both
1994-95.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to First United Methodist
State financial aid applicaMurray
the
or
Cancer
Society.
Murray,
American
Church,
tions are in the 1994-94 financial aid
packets which are available in the
MSU Student Financial Aid Office,
located in the basement of Sparks
Hall on campus.
McDougal emphasized that previous year applicants currently enListeners who love big band ing: Mark Welch, Pete Lancaster, rolled or planning to return to
music will be delighted that Tern and W.A. Franklin and others.
school will have to file the 1994-95
The reunion is part of the WKMS
Bryan has volunteered to host a Big
forms to be considered for assisBand Reunion show on 91.3 FM, spring fundraiser. Listeners will be
tance.
WKMS,Sunday, March 20, from 2 able to call in pledges during the
Generally, the level of funding
show at 1-800-599-4737 from Kento 4 p.m. The Bryan name has been
for Murray State is expected to
tucky phones, and 1-502-762-4737
closely associated with big band and
remain about the same as for the
mainstream jazz sounds on WKMS from phones in neighbor states. The
current academic year and 1993-94
for over a decade. Until last July, public radio station must raise
has been a record year, he said.
when Bobby Bryan died unexpec- 540,00 in listPner pledges this
Student financial aid includes
mantilla maintain its annual operattedly, he and Terri co-produced the
grants, loans and student employing budget which also includes
Big Band Era Sunday afternoons on
ment. Programs planned to provide
portions contributed by business assistance to students at Murray
WKMS.
underwriters in the WKMS service State for the next year are:
On the Big Band Reunion March
area of 5 states(KY,IN, IL, MO &
200 Tern will showcase the hottest
--Federal Pell Grants, non-repayTN), the Corporation for Public able federal grants based on the
big bands performing from the
Broadcasting, and Murray State student's calculated financial need.
1930's to now. "Bobby wouldn't
University.
have included the more recent big
Amounts are expected to range from
bands," Terri pointed out, "because
$400 to $2,300 for the 1994-95
For 24 years this funding partnerit wouldn't have been authentically
school year.
'Big Band Era,' but many of the later ship has provided in-depth news,
--Federal Supplement Educabig band, classical, mainstream
bands performed really good stuff.
Grants
Opportunity
tional
I'd like to share these with WKMS jazz, folk & bluegrass, the blues, (FSEOG), non-repayable federal
new-age and a variety of other
listeners as well as the blockbuster
grants based on significant financial
music for the region. The pledge
old favorites."
need. Grants are expected to be
numbers shown above may also be $600 for 1994-95.
Joining Tern Bryan for the Big
used to request 91.3 FM program
Band Reunion in WK MS Studio B
Sunday afternoon will be Friends of guides which are published bimonthly.
WKMS jazz programming includ-

Charlotte Suzanne Chaney O'Farrell

Terri Bryan volunteers
to host Big Band event

Scholarships awarded
to three MSU students
Three advertising students at
Murray State University have been
awarded scholarships by the Advertising Club of Louisville.
The three, Kimberly Dunlap,
Kelly Eison and Dave Washburn,
were among four students recently
selected to receive the C.R. "Bud"
Ballard Memorial Scholarship from
a field of 17 students representing
many ,af_Kentucky's _eolleg_e8 and
universities.
The three Murray State students
are all juniors studying advertising
in MSU's department of journalism
and radio-television. They are also
members of MSU's student chapter
of the American Advertising Federation (AAF).
Dunlap serves as advertising
manager of MSU's student newspaper, "The Murray State News."
She is also a member of Alpha
Sigma Alpha social sorority and
vice president of the student chapter
of AAF. She is from Greenville.
Eison, a Dean's List student from
Paducah, is a student worker in the
journalism and radio-television of-

flee at Murray State. She is also
employed at J.C. Penney in Paducah.
Washburn is a member of the
production staff at "The Murray
State News" and is a member of
Alpha Tau Omega social fraternity.
He is a Dean's List student from
Benton and has held a summer
internship at the "Tribune-Courier"
in Benton.
The scholarship, being presented
for the first time this year, is named
in honor of the late C.R. "Bud"
Ballard,a long-time advertising and
marketing professional from Louisville and an active member of the
Advertising Club of Louisville.
The Murray State students will be
recognized at the Advertising
Club's annual Louie Awards ceremony Wednesday, March 16,and at
the Murray State journalism department's honors banquet April 21.
The department of journalism
and radio-television at Murray State
offers majors in advertising, print
and electronic journalism, public
relations and radio-television.

--KHEAA (Kentucky Higher
Education Assistance Authority)
CAP grants, non-repayable state
grants for Kentucky residents.
Based on demonstrated financial
need, these awards will be S960 for
1994-95.
--Federal Perkins Loos. repayable long-term, low-interest(5 percent) loans of up to $1,500 to
students whose family incomes and
total assets place limitations upon
resources for educational purposes.
The loans have some provisions for
cancellation and/or deferment of
repayment. However, the majority
are repaid during a 10-year period,
with payments made quarterly, beginning six months after the student
leaves school.
--Nursing Students Loans,repayable long-term, low-interest (5 percent) loans to eligible students enrolled in the nursing program.
Based on the financial need of the
nursing student, these loans are
repaid on an annual basis during a
10-year period after the student
leaves the nursing program.
--Federal Subsidized Stafford
Loan, repayable need-based longterm loans of up to $2,625 annually
for freshmen, $3,500 for sophomores, $5,500 for juniors, seniors
and fifth-year undergraduates and
$8,500 for graduate students. These
loans have a variable interest,
capped at 8.25 percent, for new
borrowers. Interest in paid by the
Federal government on the borrowers' behalf while the student is
enrolled at least half-time. Payment
begins six months after graduation,
withdrawal or dropping below the
half-time course load.
--Federal Unsubsidized Stafford
Loan is a new loan program.
Unsubsidized mcnas that interest
Accumulates on the loan,even while
the student is in school and that the
Federal government does not pay
any portion of the interest. These
loans are net based on the calculated
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The Murray High School speech
team placed second at the National
Forensic League District Tourna_
ment, March 10-12 at Murray State
University.
Rowan County won the first
place title, while Boone County
placed third.
Competitors who placed within
the top two of their event at the
district level will compete at the
NFL National Tournament in Kansas City, MO,June 19-24. If the first
and second place winners are unable
to attend the national tournament,
those who placed below them will
go in their place.
Those placing individually from
Murray were: Rob Carpenter, first,
humorous interpretation; Christopher Fuhrmann, first, congress
(Senate); Rachel Cella,second,congress (House); Christopher Fuhrmann, third, foreign extemporaneous speaking; Katie McNeary,
fourth, U.S. extemporaneous speak-

ing; Caleb Johnson, fourth, humorous interpretation; and Tracy Pervine, fourth, dramatic interpretalion. Mary Maddox and Lori Cook
were finalists in U.S. extemporaneous speaking and original oratory
respectively.
As a team, MHS won the Traveling Trophy for Sustained Excellence,an award given on the basis of
points that teams participating in the
tournament have accumulated over
the years.
MHS senigLand Speech Team
member, Rob Carpenter, was
awarded a special honor at the NFL
District Tournament. Carpenter received the Harlan Ham Scholarship,
which is given each year to a senior
who was demonstrated excellent
performance in forensics.
The Murray High speech team
will next compete at the Kentucky
State Speech Tournament, March
18-19, at Western Kentucky University in Bowling Green.
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Jackpot!!!

• $600 Jackpot — (51) Number Call
One Number and $10) added to jacktxd each week

Goddu will be speaker
at MSU on March 23
chair, Dept. Elem/Secondary Ed.,
On March 23 at 7:30 p.m., Dr.
MSU; Dr. Bob Lewis, assistant
Roland Goddu will speak at Murray
City
Murray
State University on the topic "Re- •superintendent,
Schools: Dr. Gary Schroeder, direcform in Teacher Preparation and
tor of the MSU Teacher Internship
Certification."
Projects, and Dr. Janice Weaver,
Goddu is associate superintendean of the MSU College of Educadent for teacher Fducation and certition and member of the Kentucky
fication in the !Kentucky DepartEducation Professional Standards
ment of Education, as well as being
Board.
Kentucky
executive secretary to the
Major changes are imminent for
Education Professional Standards
preparation and certificateacher
Board.
tion in Kentucky and nationwide.
This meeting, which is sponsored
Educational reform is everywhere,
by the MSU Phi Delta Kappa Chappolicy makers are becoming
and
the
and
ter,the College of Education
increasingly aware of the need to
NEA Student Program, is quite
rethink teacher preparation, teacher
timely, as the Kentucky legislature
certification and in-service educais currently wrestling with many
tion.
issues surrounding teacher preparaAll educators, parents and school
lection and certification. Goddu's
ture will be in Room 118 Wells Hall, leaders in Kentucky inevitably are
involved in some, aspects of the
16th and Olive. For additional inforteacher preparation arena and need
762-2054.
call
mation,
current information on national
In addition to Goddu's evening
trends and likely reforms in Kenlecture, there will be an afternoon
tucky. This seminar and distinpanel of four area educators that will
discuss current proposals and inno- guished lecture will bring together
five leaders in teacher preparation to
vations in teacher preparation in
provide information and respond to
Kentucky. This panel will be from
These two programs are'a
Room
questions.
3-4:30 in the Barkley Lecture
must for local educators and memof the MSU Curris Center. Participating will be Dr. Lewis Bossing, bers of the public.
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Stock Market Report

--Federal Work-Study Employment, on-campus employment opportunities of up to 12 hours of work
per week. Qualified students with
appropriate financial needs, skills,

interests and aptitudes are considered for these jobs. The rate of pay
is $4.25 per hour.
--University Student Employment, on-campus employment for
students who do not qualify for the
Federal Work-Study program or
who do not have other maximum
federal aid. The rate of pay is $4.25
per hour.
Additional information about
student financial aid and application
forms are available in the Student
Financial Aid Office or by calling
762-2546.

11•1•N•G•0

• Letter 41" --- 30 Numbers or Less Pays $4700!
(Consolation Prize - 10'; of "1r Jackpot, minimum $100,

March 5-20

need of the student. The interest
accumulated during the school period may be paid while in school or
capitalized (accumulated and added
to the principal) and paid after
Annual loan
leaving school.
amounts, interest rates and repayment are similar to the Federal
Subsidized Stafford loan

MHS Speech Team places
second in MSU tournament

Every Friday at 7 p.m.

HOG MARKET
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Dr. Mary Broeringmeyer
4'hiropractor4 miles East on Hwy. 94
753-2%2

REGISTRATION

I
.

Thursday, March 24
5-7 p.m.
For children who will be five years old
on or before October 1, 1994
• Bring the child's birth certificate, Kentucky
certificate of immunization, social security number, and TB skin test certificate.
• Children currently enrolled in the Murray
Preschool/Head Start do not need to register.
•Parents may choose to register their children for
Kids' Company, the afterschool enrichment
program at Robertson Elementary Center.
•PTO representatives will be present to welcome
children and to answer questions about the PTO
and the school volunteer program.
•The classrooms, Writing-To-Read Center, and the
Resource Room will be open for visits. Entry level
teachers will be in their rooms.
•Parents who arc unable to attend registration are
asked to contact the school office at 753-5022.

•
•
•

•

Spinners to perform with storyteller
An upsomin.g performance by
The Spinners will have a bit of an
internauonal flair The Spinners. the
moo..iiixt storytelling troupe of The
!National Scouung Museum, will
pertorm ss ith Austrian storyteller
Folke Tegettholl at 7 30 p.m on
-Friday. March 25,on the campus 01
Murray State University.
Tegetthoff is widely considered
to he one of the most important fairy
LUC poets and storytellers of the
20th century He ombmes classical
elements of the fairy tale with
contemporary an and views the
fairy tale as a philosophy of he
Tegetthoff has published nearly
30. books, had seven made-for- teles.'mon MON,ICS re leased and has
given approxiinatel) 3,000 performances in 37 countries.
In 1986, the Folke Tegettholl
Collection was opened at Murray
State University The collection is
the firs* official worldwide archive
ot his work. A permanent exhibit is
on display in the V. aicrficld L'hew-)
on the Murray State campus.
The presentation, consisting of
LA° of Tegetthoffs original works,
till be held in room 208 of Faculty
Hall. Financial backing for the
event came from the University
Libraries. College of Humanistic
Studies. College of Education, the
department of foreign languages,
Alpha Mu Gamma, the Center for
International Programs. the Amen can Association of Teachers of
German and the Austrian Cultural
Institute A reeepuon hosted by the
Foreign Language Club will follow
_the performance
' I he event, organized hy the

%on Forma/ Lduvauon Committee
01 the Murray SUIC Center for
International Programs, as free and
open to the public

Folic*: Good
March 16, 1994
Thru
March 22. 1994

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

704d — 7144.0t 1,40.01
Wss Accept rood Stomps

Tho Right To limit Quon taws

Emge Fully Cooked
U.S. Choice Boneless

Owens Best Storemade

Ribs
$

Lb.

Kroft

Lb
1 79

ShaPPle
All Natural

Lb

Jelly

Beverages

32 oz

$ 49

32 oz

99e

$1

Lb

$ 39
Hyde Park Grade 'A'

Turkey

Beef
Ground Chuck Ground
3-4 Lb. Pkg.
69
Grape

Kroft

I

Smoked
Ham

Butt Half $1.69 lb

Owen's Best FamilY Pack

Owens Best Extra Lean

Stew Meat
BBQ
Sauce

Emge
Confer Slicoci

Chuck
Steak
$1 79
;t.,

Sausage
Si 99

189

Shoulder Roast
1 89

US Ch. e
Boneless

Boneless Beet

Lb

U.S. Choice Boneless

Ham
Shank Half

Italian Sausage Chuck Roast
1
59
Eckroch
1
79
Smoked
Short
Lb

8

10-14 Lb.
Hunts

Manwich
Sauce

Lb

'j3 01

29

79!

99`

Sunshine Krispy Reg. or Unsalted

Crackers
16 oz

RC, Diet RC,
Sundrop, Diet Rite

99'

Charmin

Hunt's Halves or Slices

Bathroom Tissue

Peaches

4 Roll Pkg.
B&M

$ 39
18 oz 1

Baked Beans
Shedds Country Crock

Margarine

1 lb

Prairie Farm

Whole Milk
Brawny Big

Roll

gal
or Pick A Size

Towel
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Fresco, Cat. Free Coke

12 pk.

69'
$199
sio9
$299

89
'

Peas
Hormel 5

oz

BBQ Chicken
989
Owens Best
Boneless Pit

Baked Ham
89

$3

b

Owens

2/79'
2/89'

Ocean Spray

Grapefruit Juice

64 oz

$279

18

Dove Dishwashing

oz$189
89'
$539

Liquid

22 oz

Diet Coke, Cat. Free
Diet Coke

24 pk.

Old El Paso

Heinz Squeeze

Ketchup

Peanut Butter

28 oz

RC, Diet RC, Diet Rite,
Sundrop
8 pk. 20 oz $299

Taco Shells

12 ct

Lucky Leaf Cherry

Pie Filling

30 oz

$1 39

99'

Titoctisee

Best

BBC) Beef
59

$3

15 oz

Vienna Sausage

29 oz.

C
89

Reese

".1:nnesota Valley Early June

Olen
Owens Best

Oakwood
v
Studio
753-7050

We 1t•s•rv•

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

,4
4160

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

MSU spring rodeo
set for March 24-26

SUBSCRIBE

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sot.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.

IF"cocvel 1WI,r11

Extra Lean

Rodeo fans. collegiate teams
from the Ozark Region are scheduled to compete in the annual
spring intercollegiate rodeo to be
held at Nlurmy State University
March 24-26 with action beginning
at 7:30 nightly
Murray State is one of 18 schools
that cixnpnse the Ozark Region of
the Intercollegiate Rodeo Association MBA) Among the schools in
the association are Arkansas State
t. niversity. Michigan State. Mississippi State, Northwest Louisiana
University. Purdue. Southwest ISlis•
sour State, l'niversity of Illinois.
'verso of Missouri-Columbia
and University of Tennessee-Marlin
Students accumulate points hy
competing at 10 NIRA rodeo contests throughout the regular season
Their ultimate goal is to he among
the first and second place regional
qualifieis who'zrly3Tter Trr rtv
tonal finals held each June in
Bozeman. Mont.
Sponsored by the Niurray State
Rodeo Club,events ill he staged in
the West Kentucky Exposition Center. located one mile west of the
Murray State campus on College
Farm Road.
Men arc scheduled to ompcw in
‘t ev ems — saddle bronc, bareback. hull riding, steer wrestling
and team and calf roping. The.four
wornertS events arc breakaway roping. barrel racing, goat tying and
team roping
Special events for high school
competitors are scheduled for 2 p.m
Sunday. March 27. To enter the
high school rodeo-events. competitors must be 18 years or younger and
he a member of the High School
Rodeo Association. The events are
the same as the intercollegiate rodeo. a ith the addition of cutting and
pole bending.
For ticket information, call the
Exposition Center at (502) '162-

,Q09 We are proud to use4Z
recycled newsprint.

Tegettlioff will also give a performance m German in the Curns
Cenaer's Barkley Room at 330 p.m
on March 25

Lb

American

Cheese
$289
Lb

Eckrich
All Meat

Bologna
219
b

Fresh Crisp
Head

Golden Ripe

leffuce

Bananas

5

Owen s Best
Storemade

Idaho
Baking

Cole Slaw

Potatoes

99!

_.1

▪ ••••••••••11.,

2 Lb.

Carrots
Bag

=

3 b Si 69'
Fresh

Celery

3 Lb. Bag
Yellow

Onions

49! 49c 990

•
•

• 4•-•

I
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SECTION B
Tucker elected
KPA president
at Frankfort

Lucky Leaf

Dr. Kenneth Tucker of the Murray State University English department was elected president of the
Kentucky Philological Association
at the organization's annual meeting
March 4-5 in Frankfort.
The KPA, founded at Murray
State in 1974, meets at a different
host college each year. Members
gather from many state educational
institutions to read papers. discuss
current educational issues and to
listen to guest speakers. In March
1993, Murray State hosted the 20th

Cherry

Pie Filling

FOODS

anniversary meeting.
Tucker, a charter member of the
KPA. joined the Murray State faculty in 1970, after receiving his
doctorate from the University of
Kentucky. Tucker specializes in
teaching courses in Shakespeare
and Elizabethan literature. He is the
author of "A Bibliography of Writings by and About John Ford and
Cyril Tourneur" and "John Marston,
a Reference Guide." He has had
published articles on Shakespeare
and Elizabethan drama as well as on
such diverse writers as Robert Penn
Warren, H.G. Wells, and Sir Thomas Malory.
During the 1993-94 academic
year, Tucker was vice president of
the KPA and a member of the
editorial board of the Kentucky
Philnlogical Review. As the organization's, president, he will retain
membership on the editorial board.

MARCH 1994

Ole

•U 16 17 18 19
21 22 IIIMIIII

2 liter

Ballard

Scotlad

Oven Ready or Buttermilk

PURE
SUGAR

2% Milk

SI97

Grant given
to department
for research
The department of geosciences
and biology at Murray State University has [Ten awarded a.$322,915
grant by the Department of Energy/
Kentucky Experimental Program to
stimulate competitive research for
the traniport, accumulation and
utilization of organic carbon in
large reservoir systems.
According to Dr. George W.
Kipphut, associate 'professor of
geosciences at Murray State, the
grant money is currently being
applied to a long-term study of
factors that affect water quality and
sediments in the Kentucky Lake
Reservoir. Kipphut indicated that
the initial two-year research will
soon extend into a Ti -year research project.
Six faculty members of Murray
State and four scientists from Oak
Ridge National Laboratory in Oak
Ridge, Tenn., arc involved in the
research project procedures. The
most in-depth research will begin
this May with the completion of the
spring semester.
"We hope to train students in a
number of environmental sciences,
provide research for our graduate
students,and hopefully gain a much
better understanding of the ecology
of the Kentucky Lake Reservoir,
Kipphut said.
Murray State seeks external funding through the Office of Sponsored
Programs. During the period of
Nov. 1 and Dec. 3l. Murray State
personnel submitted 18 grant proposals to external funding sources for
a total request of $551,976. During
that same period, 12 proposals were
funded, bringing the University
$406,779.
Faculty from all six colleges
received grants during the reporting
period. Projects included scientific
research,education support,foreign
language instruction ind creative
writing events.

Ore Ida

Sunshine

22 oz. Waffle Cut
French Fries
or
2 lb. Tater Tots

Seafood Feast

20 lb.
Bag

15 oz.
Can

Boneless

Chuck Roast
$1147
111

Lb

Boneless
Valu Pack - Shoulder

Fryer Breast

Swiss Steaks

67

32
"

Lb

Valu Pack

Roegeleln

Drumsticks or Thighs

Wieners

59°
IP

Broccoli

Carrots

3/97' 63°

Largo
Stalk

Lb

Russett

Potatoes

SI67

FARM
BUREAU
INVESTMENTS

Morton House

Chili w/Beans
Family Sz.
42 oz.

I.RA.s

MA; 11:c)rn4-liftiore

Pure Cane

Turner

int

"

753-4703

•

diat.
Bananas

Yellow

Onions
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Celery

Bag

3 97
Lbs.
For
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Collins bound for prison

Leadership Murray
4.1

Jets today, a spokesman in the
U S marshal's Mice said
Earlier this month, the 6th U S
Circuit Court of Appeals in Cmcinnau denied Collins' request to
remain free pending the outcome
of his appeal. Collins, the hus hand of former Gov Martha La!, ne Collins, was convicted of

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — Dr
Bin Collins will not be going to
the federal prison at Manchester
as originally planned and will
surrender to begin serving his
5 -year sentence at an unknown
location
Collins prison will not be
identified until after he surren-

evtoruon and tax fraud
"We feel like we've exhausted
our legal remedies so far as trying to keep him free on bond,"
&tense attorney George Salem of
Louisville said Monday.
"He's no happier than you or I
would be (about reporting to prison), but hell do what he has to
do He remains confident as we
Jo that we will win the y:ase on
Salemappeal
said he does not know...herr Collins will be held.
Collins was sentenced last
Des:eniber by U.S. District Court
Judge Joseph Hood in Frankfort
after being convicted M charges
involving investments and state
contracts while his wife was in
office from 1983 to 1987.
Hood refused to allow Collins
to remain free on bond whik his
appeal was pending, but he agreed to delay Collins' original
March I surrender date-to allow
him to take his request to the
appellate court in Cincinnati.
Collins, 55, of Lexington, has
another federal trial scheduled for
May 16 on a charge of obstruct. ing justice. The former dentist is
accused of trying to influence the
testimony of a federal grand jury
witness.
Since his conviction, Collins is
reported to have become semireclusive and withdrawn from
fnrntic and çhritahli. Actiwitins
In an interview last month, the
former governor suggested the
prosecution of her husband was
part of a pattern of political
assassination that began when she
was touted as a possible opponent
for Republican U.S. Sen. Mitch
McConnell.
Martha Layne Collins and
other family members pointed out
that the prosecution was conducted under former U.S. Attorney Karen Caldwell, a McConnell protege.

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
for lour Convenience .•ow Otters

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday-tridaN

Ship n'rekh
vut • a m.-• pm sat 4
91%y •41 1. Olympic Plaza

Save Alone
m •" pm Sun IS pm
"SA-21•0

UPS

Auto Insurance...
Compare Our Price & Coverage

ROSS
INSURANCE
AGENCY .4-7"141.:_
R.,nnic Ross & Dann s Roils "
600 Main St. • 753-0488

-Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

Call 7534563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St.. Murray

PLAYED BEFORE CAPACITY CROWDS
CAST OF FIFTY
SOUND AND LIGHTING EFFECTS

SUNDAY
MARCH 20, 1994 - 6:30 P.M.

1

MONDAY & TUESDAY
MARCH 21 & 22 - 700 P.M.

Christian
Fellowship Church
U.S. Hwy. 68
(14 mile East of Marshall County High School)
Benton, Kentucky

FREE ADMISSION
Nursery Provided

HELL'S FLAMES

Tub
1,00

For More Information Call:

(502) 527-8369

KARIS gives info on-aging

applied research. A lot ofthe work we
do involves searching computerized
data bases and tracking down and
finding the requested information.
Sometimes the requests arc complex
and involve a lot of search-and-find
activity, sometimes we're able to respond immediately."
Several"factsheets" have been published by KARIS in an attempt to
make information quickly accessible
to the public. "These.factshects have
streamlined the process."says Rowles.
"Last week, for example,a state senator from Covington called us wanting
to know how his county compared
with others as far as the availability of
institutional facilities for the elderly..
We had recently put together a
factshect on long-terni institfitional
care in Kentucky and so were able to
FAX him the information right away"
Other available factsheets include
"Poverty among the Elderly in Kentucky," "Demography of the Elderly'
in Kentucky," and "Poverty among
the Elderly in Appalachia." Future
factshcets will cover such topics as
housing of the elderly in Kcntucky,
elderly migration, the rural elderly,
adult day care, mobility and self-care
limitations, Alzheimer's disease,and

a
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As KARIS becomes betterknown—through thesefactsheets and
word of mouth—Rowles believes that
its role will expand."Because there is
clearly a need," Row-les says, "we'd
love to make this a much bigger operation"
Routes emphasizes that the service KARIS provides is in line with
the university's stated mission."Asa
state university, we are asrcsource for
people in our community, private and
public. It'salt a part ofwhat we should
be doing as a State university."
If you have a specific request for
aging-related research information
and would like to contact KARIS,
phone Graham Row les at 606/323-5471.
Commeots, suggestioniorAtiestions_
about "UK Science & You may be
directed to the RGS Communications
and Advancement Office, University
of Kentucky, 404 Kinkead Hall, Lexington, KY 40506-0057.
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Pictured Is Leadership Murray In a recent visit to Frankfort as part of their program.

Teri Crumles. a nurse in Salyerssine. Ky., wanted to know what sensory changes Lena to be expenenced
by patients with Alzheimer's disease
For a brochure he was putting together, Ken Bean of the Somerset
Chamber of Commerce.needed information on the migration patterns of
the elderly in Pulaski Counts And Pat
Gish of the Mountain Eagle in
Whitesburg. Ky wanted information
on poverts for 49 counties of Appalachia
Who did they' call'' KARIS
KARIS—The Kentucky Aging
Research and Information Service—
is an applied research and information. program of the UK SandersBrown Center on Aging. The purpose
of KARIS, which has been in operation for over two years now, is to
compile and distribute up-to-date information on aging and the elderly in
Kentucky and to sery e as a research
resource
"We sere as a link to the community." says Graham Rd:Joules, KARIS
director, "a -contact for anyone out
there who needs information about
When a proaging-related maters"'
fessional in the community- has a research need. KARIS draws on the
expertise of the center's 23 research
faculty and more than 70 faculty associates from colleges and departments
throughout the university Row les
defines "community" in the broadest
sense,pointing out that inquiries have
comefrom all over Kentucky.,throughout the U S..and asfar away as Greece.
is "What we're all about," he says."is

"A DRAMATIZED REAL LIFE PRESENTATION
YOU'LL NEVER FORGET."
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FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS
Financing Available
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Fuelish Person: Someone paying rent or wee per
gallon for gas on the tank they will never own.

Lake Region Propane

Bob Valentine, president of Medical Claims Service of America, gives
some radio news tips to students attending the 21st annual Journalism
and Radio-TV High School Workshop March 11. More than 190 students
from 12 schools attended the ono-day event at Murray State University.
Next year, the event Is scheduled for March 10.

Tuberculosis found in
1,000-year-old remains
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Thousands of American Indians
died of tuberculosis after Europeans settled in the Americas.
But.researcherswho found genetic markers of TB in the body of
a 1,000-year-old woman in Peru
say their findings prove that the
disease Was ther,
eiang before-Columbus.
Dr. Arthur
Aufderheidc,
leader of a University of Minnesota team, said that a genetic
study of lung and lymph specimens from the Ancient corpse
proves that tuberculosis was a
health problem in the Americas
for hundrcds of years before Col3
umbus arrived, not a plague
brought over from Europe.
A report on the study is published today in the Proceedings of
the National Academy of
Sciences.
Just what role th/t European
migrations played in outbreaks of
TB has long been debated.
"It has been thought that
tuberculosis became epidemic
among native Americans only
after contact with Europeans,"
said Aufderheide. "It was
thought that the native Americans
had no immunity to. TB and that
this led to the epidemics."
Wilmar L. Salo, a member of
the Minnesota team, said that
though the finding shows TB
existed in pre-Columbian America, the harsh treatment of the
Indians doubtlessly contributed to
the American epidemics of the
disease.
"The arrival of the Europeans
And the change in. living conditions forced on the Indians made
it much more favorable for tuberculosis," said .Salo.
TB is a "herd disease" that
can be spread easily among malnourished people crowded
together. Some actions by Europeans forced these conditions on
the American Indians, leading to
a rapid spread of TB, said
Aufderheide.
George Armelagos, a physical
anthropologist at Emory Univer-

el

sity, said there is a risk the specimens examined by the Minnesota
researchers were contaminated by
TB bacteria in the laboratory,
despite careful precautions.
"They are good scientists, but
it's hard to keep things from
_being contaminated," said Armelagos. "It is imperative that they
do an analysis with other specimens before their conclusions are
accepted."
In the study, researchers found
the genetic signature of TB in
encapsulated lesions in the lungs
and lymph nodes of the woman.
Salo said the lesions were healed
and that TB was probably not the.
cause of death for the woman.
The woman was estimated to
have died at age 40 to 45. She
had been entombed at the burial
site and the body had mummified, Aufderheide said.
It was one of 650 ancient
human remains unearthed by a
University of Chicago team in
1990 from near the town of lbo in
southern Peru. The body was agedated at 1,000 years.
Salo said that tuberculosis
probably arose among early
humans living in Africa, Asia or
Europe. The disease could have
been spread to the New World
when ancient peoples crossed the
icechoked Bering Strait between
Asia and Alaska, and then established cultures throughout the
Americas.
It is unlikely, he said, that the
identical disease could arise in
two places.

Hwy. 80 E., 31 Small Lane
Hardin, Kentucky
Call 753-8011
Placing fourth In the Primary Division of Crittenden County Scholastic
Chess Tournament held recently at Marion was the Murray Elementary
School team of Jonathan Chapman, left, and Stephen Parker.

Police say suspect
got lost in system
CHARLOTTE, N.C.(AP) — A
approached by anyone about this
man charged with strangling 10 case, including the victim and the
women repeatedly escaped prose- .police department."
cution after being accused of rape
Wallace was arrested on shoand other crimes over the past plifting charges Feb. 4 but was
three years.
released by Charlotte police, who
The victims were killed in
apparently weren't aware of
Charlotte over the past 20 arrest warrants for the first South
months. Police. said they didn't Carolina case and for jumping
realize a serial killer was at work
probation on a burglary eonvicuntil the four most recent tion in Washington state.
slayings.
All of the victims knew Wal"When you looJc at them as a
lace, and like him, were young
group of 10 it apPears we missed
and black.
something," Deputy Police Chief
"What it comes down to is a
L.R. Snider said. "But when you
group of investigators who are
look at each one closely, a comheavily worked and have to make
mon suspect does not jump out."
a lot of snap decisions. And in
Henry Louis Wallace, 28, was
those decisions they tend to
charged Sunday after the 10th
depreciate crime in the black
victim was found. On Monday, community," said
Kelly Alexaninvestigators said he may be
der, director of the state chapter
responsible for the slayings of of the National
Association for
three others.
the Advancement of Colored
The first victim was strangled
People.
in May 1992, one month after
Police Capt. Matt Hunter said,
Wallace was supposed to go on
"That's bull."
trial on charges of attempted rape
"This is not a black-white
in Allendale, S.C., and three
issue," he said. "Most of the
months after he was arrested in
homicides we investigate involve
the rape of a 17-year-old woman
black victims, and we have a very
in Rock Hill; S.C.
good record of solving them."
In both cases, he was released
without having to post bond, and
court officials lost track of him.
"I probably have 800 cases on
my caseload," assistant solicitor
Lisa Jefferson told The Herald in
Rock Hill. "I haven't been
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To Write Home About

"SINGLEWIDE SPECIAL"
16 X 80 Fleetwood
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PRICE INCLUDES:
See Our
Selection
-14 Sing le
Wides
-16' Single
Wides

'Upgrade Insulation
'Storm Windows
'Garden Tub
'Wire For Ceiling Fan
'Delivery/Set-Up

See Our
Selection
-Double
Wides
;Triple
Wides

KEITH BAKER
HOMES, INC.
Open 7 Days A Week
(901) 644-0012 Hwy. 79E, Paris, TN 1-800-533-3568
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• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates
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Holland Motor Sales
Last Main St.

753-4461
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The NEW,IMPROVED ORIGINAL
mulching mower now has...
Simplify yilur summer. .bily

Simplit Iry trakt,,r iii riding mower t,iday.',In‘l
you won't %% wry abilit ni,mthly payment -- or a penny ot mterest — until
the leave% %tilt f3111M.S" SITT i"1" ITR1T '.411
Itta dr:rlersitlrid-telt dtTetone of our inmivative nding tn, s cr. And
tractom. And white VI'tete There; tee the •
optional NlulchingiLeal Shrt\klmg arta.li
ment that elimirdtes r:iking and batwing
Outdoor Power
Equipment
while nourishing y.sir lawn

Simplicity
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•
6
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• Lightweight Cast Aluminum Deck
• Single-lever height adjustment for all tour wheel
• Multiple speed transmission
• Blade Brake Clutch (5 5HP Model)
• Easy-to-reach and use controls
• Grass Bagger option
• 5 Models to choose from, 4 - 5.5HP
• Covered by exclusive 7-Year Warranty
No-money-Down
Financing Available

07ROY-BILT'
Mon Sat

101 Industrial Road • Murray • 753-2925

Murray Home & Auto
.74faz
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hesthut St.

753-2571
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Fresh Cut Prime Rib
• Available Every Night •
MARCH 11 - MARCH 19
Prime Rib cooked fresh daily
and cut from the loin and
smothered in au XS
Ladles Cut

9.95

SPECIAL SPRING BREAK DEALS 1
DAILY FOR LUNCH
Join us for full coverage of all
NCAA Tournament games LIVE

Info.% anon br,,tiglit
410bVii to earth.

Lamb's Small Engine

:0•

PRIME RIB WEEK
TROY-BILT' MULCHING MOWER

8 a m.-5 p.m.

SUPPORT OUR ADVERTISERS

GRILL

No monthly payments
and 0% interest
'til September:
Nothing is simpler.
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Gas

(Entire menu available for ( orry Out)
HOURS Sun -Thurs 8 a m to il pm
Fri -Sot 8 a m to I a m
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Murray radio stations
to carry unprecedented
series on child abuse
Child abuse in America n at an
all-ume high. According to the
National Commiuee for the Prevention of fluid Abuse, nearly three
million cases were reported in 1992
alone.
In an unprecaiatted media effort,
National Public Radio (NPR) will
present an unportant radio series
designed to address this issue.
"Breaking the Cycle: How Do We
Stop Child Abuse?",a series of four
hour-long specials that will spotlight individuals and institutions
throughout the country that are
employing unique and innovative
efforts to stop abuse and neglect.
Scheduled to be broadcast every
- Sunday in April at 6 p.m. on
WKMS-FM, the series will be
hosted by NPR's Susan Sternberg
and Alex Chadwick.
"Breaking the Cycle" will feature
segments on cultural differences
that may affect child abuse and
neglect, religion's role in child abuse prevention: how children can
learn to avoid abuse; how parents
can identify and prevent their own
abusive behavior. and how concerned citizens can work with child
abuse organizations and government agencies to address issues of
abuse and neglect. The series will
ahoinclude discussions with prominent national and international
child abuse experts, Clinton administration officials and members of
Congress.
"Breaking theCycle" willpresent
ideas on how listeners might implement on the local level some of the
innovative soluuons discussed in
the SerICS.
A free educational outreach brochure, "What You Can Do to Stop
Child Abuse," will be available to
listeners who call 1-800-747-7444.
The series is produced by Dan
Gediman and Jay Allison (for
Milestone Productions), the awardwinning production team that
created "Laic Secrets: Child Sexual
Abuse in America." which aired in
1992 on more than 220 public radio
stauons nationwide.

'Roger Rabbit'
laserdiscs have
X-rated scenes
NEW YORK (AP) - Disney
animators with mischief on their
minds inserted X-rated scenes
into laserdisc versions of "Who
Framed Roger Rabbit?"
Thousands of discs already
sold contain full frontal nude
views of the shapely cartoon
character Jessica Rabbit, along
with an X-rated sexual encounter
and graffiti offering Disney boss
Michael Eisner's home phone
number as that Of a brothel run
by Allyson Wonderland, The
Daily News reported today.
At 24 frames per second, the
action is too fast for the eye to
pick up the subliminal inserts, but
lascrdisc technology lets viewers
watch one frame at a time.
The most revealing scene comes when Jessica is riding through
Toon Town with actor Bob
Hoskins. Their taxi crashes and
they tumble out. As Jessica tumbles, her skintight red dress ndes
up At normal speed she appears
to he wearing underwear. But
slowed down, three frames show
her wearing nothing.
"You can see right down
Broadway." said Daily Variety
columnist Michael Fleming. who
uncovered the prank.
Officials at Walt Disney Co.
arc trying to find the culprits

Thirteen members of Murray High School Chapter Of Fefilre Homernekars Of America competed In various events at regional competition at
Fulton County High School. They were, from left, Dinette Moo* lunior
illustrated talk, first place, Khasi Verway, senior produet compiling."
second place, Amborly Vance, Star Chapter, first ;Mace; Taryn Hansen
and Jensen Douglas, Star Proiect, second place; Karla Blakely, funeor
Storytelling, third place; Kart Buren, senior Storytelling, first place;
Parlimentary Procedure team members Patricia Maxwell, Stacy Foster,
Karen Green, Laura Roseman, Crystal JOht11011 and Courtney Adams,
first place. Sally Crass, chapter adviw, and Kay Blakely, guest parent,
also attended. Star event awards Were presented following a banquet
hosted by Fulton County High FHA with the theme being "Stars for
Stars" and Jennifer Rhodes as toastperson.

Major funding for the News IN
provided by the Corporation tor
Public Broadcasting and the George
W. Norton Foundauon. Additional
support is being provided by
U00111 PUNK Radio member sldlions
and the NPR Information Fund
Children.
Ronald
McDonald
Charities is underwriting a major
portion of the program s outrea.h
efforts.
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Police shop
for guns to
replace Ithaca
OWENSBORO. Ky. (AP) The Police Department is shopping for new shotguns to replace
the lthacas that were purchased in
1968.
Nobody likes the weapons,
W-a113--t-hief
special services and chairman of
the weapons commiuee. "There's
a concern about their safety."
While bids have yet to go out,
it appears the department will he
buying Heckler & Koch Benelli
. MI Super 90 shotguns.
Officer Bruce Russell, a member of the weapons commiuee.
said the Benelli is safer to fire
and can be used one-handed in an
emergency.
The Ithaca is unsafe in a critical situation because in keeping
the trigger pulled, shots fire each
time the forearm is pumped. Russell said. - It also requires two
hands to use, one to pump a new
round in, the other to fire.
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Murray High School PrIncipiM Bill
Wails, left, admires the display
depicting community involvement
by chapter members that was
designed by Taryn Hanson and
Jensen Douglas, members of
Future Homemakers of America
chapter, for their entry in 'Ail
Stars Program." Star events competition was Feb. 17 for 14 regional schools at Fulton County High
School. Sally Crass Is MHS Chapter advisor. The display pieced
second In competition. It will be
displayed at North Branch of Peoples Bank from March 14-17, and
at Bank of Murray from March
21-25.
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Rostenkowski in tough race
his district, most recently in the
form of a job-training caner and
an emergency rescue helicopter
for the city.
That may be enough to win
him re-election, particularly if
turnout is low, as forecast,
because the ballots cif Democratic
machine voters will count more
heavily in Rostenkowski's favor.
pollster Richard Day said_
"I don't think voters in Chicago normally hold their politicians
to a high moral standard, except
the morality of being able to

CHICAGO (AP)- Locked in
the toughest race of his 36-year
career, Rep. Dan Rostenkowski
drew on some of his legendary
clout in hopes of beaung back a
challenge in today's primary.
Rostenkowski called on friends
in high places. From President
Clinton to Republican Gov. Jim
Edgar, all said Illinois - and the
country - can't do without the
Chicago Democrat leading the
powerful Ways and Means
Committee.
And he brought more pork to

your neighborhood store with all the strengths of Sears!

Doors open at
9am on Saturday!
Additional 10%
discounts are good
through Saturday,
March 19th!
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Your choice: super buys on easyto-maneuver high wheel mowers!
A. 5.0 HP, 22-in, self-propelled
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B. 5.0 HP,22-in, self-propelled
high wheel rear bag mower with
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deliver," Day said.
A federal grand jury is investigating allegations that the
66-year-old Rostenkowski padded
his payroll and embezzled from
the House post office.
The taint brought a host of
challengers onto the field, State
Sen. John Cullerton and former
Alderman Dick Simpson prominent among them.
Voters also passed judgment
today on the risky campaign tactics of Democratic gubernatorial
candidate Dawn Clark Nctsch,
who wants to raise taxes 52.5 billion and spend $1 billion of it on
schools.
Schools were on the ballot in
Michigan as well. Voters had to
decide if they wanted to raise the
state sales tax to increase education spending and cut property
taxes, or if they'd rather see an
income tax hike do the job.
Among the school districts
affected is Kalkaska, which
closed its doors 10 weeks early
last year when it ran out of
money.
In Chicago, both of Rostenkowski's main challengers played
on anti-incumbent sentiment by
painting him as the ultimate
insider, pampered and unfeeling.
A Chicago Tribune poll taken
about two weeks ago stvawrst_
Rostenkowski' supported by 27
percent of likely voters, Cullerton
with 23 percent and Simpson
with 13 percent. Thirty-one percent were undecided. The poll's
margin of error was plus or
minus 4 percentage points.
In Rostenkowski's heavily
Democratic district, the primary
is the big test. Five Republicans
vied for the nomination to challenge the Democratic candidate
in the fall.
In the governor's race, polls
gave the lead in the Democrat-primary to Netsch. The centerpiece of her campaign was a
proposal to raise income taxes 4:
percent, cut property taxes,
increase school funding and lower income taxes on low - and
middle-income families.
Netsch, the state comptroller,
erased Attorney General Roland
Burris' early lead in the polls.
The third major candidate, Cook
County Board President Richard
Phelan, trailed.
"The Netsch campaign is the
most interesting because it's the
most nonconventional," Day
said. "It takes a pretty bold
stroke to come out and say (raise
taxes), especially when the other
candidates are hiding from that
issue."
- Netsch To-titlf- to become Illinois' first female gubernatorial
nominee from a major party. Burris aimed to be the first black
nominee from a major party.
The winner is expected to face
Edgar, a moderate Republican
who saw a low-profile primary
challenge from conservative
businessman Jack Roeser.
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Store Hours:
Monday through Saturday
9 a.m.-6 p.m.

OWENSBORO, Ky. (AP) More than 100 automobile collectors are expected this weekend
for the first Indoor Antique &
Classic Car Show, with the promoter putting emphasis on the
word "indoor."
"Many of these cars have never been shown outdoors because
the owners don't want them
exposed to the weather," said
organizer Jim Davies.
His list includes such items as
a 1930 Model A, 1933 Chevrolet
pickup, a 1941 Cadillac and a
1958 Chevrolet Impala convertible that placed second in an
Atlanta show.
"We have a lot of cars coming
in from Nashville and Louisville," Davies said.
St. Bernard Catholic Church in
Rockport. Ind., will be exhibiting
a red 1971 Corvette that will be
raffled later in the year.

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those wholvihstAvherii questions
about your new city?
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Jacquelyn D.Watson,CPA
income Ta.zes • Bookkeering • Parnil
Ftnanclial Statements • Audits
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Saturda & Evening Ap ntrnents Available

302A N. 12th St., Murray, KY
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This notice provides the public an opportunity to
-eouest a public heanng on the following project

•':OUND Femaie 'Fox
r-oJrid' in Hazel area
4326'65

The rehabintabon of the existing railroad track
extending from the Kentucky Tennessee state line
to in and wound Murray Kentucky in Calloway
Dour ty Kentucky (See Mapi

LOST 6rno old tabby jo
ten pink collar Vacrety of
S 9th St Reward offered
753 3958 aher 4prn

'raft will be maintained on all existing structures
during the renabilitation
'Division of Mass Transportation personnel are
a'.ailabie to discuss the project respond to csies
tons and to provide information to all interested
Parties Monday Friday between the hours of 7 30 to
430
A putaac hearing will not be scheduled by tie
"ransportation Cabinet unless suthcient written
requests are received by the Division of Mass
Thsrsportation by 4 00 p m Thursday March 31
."9.1
0
Jerry 0 Ross P E . Director
Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
Department of Highways
Division of Mass Transportation
501 High Street, 11th Floor
Frankfort Kentucky 40622
(502) 564. 7433
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FAST REFUNDS

Are you looking fora
good-paying job?
•
ei
▪
-:t-ec,cater
58X a
oay
,3,1'- a Ninvotsk , ;ve
'72 $25 DC: 'or
urc eocvyO., Da^ • -e

IRS Eectronic FIlIng - $25.00
Tax Preparation
Pick Up & Delivery On Request

Call Eddie Dillon today
at 753-8210 or
1-800-372-7601
be works for
Kent,icky s Horne Team"
Tne National Guard.

Kathy Lee • 502-474-2796

pfocess,ng mail Start new
no experience free sup
plies tree !More-taboo no

obligator send SASE to
Lifetree Dept 28 PO Box
39 Bangs *Texas 76823

121 South at Sedalia Y
Mayfield KY 42066

time RN tor growing
•
practice Oncology expen
ence preferred but will train
Send resume to PO Box
01, Murray KY 42071

1 EXPERIENCED waitress
tuu time 1 part time Cal'
474 8095 cif apply in per
sor at Ky Lake Lodge &
Restaurant
Aurora "
0
DO you need a GED7 Do
you need hope for the tu
lure and help to get a solid
career/ We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 tfyi,
21 that are not full time l'ugh.
school students Cal,
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 DOam 3 00pm
We are an EOE This pro
tect is funded by the West,
ern Kentucky Private In
dustry Council JTPA

•

502-251-3417 c—

it'a.,
jr.0i 44. Z*1_ 1
'17

Hours.
Mon -Sat 10 a m -6 p rn
Shelia Tucker

Jerry 8 Lisa O'Bryan

410
540
SPO
570

Mon.-Fd. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 am.-12 p.m.

Public Sole
For Trocje
Free Column
Wonted

• Deadlines CM 2 days
In advance/

150

Anises

Rollins DCS in
Murray is now accepting applications for qualified
tractor trailer drivers Must have Minimum 2 years
OTR verifiable experience
excellent pay. major
medical
dental
and eyeglass & 5
year vested retirement
Horne
weekends

1-800-782-8759

SECRETARY/BOOKKEEPER
POSITION AVAILABLE
The Calloway County Board -of Education
has an opening in the central office for a
full-time secretary/bookkeeper, effective
April I. 1994.
Responsibilities of the position include:
— Personnel records
— Payroll
— Bookkeeping
— insurance and other benefits
--- Other responsibilities as assigned
Position offers excellent fringe benefits.
Salary commensurate with education and
experience

PART time maintenance
for Calloway Gardens &
Essex Downs 1505 Duiguid Dr EOE
POSITION available Gott
cook & waitress 753-3195
POSTAL JOBS Start
$11 41 hr For exam and
application into call (219)
769 8301 EXT KY535
8am 8pm Sun Fri
SAFETY
Advisor
52150-mo Company will
train
Call Mon -Fri,
9am• 1pm
only
615 399 8269
W ILDLIFE/
CONSERVATION JOBS
Game wardens security,
maintenance etc No exp
necessary Now hiring For
into call 219-794-0010 ext
7159, 8am 9pm 7 days
GREENHOUSE worker
Experienced preferred Afternoon & weekends Apply
in person at Hoffman s
Nursery

For Sob
992 CLUB Car Golf Cart
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753 9433 Barely used Gas. Phones
5 0 2 7 5 3 - 4 389
after 5pm
502 753-5960
CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436 2578 1994 WOLFF 24 bulb, suntan bed, brand new- still in
901 644 0679
the crate, $2,400 ob0.
CASH paid for good used 753-4545
Mies shotguns and pis
tols Benson Sporting BAHAMA Crass, 5 days/4
Geode- - -5/9 S -12ter, nights for one couple. Paid
$400 Will set for $303
Murray
759 9311
TRAMPOLINE 753 9346
BOGARD trucking and excavating inc We haul top
soil gravel, fill dirt, white
rock rip rap 759-1828

CLASSIFIED

Wads', Ihrob
Poducales CPAs C
8:00 lo 414
3144344153
Adiscoas to Noble

2 USED push lawr
ens Runs greet, rear
tor Spring One is
is $45 Call Rick 75
days. 753-2165
leave message

FOR sale 1 week c
share luxury condi
where in the world 0
able) 763-0822

MATTRESSES, are
Buy factory direct! A
out our Fiepadsl Smi
tress
Fac
502-851 3160

NEW metal siding
mg Cover 36' cut to
in 10 colors gals
and galvalume Sec
if available Portab
port kits 489 27
489 2724

PROM dress, size 8
white full scq limed
less. $200 753-7:
753-5571

SMALL engine part
& used Briggs & SI
Kohler. Tecumseh,
Service & parts mt
489 2672
SUNTAN
492-8516

bed, '
„

SUN tanning beds
used financing avi
Parts service & sug
Call Sonny H
7 5 3
9 2 3
1 800-540-9790

OM

ANC

EXECUTI

Income Tax

FINANCIAL I

By Appointment Only

Metropolitan Lit(

Page Bookkeeping

irtsbtutions, seeks
tion in local are

& Tax Service

Salary - Up to
benefits to include
for enbre family, 4
training program.

Call Tony Page at

753-8107
REDIKEN

College degree p
necessary.

759-1874

Resume please

Fritwe Benefits
Full Set

$30

Haircut

$10

$8 Shades
Eq Color ---------$20

Manicure
(Hot Wax)

Formerly Sun Sensations
—a?lei—
Norma Jeane's Nails
604/2

Broad Ext.

IMMEDI
#1... Warehouse,

some custodial wo
#2... Inside Sales

Pay base4

APPLY IN PER

"We
A

3/15, 3/1

CARE

—
Hwy 641

1/2

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
tDoors open at 5 001

Knights of Columbus Hall
OPEN TO THE

753-0466

PUBLIC

NONPROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

For yot
The Murra
is no

Visa an(

Domestic
& Childcare

Take a Giant Step
for Your Career!

shoe sensaTion

060
Help
Wanted

KDL Bookkeeping
& Payroll Service

The Covered
Wagon
Tack & Apparel

EARN up to $1 000 weekly

Send resume to: Calloway County Board of
Education. Attention: Cindy lows,P 0 Box
K00, Murray, KY 42071.

OMR

OFFICE HOURS:

MISC ELL A NE0U S

Call 753-1916 for details.

11111111111111M.

611111111111•11

etAl k.)IAIE SALES
270
MObilw Homes For 5010
365
For Sole or Lease
420 ....
Home Loons
430
Real Estate
435
Lake Property
440
Lots For Sole
450
'
Farms For Sole
400
Homes F-or Sale

Business on
a Budget?

• -1

".--ja.
IF ilA1101117ikier,
16,11r —Our g gm
per.--4111Vr.,k
fijk
'

Motorcyces
Auto Services
Auto Pors
used Cars
Vor-,s
Jsecl 'rucks
C°tripe's
Boo's & Mceors

MEKHANDisl
COmpaers
For Sale Or Trod,
Wont To Buy
. Attc1W6 For Sale
Appliances
Home Furnishings
Annoy.:
Vocuurn Cleaners
Sewing Mochynes
t41000/ EquiOrnent
Sports Eciatarnent
Firewood
Pikutic
M,scellaneous
T V & Rock°
Pets & SJppries

APPRENTICESHIP appk
FULL time employee IMMEDIATE opening for FREE Truck Drivers Semi
nar Experienced Inexper
cations for careers in Sheet needed General office &tee manager to coordi
Metal w4 be accepted in work. Send resume to PO nate small office Wordper
ienced. Recent Driving
the West kY State Voce
Box 1040 M Murray KY test phone and writing School Graduates Boyd
skills required Call SETI in Brothers Transportation
trona! School on Hwy 62 42071
Murray at 502-753 6529
Wes! Paducah KY 42001
one of the nations fastest
in
opening
IMMEDIATE
EOE
+,orn 1 00 p m 01 4 00 p m
growing trucking cornea
local doctors office for full
nies will hold a Seminar tor
or Wed April 20 Sat
LADY needs help with Alz
positron
insur
time
April 30 and Wed May a
hemers patient Live in with the purpose of hiring Drivother
dictation
arid
ance
1994 only Applicants must
ers •Starting pay
.bard In Hardin_ acea..
T-SitratTeasT /Et yrs- of ag6 --enice-ekaies-Grearberielas 437 4512
▪
S 247-thire
and present proof a valid and friendly atmosphere
weekly guarantee after as
drivers liscerice or a birth Pease send resume to PO MASTERS Level Therapist signed a truck 'Direct
oertticate eli do) 2 Be a Box 1040L Murray KY needed for Adolescent resi- DeposteCredit Union
dential program Send re- • 30-mile after 3 to 6rnos
High school graduate or 42071
have a GED and present
sume to P 0 Box 30 Paris '
E F T Saftey Bonus Prog
proof idipioina or G E D TN 38242
ram •Medical & Dental Ben
scores,- 3 Present H S
etas On board satellite
transcripts even it you
system Holiday Inn Hwy
have a GE D 4 Be physi
641 South Murray KY At
dairy capable ot performing
tend 1 of the 3 sessions
the work cot the trade 5 Be
Tues March 1510am 2 & 6
prepared to read the Ap
PM
Exp
Drivers
prenticesh-p Standards
800-543 8923 Inexp Drivand compete an accurate
ers 800 995-58ee
application Ac aptitdue
NO experience, $500 to
test evaluation may be
rhin this 2x2 consistency ad In Clossi$900 weekly potential proscheduled tor a Late( date
cessing FHA refunds Own
fleos-evenrocy,inducing tne Shopper
as well as an ellen:eve for
hours 1-501 646-0044
OcALFIEC appl.cants
tcy S160 o month (paid in advance)
Ext 389 24 hours
This ,s an equal opportunity
NOW hiring cooks and car2'.1.;stry
sponsored by
hop s Apply at Sonic DriveS M W Local 8110 and the
in
KY Sheet Metal Contrac
tors Assocation Questions
PART time at Pams 410
502 245 2412 KY Sheet
Main St Apply in person
Metal A 7. C
No phone calls please

EARN JP to $3 300mo pro
cessing mortgage refunds
in your area No experience
necessary 502 569 1962

NOTICE OF OPPORTUNITY TO
REQUEST A PUBLIC HEARING

071ray. "• - --11"e/;
,
7''

TRANSPORTA11061
470
48C
485
4CIC
495
500
510
520

120
130
140
150
155
16C
165

Help
Wonted

loci/bons Coast to Coast

.

230
250
200
53C

Insurance
Extern-enuring
Business Serv‘c es
Heating & Coding
Services Or•erea

060

W ANT to ease
acre
dark f.reC totacco
4;2 815;

Office 753-6910
1-806-THE-DUCK

StRvIC F S

oeo

Notice

Notice

TOD,a_1111014121t_

EMPLOY MEN1
Hop WanteCi
Domeshc & Cralocare
Srtuanon Wonted
Korea Opportunrty
instruction

420

Notice

Monthly income
avaiiable,

060
070
09C

ANNOuNCEMENIS
C
C20
025
03C
040
050

RtIgaiff-Aal
254 per word. MAO minimum
1*day 54 pee word per day tor
each acidlional coneecultve
day $1.75 extra tor Shopper
(Tues. Clessalliecis go into Shopping Guide.) UM 010140 tor
blind box ode.

J- .uaranteed 5 yews

MIMI=
Advedbers are rempelled lo
check the Int Imedlon of
their ads for coy elm.Mans/
Ledger & lknos MI be responsible for oar! one Incorrect imedlah• Awl WW1
should be repoded Invitedlale*
cerredlons cal be
made.

TOZLigE

$6.00 Column Inch

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
6%
INTEREST

ANTEKIE AMC
COLLECTABLES 111

tie swore's: war se* team ir tieMara:
We he rrt 141Sra' (11 Kyreisme eocatatie insed.ais
a star at manager ..reree a train 3-6 mores tefore
ommotinga ewe martager Previous shoe y real
menerrk a pie Prevoa management experence a liaUSTI
We offer SALARY PLUS BENEFITS, PAID VACATION GROUP HEALTH SPECIAL EMPLOYEE
DISCOUNT OPPORTUNITIES TO GROW
SEND RESUME TODAY'
Shoe Sensation
Chestnut Hills Plaza
718 N. 12th Si
U 5 Miry 641 Ky. Wry. 121
Murray, KY 42071
Attn: Ares Director,
Rocklin Russell
JCIor

/

ENTERPRISES
iNc.

ABSOLUTELY clean' Ex
penenced dependable
cleaning service Home or
office References Call
436 2569
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and ex
perenced references Call
Linda 759 9553
MOTHER of 2 will babysit in
her home CPR certified
References 753 1197
WILL clean houses rea
sonable rates references
437-4064
WILL sit with elderly In
dudes meals & cleaning
Call 753 4590 for informa
DOn & references
WILL stay with elderly futl or
part-time experienced
753-6170

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE grve us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written r 10 standard plans

and we write all 10. Also at age 6510 6511,
act;ording to Fadaral Law,they are all guaranteed issue regardless Of haakh
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price. 2. Company stability 3 Service
We represent 7 'A.M. Best A- or A. rated*
give you the best possible rafts
corn
and
We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. Wa have
been serving West Ky: for over 30 years and
would Mu* to be your Agent.

McConnell
Insurance Agency
WS Sycamore
Murray, KY 753-41911
tastionwida ON hoc
14110.41111-41911

ALTERATIONS and re
pairs Rental gowns & tuxe
dos Ruth s See and Sew
Country Square 1608 N
121 Murray 753 6981
SEWING robs wanted in
ducting formal wear
753 1061
WILL do house keeping
Have references
474 8222

DRAFTSMAN
Must have basic drafting
skills, basic computer skills
and be knowledgeable with
AUTOCAD RIO or R11.
Send resume and salary
-ements to...
P.O. Box 1040 P
Murray, KY 42071

Call

Us Today!

S •
W ES

Is havi
month
Mounta
Bailey, I

EOE

Annual Spring
Cow B Calf Sale
Saturday, March 19, 1994
12 Noon
Paris Livestock Sales
Fairground Rd. • Paris, TN

Midge, N

frico

INDIVIDI
FARM
ESTA"
SALES T,

Joyce Nod, EA, CI

915 Coldwater

Tobac

oe
Business
Opportunity
PARADISE SNOW
Franchise for sale in Mu;
ray Building & all equip
mint 442 4758

Fof SIN
Or Trade
YOU WINO WE SELL'
703-7400

Our sale will consist of
cow & calf pairs, bred
cows It breeding bulls.
All cattle will be tested for Brucellosis,
pregnancy tested S aged.

LYNN GROVE
Offers a
• Green Houses

• Outside Float Sp

• Floe Trays.,

lisellas a
Construction

111,

1-800-831-3239

WEDNESDAY

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Arkin
Far Saar
AND
COLLECTABLES MARKET
ANTIQUE

Sunday, March 20
Pectucalfs Civic Center
LX to 4:00
314-334-5153
Adecont to Noble Psit

YOU BRING
7.53 7400

WE SELL!

8ePlioricer

REFRIGERATORS
2 USED push lawn mow- stoves, washers & dryers
ers Runs great, ready to 20 Clean & guaranteed to
tor Spring One is $40, one work 354 8528
is $45 Call Rick 750-9557
days. 753-2165 nights,
ieave message
isn
Hose
FOR sale 1 week of tune,
FuntieNngs
share luxury condo anywhere in the world Of avail- COUCH & love seat 2mo
able) 753-0822
old Teal mauve & blue
435-4003
MATTRESSES any size
Buy factory direct' Ask ab- FRENCH Provincal chest
out our Repads'Smith Mat- and dresser, alto Saxophone all in excellent condiFactory
tress
tion Call 753-4908 after
502-851-3160
5 30pm
NEW metal siding & roof
ing Cover 36 cut to length QUEEN size sofa sleeper
in 10 colors galvanized blue mauve, cream &
and galvalurne Secondary beige Excellent condition
it available Portable car $1,200 435-4572
port kits 489 2722 or
489 2724
PROM dress, size 8, Black
& white full scxtuined, strapless $200 753-7249 or
753-5571

6FT drag trpsk, $75
753-0142

SMALL engine parts, new
& used Briggs & Stratton, CASE International 495
Kohler Tecumseh Napa farm tractor Approx 100
Service & parts manuals hours
Phones
489-2672
50 2 - 7 5 3 - 4 389 ,
SUNTAN bed, $350 502-753-5960
492-8516

HOLLAND 2 row tobacco
setter 753-1594 after 7pm

SUN tanning beds new &
used financing available WANTED utility tractor
Parts service & supplies
with or without loader Call
Call Sonny Hooks collect 815-932-8494 Call
7 53
9 2 7 4 , after 7pm
800 540 9790

AND AFFILIATED COMPANiEs

EXECUTIVE SALES POSITION
FINANCIAL PRODUCTS Is SERVICES
Metropolitan Life - One of the largest financial
institutions, seeks aggressive person to fill position in local area.
Salary - Up to $40,000 plus. Excellent fringe
benefits to include: retirement, medical and dental
for entire family, 401K and disability plan, 3-year
training program.
College degree preferred. No sales background
necessary.
Resume please to: BEVERLY CULBREATH
RECRUITING DIRECTOR
555 JEFFERSON SUITE 305
PADUCAH, KY 42001

IMMEDIATE OPENING
it Warehouse, minor maintenance personell with
some custodial work -5days with some Saturdays.
Inside Sales - 5 days with some Saturdays.
Pay based on Person/Salary Plus

APPLY IN PERSON - NO PHONE CALLS
- We Will Train"
Apply 3/15, 3/16, 3/11 or 3/19 from 910 4

-CARPET WORLD
Hwy. 641

1/2 mils Soul) of Hazel xi Tennessee

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

Call Us Today!

753-1916
•

11
STATE LINE
WESTERN WORLD
Is having a howling good sale this
month on name brands like Rocky
Mountain Wrangler Roper Acme,
Bailey. Big Horn and many more So
shop with us. compare
prices & return for savings
you II appreciate
STATE LINE WESTERN WORLD is
located I 8 miles west of Hazel on
893 west Look for brown & or Inge
sign at the yeuow cation Light in
Hazel Open Mon Sat to 5
502- 492-6 1 44

Hodge, Noel cAssockites
'Thu /name Tak Professionair.
...um. Mb...

INDIVIDUAL • BUSINESS
FARM • BOOKKEEPING
ESTATE. PAYROLL
SALES TAX • CORPORATE
Joyce Noel

EA, CFP

915 Coldwater Rd.

Mike Hok., EA, ATA

(502)1/53-6069

28R, 1 bath duplex, garage
with automatic door
opener, dish washer, garbage disposal. red hookup. Genesi Ns. $450/mo
tyr lease Day 753-7696.
nights 750-4703

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers wiring to purchase
homes-al price ranges It
you we thinking of sellingTOBACCO base with tend - contact one of
our courtefor cash rent 36 AC DSC, ous and professional
4AC Sudsy to be grown in agents
at 753 1222 or stop
Call
2811. CUTE duplex Dis- Tennessee
A FIREWOOD for sale
by office at 711 Main St
502 885 8200
hwasher. IWICrOwav•
437 4667
NEW duplex or sale Cam$425/mo BUT LOW UTILIFiREWOOD. also tree me
bridge Estates Gene
TIES' $10350 combined
Steely 753-6156
vice 436 2562
Pets
average 1402 Michelle.
& Supplies
Northwood
LAM...
depoROBERTS Realty CalloTHE woodmastet is back!
AKC Registered Collie way County's oldest and
Call now for good sea- sit no pets 753-8734
most rehab* reel estate
soned Newood that stacks 2BR country upstairs apt
pups old Lassie 6wks old
agency For al your real
1 male 2 females
up! 753-9235
water paid low utilities
$285•mo plus deposit $ 125/ male $100/female estate needs call them to
day at 753-1651 1 Syca
753 4545
220
489-2296
more and 12th Si
DOG Day Afternoon dog
2BR duplex, nice neighbor
lAusical
hood. newty decorated Re- grooming 759-1768
415
FOR SALE SPINET
ference, deposit required
Lake
HAVE an obedient sale
CONSOLE PIANO
No pets $275/mo, dog for show or home
Property
Wanted responsible party 436 2816 anytime
Classes or private lessons s3 WATER
front lake lot,
to make low monthly payServing Murray for over Center
Ridge C • , le.
ments See locally Call 2BR, water furnished Located 1601 Farmer, 12yrs 436-2858
Approx 1nt
1-800-327-3345
S300/mo Coleman RE
PEG'S Dog Grooming
SO%MARRELL guitar, elec or 753-9898
°
Call
753-2915
acustic, band new, $450, &
4BR, 2 bath apts available
Kramer guitar, elec $200 2
REGISTERED 3rno old,
now Centel tea appliViolin Strativanos made
male, Toy Poodle. shots, KY Lake view lot and a
cances furnished Located $175
completely re-modeled
1758, one $1000 and $800
753-5318
on Diuguid Coleman RE
1974 2BR mobile home
436-2102
753-9898
furnished Hamlin, KY
3401
PIANO tuning John
Beautiful view $13,000
A 2BR, 2 bath duplex gas,
Poultry
Gottschalk 753-9600
obo 217-431-7034
heat garage Available
& Supplies
now
Coleman RE
240
CHICKEN lit1er, $25 per
753-9898
pick-up load. Stahler's
Miscellaneous
EMBASSY 2br, central Dairy & Poultry farm.
gas, appliances furnished
753-7387.
COOKWARE- We stopped
100X140 SOUTHWEST
Coleman RE 753-9898
giving dinner parties after
Villa subdivision All city
28 years I have some HAZEL Apartments, Hazel,
utilities, reduced $17500
beautiful new 18 piece sur- KY now taking applications
753-4873 after 6pm
gical stainless steel waterYou must be 62, handBEAUTIFUL
large tots with
less, greaseless sets left
icapped, or disabled Rent
trees in Gatesborough.
Life-time warranty' Retail based on income. Equal
$18,000 up Call 753-7249
$1,198. now $3651 Sam
Housing Opportunity
or 753-9662
1-800-852 3765
527-8574 or 492-8721
NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available Cal 753-2905

Craft &
Yard Sale

250
Business
Services

laugropilillNiiii Life

12

WANT to buy a set of Kars
win I Ping Woods Need 1
3 & 5 753-9887

K T I and Associates offering a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753-3868 or 436-6099
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
12x52 TRAILER with a
1252 built on, 4BR. Can
be moved by house movers Call 753-0751.
1980 14X60 2br. 1 bath
central h/a, all electric, includes stove & refrigerator
Must be moved! $7,800
obo 527-2109.
CUMMINGS Meter Poles.
Specializing in mobile
home electric services. 200
amp $375 100 arnp $325.
435-4027

We Move
Mobile Homes
5024374608

LARGE 2br, 2 bath, central
h/a, w/d hook-up No pets
References & deposit required, $335/mo
753-3949
MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity
NEWLY constructed 2br
duplex, w/d hookup,
$400/mo 753-0472
NEWLY constructed 2br
near MSU, $400/mo Call
753-0472
NEW large duplex 2 full
baths gas heat in private
area, lease & deposit.
$500/mo No pets' Days
753-1155, nights
753-1623
NICE duplex. 2br, central
Pt/a. appliances furnished.
Coleman RE 753-9898
NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent housing Apply in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8am- 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

SUMMER'S coming, beautiful lake duplex, boat ramp,
PRE -OWNED Homes
--kkery-while-they-lastl *311 each 2br._ vidd hook up,
2br. 12X60 only $2,995 15min. from Murray Top
now $1,995 *323 2br, $350/mo, bottom $275/mo.
12X60 was $3,995 now 527-9639.
$2,995 *253 2br, 12X60 TAKING applications for
was $5,995 now $4,995 section 8 rent subsidized
*357 2br, 12X65 was apartments 1, 2 & 3 bed$2,500 now $1,500 *344 rooms. handicap accessi2br, 14X70 $500 down & ble Equal Housing Oppor$196 per month Repol tunity. Apply Hifidale Apts
#305 14X70 Repo $500 Hardin, Ky or call
down & $195 per month
502-437-4113
Many more pre-owned &
Repo homes to choose VERY nice 2br, 2 bath dufrom' See these at Volun- plex, appliances furnished
teer Homes Hwy 79 East, central gas heat & air,
$475/mo 1 mo deposit, 1
Pans, TN 901 642 4466
yr lease No pets Call
753-2905
240
Homes For Rent
2BR Grogan's Trailer Park
Appliances & water furnished
Coleman RE
753-9898
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br,
electric or gas Walking distance to college 753-5209
VACANT 2br furnished
$200 753-5292

1113

Mobile
Home Lots For Rent

MOBILE home lots for rent
492 8488

330
Room*
For Rent
1614 OLIVE, all utilities
furnished, kitchen & living
room privileges Coleman
RE 753-9898
340
Houses
For Rent
2BR, beck, carport, 11
/
2
bath, central h/a, appliances, yard maintenance included No pets,
$375 Deposit & referAfter 5pm
ences
753-6397
2BR house on So 7th St
$350/mo lease & deposit
required 753 4109

800-2200S0 ft
RE 753-9898

Coleman

HARD to believe that office
space on the courtsquare in
downtown Murray is afford
able & available but it is &
Debbie can tell you ail about it Call 753-1266
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753 6612

4BR, natural gas heat, a/c,
& appliances, lease, deposit & references required
492 8526
360

old
Boone's Laundry
on College Farm Rd.
Next to

Thurs., March 17
7 ALM. to 5 p.m.
Dolls, decorated, fans,
hats, dnftwood, other
items.
hand-made
Easter baskets & lots
more

135 ACRES near KY Lake
& New Concord, /.
V. young timber, black top
road, $89.500 Will divide
into 40,45 Or 50 acre tracts,
terms 759-1922
460
Homes
For Sale

YARD SALE
401 N. 5th St.
Thursday
8 am. - 4 p.m.
Friday
8 a.m. - /7
Men, women, children &
infant dothes
Man's
leather jacket(sr 381, woman's rabbit coat (Si
Med ), baby
swing,
clocks. toys & lots of
shoes
Something for
everyone

YARD
SALE
94 E to 280 1/4
mile on left

March 17 & 18
8 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Clothes, furniture,
TV's, new shoes,
everything cheap!
Something for
everyone!

YARD SALE
94 E turn left on
Van Cleve Rd. 1
mile on left

Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m.
Girls clothes, color
TV's, tiller, mopeds,
lots of clothes, bikes,
chair, toys, clocks,
bedspreads,
old
wash stand, sewing
machine & table.

CARPORT
SALE
Stella - red
brick house next
In

to West Ky.
Trailer Sales

Thursday
8:30 tO 4:30
TV, dishes,
Clothes, etc.
430
Real
Estate
36 PLUS acres with two
new bldgs , house trailer
All improvements in Camden, TN 901-586-4501

For Red
Or Lease

2BR, 11
/
2 bath, bnck on 3
acres on Hwy 80 near
Aurora, $55,000
753-6556, 753-2951
3BR, 11
/
2 bath, central h/a,
gas heat, hardwood floors,
screened porch, 1321 Olive
Blvd 753-1890
3BR, 25 bath home located on a quiet street New
central gas heat & air were
added in '92 Large closets
& storage space, generous
sized rooms & immediate
possession make this a
home you need to see'
Listed to sell at $75,000
Kopperud Realty,
753-1222 MLS*5469
3BR, 2 bath brick ranch,
central heat & a/c Privacy
fence, fireplace with insert,
$69,500. 753-5703.
3BR brick home in Southwest school district Central
gas heat, central electric
air, attached garage offered at $72,500 thru Kopperud Realty 753-1222
MLS*5496
3BR,central gas heat & air,
3yrs old, fenced back yard,
nice neighborhood Good
starter or retiree home Immediate possession
753-5214 after 5pm
3BR home in town, quiet
neighborhood Reduced to
$50,500 Contact Kopperud Realty, 753-1222
MLS* 5269
5 ROOM 1600sq' house
Needs a ne‘v location
Owners are accepting offers to purchase & move
home Would make a good
rental Broker/owner call
759-2001
BEST of show' Light and
airy interior immaculate 3
bedroom 2 bath dining
room vaulted ceiling in
greatroom first time on
market call 753-1492 Century 21
BY owner, LOVELY BRICK
RANCHER, 4 5 wooded
acres, ROOM TO BUILD,8
miles from Murray, 1 mile+)
KY lake, Hwy 94, 2br, 1
bath large living/dining
room with stone fireplace,
central ac/heat, vaulted
ceilings, huge 2-car
garage-workshop, new
wood cabinets, w-w carpets all appliances Move
in NOW Priced below appraisal Call 502-474-2769

58 ACRES prime development property southwest of
Brakes for rent, Pro Two, Murray
Must sell'
for vinyl siding 436-2701
759-9247

COUNTRYSIDE delight
On small acreage gas
heat hardwood floors
stained woodwork just now
CREEKVIEW Self storage CONDOMINIUM for sale or on the market with Century
warehouses on Center lease Low utilities on site*, 21 Priced low $50s Call
Drive behind Shoney's security 753 3293 after 753-1492 5 acres
$20-$40/mo 759-4081
6pm
HOME for sale by owner
753-6235

Tobacco Farmers

LYNN GROVE FEED & SEED,INC.
Offers a Cofrpisto Line of.
• Green Houses
• Outside Float System
• Float Trays,.

• Soil-Less Mixes
• Finished Plants
• smiled Plants

1BR dose to university,
some utilitiet paid
753 8756

Now booking started A finished plants.
Construction available on greenhouses

1-800-831-3239

(502) 435-4415

LOOK at price and size'
How about 6br, 3 baths
living room den large
kitchen & lots of clarets
Edge of city limits and only
$89,900 See this one
soon Kopperud Realty
753-1222 MLSe 5450

1,2 380 apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
7 5 3 1 25 2
pets
days 753 0606 after 5pm

I OR 2br apts new down
town Murray 7534199
2BR townhouse new spa
cious all appliances includ
ing washer & dryer
753 4573

Unice.
Mitred

Services
Offered

Associated Skills

A lik tee service Removal
Dimming hauling & clean
up 492-8254

Noose
Par OW

Opens
Fes lab

REAL APPEAL
Excellent quality and floor plan await
you in this new home. Greatroom,
formal dining, superb kitchen,3 bdrms
and 2 baths - only $98,500. Call Warren
at Kopperud Realty 753-1222. 05224

RUSTIC house on 3 acres
Southwest school district,
30X40 metal shop 16X16
patio deck 3br, 2 bath
central gas heat & air
$69 500 Senous 'ewe's
only 492 8800 after Spin

SHOWPLACE' Superiettv•
brick two story, 4 bedrooms 2 5 bats. priveicy
wall professionally landscaped,lust now on tie
market no sign in yard call
us 753-1492 Century 21

Houses Dryed In
$200 Sq Ft

A-1 carpentry work house
plans drawn rernocliing
decks, homes but no KZ
to small tree estimates
Call JAG Construction
436-5398

Shingles $10 Sq
Master

AIL

Plumber

Rough -1n2 bath, 1

KS, 1
$2,500

Motorcycies
1968 HONDA Hawk, 650
GT, gray, low moles excel
lent condition includes 2
helmets & extra seat 11xxx
miles Asking $2 100
753-6138 before 5pm
YOU BRING
753 7400

WE SELL'

Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm 759-9816, 753-0495

WD

Licensed Electncians

ALL gutters & leaves
cleaned Mowing leaf pick
up
hauling Call David Bailey
at Sarfan Lawn Care
753-6986

Sheetrock IOC finish,
12c spray
Prof. Painters $10 tor,

References

ALPHA Builders Carpen
try, remodeling porches
roofing concrete driveways, painting mainte
nance, etc Free estimates
489-2303

753-8663
759-4401

485
Auto
PORS
METAL tool box for small
pickup. $35 753-0142

1972 CHEVROLET Impala, excellent condition
492 8475 after 5pm
1985 TRANS Am, 77,XXX
miles, $4,200 1968 Dodge,
I ton, flatbed, $1,000
435-6099
1986 FORD Escort
kept 753-1408

well

TB

1994

MARCH 16

1 1 1 A Hauling, moving
dean up odd jobs tree
trimming tree removal
mulch hauling Free est
Tim Lamb
mates
436-5744
1 1 1 A Hauling tree trim
ming, tree removal, dean
ing out sheds, attics, & odd
jobs Free estimates
436-2102 Luke Lamb
Al, AL'S hauling, yard
work, tree removal mow
mg Free estimates
759-1683

ANTENNA Repair and in
stallabon Replace or install
quality Channel Master an
tennas rotors and amok
hers Beasley s Antenna
Service
Buchanan
901-642-4077
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works 753-2455

1986 MAZDA RX7 GLX,
59 XXX miles mint condition 55,800 753-5539 or
753 9239

PS

1988 RENAULT k4edalion,
am/fm radio, a/c, very nice,
89,XXX miles 759-9334 after 4 30pm
1989 FORD Escort GT ex
tedent condition 55 XXX
miles Call after 6pm
753-8546
1990 GRAND Am SE. fully
loaded with sun roof Gar
age kept. 21 XXX miles
Still under warranty
$9900 759.1652

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
arid

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

S7

. Drop By And See Our Showroom •
409 Sunbury • Murray (Selma Bunny Broad)
753-5940

•'11\2-eminvIa•••-•

WOOD WORKS

1990 TAURUS Wagon
loaded aluminum wheels
extra seat $6 500
437 4723

08.4

118

1991 MAXIMA SE bright
red loaded one owner
36 XXX miles 753 8678

PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS!

1991 TOYOTA Camry in
excellent condition Call
753-6098

Pens, Mugs, Keychams, Buttons. Magnetic Business
Cards, Kites, Balloons, Desk Accessones, Memo
Boards, Pins and Many, Many More Products'

1992 DODGE Spirit. Take
over payments 753-5350

is now offering

Call (502) 382-2306 (Pt,

or Fax)

We accept Visa or MasterCard
1992 EAGLE Talon,
loaded 753-8613 after
5 30pm
YOU BRING, WE SELL'
753-7400
495

Authorized
BRIGGS & STRATTON.
and KOHLER
Sams Ceder

Simplicitv

K2rb Cade(

Across from Southern States
VMS

Lamb's Small Engine

1973 GMC ton van, asking
$1,200 753-4545

101 Industrial Road
P.O. Box 247
Murray, KY 42071

1985 ASTRO Van_ RA" YXX
miles cargo/ passenger
van with tow package Excellent condition, /3,500
435-4593 after 7pm

BCS Tillers

1989 FORD Aerostar, p/s &
brakes, a/c, new tires, original owner, excellent condition. 502-436-5872.

Experienced builder of houses,
garages. pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job too large or too
small

1970 MODEL Jeep asking
$550 753-4545

474-8267

•

For a clean sweep...

1981 CHEVY peck-up full
size excellent condition
Must sell' 436-2102

weep

1989 FORD Ranger. 4 cy
finder, nice $3,500 Phone
354-8692 after 5pm
sin

1973 STARCRAFT 23ft
53.000 Call 474-8125 after
4pm
1991 28FT 5th wheel Prowler loaded mint condition
Call 489 2018
YOU BRING
753 7400

WE SELL'

17FT windsurfer. 2 sails
$350 759-1087
24 LOWE Pontoon boat
90hp Evinrude covers and
Call
swim ladder
901 247 3221 between
Sam 4pm
ALUMINUM 36tt house
boat for sale Sleeps 4 has
bath kitchen large front
deck Sun deck on top of
cabin 115hp Evenrude
motor 436 5811
YOU BRING
753 7400

WE SELL'

753-2925

William Duncan
Building Contractor

1992 PLYMOTH Voyager
mini-van Olympic package Only 200 made
Cruise, tilt, am/fm cassette
Call 753-1614 after 5pm

1976 FORD truck, stick
shift, new motor, $1,200
obo, and 1967 Chevy truck.
stick shift, $1,000 obo
436-2528

Also Repair Work

Kevin Lamb
Richard Lamb

,S1RIAL

c'Om PA F1441 A t & IN r

• Week's.
81- Weekly.
or One-Time
Services
• Free e.stimases

ANING

JERRY GREEN
Insured • Bonded

(502) 753-9317

GREEN EARTH LAWN SERVICE
Mowing

Tilling

Hedge Trimming

Landscaping

Mowing Time Is Nearly Here!
- CALL TODAY FOR FREE ESTIMATE .
753-8222

RON HALL
HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC, Inc.
Central Heating & Coolong Service 4 Installation
Electrical Service 4 Installaeon
•--1;T".
Licensed Gee Merchant

CLASSIFIED

RN• MOO

Murray, KY

L.

OwNs2 MielOt

%

(502) 435-4599

4

il

88

MURFU1Y LEDGER & TIMES

imiNse
SOW
ANTIQUE reirsheng tut CUSTOM bush hogging
future repair & CuSID(fl & MIlng (up to 6-deep)
489 2995
woodworking 753 8056
CUSTOM butlerang and
bacie work aspic eye
terns 354 8161 after 4oin

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Wesonghouse
Whirlpool 30. years ex
potence
BOBBY
HOPPER 436584*

DRYWALL kneeing re
P L acidiaons and blow
.ng opting* 75a-4761

BACKHOE SERVICE
FIRENT ALLEN septic tone
insteliation repair replace
'Tient 759 1515

ELECTRICAL Ron Hall
Hoeing Cooling & Electric.
Inc Service. saes and in
saltation (502) 435 4699
435-4327

BACKHOE Solvtcra ROY
niLL Sepec system drive
ways hauling founnanons
etc '59 4664

EXPERIENCED dry wail
finishing ReMences availabie 436 2060

Bin.:nHOE Service corn
• plate tounoaDons sepoc
systems R N Nesbitt Ma
sonry Phone 492 8516
pager 7627221

FOR hire 12yr old busiman 2yra expel,
ence reaoy to do yard
spring craning & summer
mowing Call 759-9921

BEST rates tor lawns
mowed 753-6986

GAlLS Creative Designs
B&G Maintenance & lawn Computer embroidery
care Free estimates Ask _ 9ant-2pini 753-5745
Bit 759-4490
GENERAL Repair plumbing rooting
436-2642

BOBS Plumbing Roper
Service All work guaran
753 1134 or
teed
436 5832

tree work

GERALD WALTERS
Roofing, vinyl siding paint
ing Flee estimates 18
years eutpenenos Local re
*anon 4362701

BREAKING & disking gardens Yard landscaping.
bush hogging & mantling
Free estimates 136 5430

GUPTON'S S LAWN
CARE Lowest rates best
care tree estimates
489-2590

BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Free estimates
753-4591

WE ONESD AY

Sessims
Mad
LICENSED lot orceric and

oss 753 7203
LIGHT truing tree rimming and removal Call
753-2320 rave mown*
MOWING mulching and
lawn care Free estimates
48192280 or 7539216
PLUMBING repeernen vitel
same day Samoa Ca
4365255
RESIDENTIAL Rooting
Guaranteed work at reasonabie rates Free verniers 25yes experience
Repairs on aid root or now
construction Call RWk.
753 6566 or Mic.
753-786.4
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair Rooting, siding,
painting plumbing concrete Free estimates Cal
4'4 2307
ROOFING vinyl siding &
replacement windows 30
years experience Free es
omaies Cail 753-6158
SEAMLESS gutters in
stalled residential or corn
mercal Servall Gutter Co
-.53-6433
SEWING macnin• repair
Kenneth Barnhill 753-2674
SHE E TROCK finishing,
textured ceilings Larry
Chrwrian 4928742

`' •
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CONTRACT BRIDGE

Adams at conference
Anne B. Adams, executive
director of the Murray Tourism
COMM1$51011, represented Kentucky as a key speaker at the
Sixth Annual Governor's Conference on attracung retirees held in
Montgomery, Ala., on March
9-10.
The conference, held at the
Governors' House Hotel and
Conference Center, offered retirement development committees in
Montgomery and other Alabama
communities an opportunity to
continue to learn about the retirement development industry.
including how to better market
their areas, what retirees are
seeking, and mmuch more.
according to Martin J. Darity,

The Guess That Went to School

for the Alabama Advantage for Retirees
program.
North dealer
Adams presented ideas to the Both sides vulnerable
NORTH
committees which have been suc•A K Q3
cessful in Murray and other com•A 8
munities throughout Kentucky in
•A Q5
the recruitment of retirees.
•
A J 104
asked
to
be
'I was honored to
WEST
EAST
represent Kentucky to discuss
•
9
4
2
75
•
8
retirement," Adams said. -Those
Q105
J 7 32
attending the conference were • 1098 4
•6 3
very receptive to the-ideis pre•6 5 3
•Q 98 2
marketing
sented concerning our
SOUTH
strategies and the success we've
•J 106
expereienced since Rand McNalK 96 4
ly's designation in 1987, which
• KJ 7 2
recognized Murray as the top
•K
retirement- community in the The bidding:
North East
South West
nation."
2+
Pass
3 NT Pass
7 NT
Opening lead — ten of diamonds.
Governor's Liason

YMCA plans special day
The Murray Family YMCA
and the Murray State University
American Humanics program
announce 1994 College Day. This
program is designated for 8th
grade students from Murray
Middle and Calloway County
Middle Schools. The participants

Thursday, March 24 from 7:30
Guessing situations arise quite
a.m. to 2:30 p.m. Registration often, but a player is expected to
will be held in the-Murray State guess right most of the time. There
is nothing extraordinary about beUniversity Curtis Center. Cost is ing right more
often than not; it is
and
SIO per students with t-shirts
largely a matter of tackling each
lunch provided. Financial problem, as it arises, in a rational
arrangements can be madc. For fashion.

will be paired with a college student lor a day to witness the college experience.
College Day will be held on

more information,
Murray Family
759-9622 or the
Humanics office at

contact the
YMCA at
American
762-3808.

Assume you're in seven notrump
and West leads a diamond. You can
count 12 top tricks and the problem

SUREWAY Tree & Stump
HADAWAY Construction
Remodeling vinyl siding, Removal Insured with Ail
One of epiapment Free esvinyl replacement win
vrnyt-ttoemn---teriates---Day- or night
753-5184
436-2052

CARPET installation 30
Plus years experience
commerical and residan
ti-aT
T-tie berber- Work
guaranteed Measures and
repairs Call 474 2131 or
437 4513

HEATING Ron Hal Heating. Cooling arid ElecInc
Co Service. unit replacement and txxnplete vtaL
bonLi
installer
.gas
Phone 435-4699

CARPORTS tor cars and
trucks Specia sizes tor
motor home boats RVs
and etc Excellent protec
bon high-pug4 eicignitit
value Roy Hilt 759-4664

ITS time to sten tireung
about mowing your yard
Call Wayne's Lawn Set
vice 1892342 Free esti
mates Reasonable rates

CHIN Chino Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts We set

c!.-nney caps and screens

JEFF'S Custom Closets
435 rt'91
beet organizers tor hdrrie
or ottice customed de
General Repair
COE
Electric. carpentry, drywal, signed end instaiied Free
plumbing -*sensate- -750-9581
fin ish g
492-8403
KITCHEN CABINET RE
CONSTRUCTION Fram- FACING Make your old
ing $2 a square toot and new again with FOCTICII AM
Tripp Williams colors tree estimates
up
Wunt's Recovery Murray
753-0563
KY 4365560
COUNTERTOPS custom
LAWN care Have refer
Homes trailers offices
ences feasenable rates
VVultt's Recovery Murray
dependable service (tak
436-5560
ing orders now I Call C&J
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating Lawn Service Phone 1502)
and Cooling Service Corn
753-5642
pieta installation and sat
LAWNS mowed No lawn
Gary
at
Cali
vice
too big or too small Rea759-4754
rates
sonable
DECK Masters Reason
502 436 5081
able rases for quality work
L&L LAWN SERVICE corn
For your free estimates call
mercer or residential tree
Rick 753-6566 or Mc
estimates Cal 753-4001
753-7861
alter 5prn

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters variety
of colors Licensed in
surd Estimate available
'59-4690

WILL do yard work & mow
rig 437-4071
WILL mow yards and rake
Call 753-8306 after
430m

Fresh

Old South

Advance

Emge Fresh

Farm Fresh

Ground
Beef

Pork
Sausage

Breaded
Patties

Pork
Feet

Fryer
Drumsticks

10 Lb.

10 Lb

10

WHOLESALE carpet sales
& installation %Wenn&
or commercial Randy Lee
502 474-2796

Fresh

Cabbage

Lb. or More

10 Lb.

Bag

$790

$590

$490

$690

Farm Fresh

Emge Pork

Hickory Smoked

American

Extra Value

Fryer
Thighs

Neck
Bones

Sliced
Bacon

Sliced
Cheese

Beef
Patties

Lb.

10 Lb.
$490

Lb

5 Lb.

$990

10

19

Tomorrow: Selecting the method of play.

Budget Stretching
10 Pound Meat Sale

rs. a.m.
12-6 p.m. Sunday

VCR REPAIR Wood_ VCR
Service Canter. cleaning
servicing $15 most repays
$35 Free estimates Fiougi
1 Alm Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon .frt 753-0530

is to find a 13th If you could see
where the queen of clubs was lo
cated, your teak would be simple
but, since you're not playing with
glass cards, you must try to figure
out who has the queen
There is not much information
available at the start, so you try to
learn everything you can about the
opponents' hands before attempting
a club finesse in either direction.
Accordingly, you cash four diamond tricks and four spade tricks
In the process, you learn that West
started with four diamonds and three
spades, and that East started with
two diamonds and three spades.
You still can't be sure about the
queen of clubs, but you should play
East for the missing lady.' Why?
Because West was dealtsix unknown
cards that may include the queen,
while East was dealt eight unknown
cards that may include the queen.
The odds are therefore 8-6 that
East has the queen, so you should
lead the ten of clubs from dummy at
this point and finesse. As it happens, the percentage play succeeds
and you make the grand slam.
It would not be fair to call this
just a lucky guess. It would be much
more accurate to call it an educated
guess.

10

Lb.

$790

't

1

Today is W
290 days left
Today's
On March 1
U.S. Military
On this dat
In 1751, Jan
born in Port
In 1827, the
Journal, was
In 1836, th
In 1850, N;
published.
In 1894, 112
Massenet, pre
In 1915, th
In 1935, A
In 1945, cli
secured.
In 1978, hal
by kit-wing
In 1985, Ter
Associated Pre
her 1991.
Ten years ai
kidnapped: he
Glenn droppec
Five years a
approved swee
members to ml
body.
One year ag
Jean-Bertrand
envoy to Hail
Today's Bit
McKern is 74.
Daniel Patrick
54. Singer-son
45. Actress Ka
is 40. Golfer
Thought for
eyes open and
(1907-1989).

BLONDIE

MrTHEL... 5LI121
DOESN'T 10.10v,
w 7Q BUDGE
H15 TIME

5 Lb. Box
$990
$399

$69°

CALVIN and

DONT IOU 7.14try4
Eli0 T4.oS MCA
D'.CI YOUR MAT14
FIRST 50 IT V`i$

3 KITTENS, healthy Inter
trained 759-1087
FREE Two puppies Will
be small clogs, 1 girl, 1 bay
(black) 759-9649

OVER UR

FRIENDLY pis of young
black tab mix dogs seeks
country home isnere they
can run All shots female
spayed For detain call
753-1916 and ask tor Amy

HOROSCOPES
[HE RSDA1.
IF- Or %our

AR(41 1. 1994

tiersonalued

Woe ot

alrin'utc •
H.APP1 BIRTHDA1'. IN [HE
NEXT YEAR OF NOE R LIFE:
JAL. ',0111e time 10 meditate on thc
ieeper, philosophical quetls in sit
'Nelt kriiivdedge will help you
!Ind .vtreater .anstaction with the
path sou have ,hosen A financial
zurriaround benefit% many and give.
71•\.- tk, ne
estrnent opponuriiChoose your a..ociates with
•,;reat care to avoid a lo'.'. ot.ftput.aIs ii
prestige Taking things one at
a time helps You make wise choices
TraYel plan. set the .tage tor mixing
nusiness with pleasure
CELEBRITIF:S BORN ON
THIS DATE: actor Patrick Duffy.
legendary singer \at King Cole.
ha.ketha1I player Dann) Ainge.
actress Mercedes McCambridge
‘RIES Marh 21 -April 19):
Stand up tor your beliefs. even if

they are unpopular. You can
improve the bottom line by taking a
business trip. Higher-ups will
he Inipr,...LJ'
I ‘I RI • April 20-May- 20.: A
It ' recharge your hattenes
and regain your momentum. Transform anger into creative or artistic
energy When buying home furnishings. purchase what you like -- not
what you think will impress others
GEMINI May 21 -June 20i: Be
more cautious on the money front.
Enhanced verbal skills can vault you
to prominence in the communica-

tions field. Decisive action w ill end
confusion regarding a romantic relationship.
CANCER (June 2I -July 221:
Your finances require the help of
experts. Be willing to pay for the
hest, Accept an old friend •s advice
on some personal matters. bin listen
to your heel whire.ronUnce is concerned.
LEO linty 2. - A ug. 22): This is
another day when it is better to add
to your holding% than to subtract
from them. Big financial tisk. mean

)ISill hors".cope. based on Your ow:,
,ompany will hill you 99

THE DAP SLEEVED,
FRONT 8A84-DOL
LuITH ANKLETS ANC

nig losses now Romance is A different stors'
Aug 23-Sept. 221:
N our nurturing touch is the magic
that will get a project restarted or
completed. Tonight. offer someone
sitorrg shoulder to lean on.'A
loved one needs support, not lectures.
LIBRA iScp. 23-Oct. 22i: Take
the initiative in matters concerning
romance, children and vacation
plans. Only safe financial investments should be considered. An
unwelcome development could have
its bright side.
SCORPIO lOct. 23-Nov. 21i:
Do not allow envy to cloud your
vision. Work can be wonderful therapy . especially it you have personal

worries on your mind. Close friends
may he the only ones who can cheer
you up.

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
211: Talk candidly with your partner: honesty is crucial for reaching
an understanding. Rely on traditional business methods to preserve
recent gains.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
191: Making certain concessions
will bring new- peace of mind where
money is concerned. A romantic
interlude may brighten your day.
Your fears regarding a member of
the opposite sex are unfounded.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
Working overtime or taking a second job could be the answer to a
cash shortage. Seek family members' cooperation in curtailing
excess spending. Children need your
full attention at times: give it loving-

ly.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
• Friends Shan their gOcid news With
you. Be happy for-them'. Recognition is finally yours for something
you began yeus ago. A romantic
gesture sends your %pints soaring.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are sincere, sensitive and affectionate. They do
not take love lightly and can hr badly hurt if someone toys with their emotions Efficient and tidy. these Pisces are usually neat as a pin They will
crony the warmth and comfort of a well-run home even more than they like
traveling. Although occasionally uncertain of what they should do themselves. these Pisces are extremely insightful when it comes to advising
friends and (artily.
'cre'few•armed grad rialsiad car, al lease Down Itro-sellkag hone v ritrd.s. rads) will kriFirr
er Nit* ikarrekle l'an Help V.4, Faid 'low Mare a Gad'
." vend Win plo. Sipmsair willhandlliv
In D.c/o Adlinrer. and Mn Neel P0 inn 4ie242. Kamir. Cott No ha 14 1 Mahe closclig prolble
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SPRING FASH!

our phone

Half Moon
Sliced

10 oz Pkg,

Colby
Cheese

$149

Jumbo
Buttermilk

Biscuits
Aztec Flour

12 oz Can
Crisp

85'
590
8 oz. Pkg.

HOUSEHOLD DEPARTMENT VALUES:
EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

Soar

Whiz Liquid

Sparklin

Laundry
Detergent

Laundry
Detergent

Liquid
Bleach

64 oz. Box

Gal Jug

Imitation Sliced I•79••

Mozzarella /
8 oz. Cup

Yogurt

$349

Lemonade

Tortillas

Prairie Farms

24 oz

Fajita
Kit

16 oz. Can

8.5 oz. Pkg.

45'
16 oz Cm.n

dow
Onion Dip 0

39 oz Box

$

29

$199

7T

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

Biscuits
71 /2 oz. Can

12 Ct Pkg

$

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

Hat-,

/%3
r•‘ 14
EAST

5 Lb

O'Day's

Fries

$199

Healthy Balance

Turkey
Dinner

10.3 oz.

$149
GARFIELD

Banquet

12 oz. Pkg.

Mexican
Dinner

99'

5-T'OU WAIT PIC
ILL GO CA

16 oz. Pkg
Grissom s

79,

Bagels

Economy

Toilet
Tissue

23'

EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

49'

MAN ,ITS

Crinkle Cut

Prairie Farms

Morning Delight
Homestyle or Buttermilk

Pkg

Tyson Chicken

Maxum Bar
Star Powder

Cleanser
14 oz Can

35o

Soap
3 Pk.
5 oz. Pkg.

990

99

Banquet

Pot Pies
7 oz. Pkg.

39'

PEANUTS

SURPRIS
We accept checks for
the amount of purchase
only, manufncturers
coupons and food
damps. Sayings up to
40% on the food you
use the moat100% guaranteed!

SAVE•A•LOT
FOOD STORES
Hwy. 641 South

Ad Good
Wednesday
March 16,
Through
Tuesday.
March 22. 1994

DECORA
YOUR DIN!

WITH A LI'

FLAG
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TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK

By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. March 16, the 75th day of 1994 there are
290 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 16. 1802, Congress authorized the establishment of the
U.S. Military Academy at West Point, N.Y.
On this date:
In 1751, James Madison, fourth president of the United States, was
born in Port Conway, Va.
In 1827, the first newspaper edited by and for blacks, Freedom's
Journal, was published in New York.
In 1836, the Republic of Texas approved a constitution.
In 1850, Nathaniel Hawthorne's "The Scarlet Letter" was first
published.
In 1894, 100 years ago, the opera "Thais," composed by Jules
Massenet, premiered in Paris.
In 1915, the Federal Trade Commission was established.
In 1935, Adolf Hitler scrapped the Treaty of Versailles.
In 1945, during World War II, the Allies declared Iwo Jima
secured.
In 1978, Italian politician Aldo Moro was kidnapped and later slain
by left-wing guerrillas.
In 1985, Terry Anderson, chief Middle East correspondent for The
Associated Press, was abducted in Beirut; he was released in Decem•
ber 1991.
Ten years ago: William Buckley, CIA station chief in Beirut, was
kidnapped: he died in captivity more than a year later. Sen. John.
Glenn dropped out of the Democratic presidential race.
Five years ago: The Soviet Communist Party's Central Committee
approved sweeping agricultural reforms, and elected the party's 100
members to the Congress of People's Deputies, a new legislative
body.
One year ago: President Clinton met with ousted Haitian President
Jean-Bertrand Aristide then announced he was sending a special
envoy to Haiti to seek a return to democracy.
Today's Birthdays: Statesman Mike Mansfield is 91. Actor Leo
McKern is 74. Comedian-director Jerry Lewis is 68. New York Sen.
Daniel Patrick Moynihan is 67. Movie director Bernardo Bertolucci is
54. Singer-songwriter Jerry Jeff Walker is 52. Actor Erik Estrada is
45. Actress Kate Nelligan is 43. Rock singer-musician Nancy Wilson
is 40. Golfer Hollis Stacy is 40.
Thought for Today: "I take a simple view of living. It is keep your
eyes open and get on with it." — Laurence Olivier, British actor
(1907-1989).

Tea years ago
C. Adams Jr. has been
named as a member of Murray
City Board of Education to fill
the vacancy by the resignation of
Don Henry who had served for
20 years.
Murray and Calloway County
Girl Scouts are observing National Girl Scout Week this week,
according to Edith Clark, core
director.
Births reported include a girl to
Terry and Susan Bogard, March
5
Lochie Hart writes about the
trip to Far East by Joyce and
John Fortin in her column,
"Observations."
Alison Sears. student at Murray High School, was winner of
Sewing Contest, sponsored by
Home Department of Murray
Woman's Club. Others named
were Camme Covey and Kim
William

About S75,000 will be made
available for use for roads in Calloway County by District Highway Department. This is almost
double the amount of last year.
Airman Third Class Eugene L
Alton, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene Alton of Murray, is stationed at Keesler TeL hnical
Training Center at Keesler AFB,
Miss.
Mayfield was the winner of the
First Regional High School Boys
Basketball Tournament. They
will play Lexington Dunbar on
March 19 at Kentucky High
School Basketball Tournament at
Lexington.
Cub Scout Pack 37, sponsored
by Robertson School PTA, held
its annual Blue and Gold Banquet
at Triangle Inn. Richard Armstrong is cub master.
Forty years ago
Calloway County Sheriff

Twenty years ago
In conjunction with Kentucky's
Bicentennial Celebration. Calloway County Public Library is
sponsoring a month of crafts.
Murray High School lost to
Warren East in Kentucky State
High School Boys Basketball
Tournament at Louisville. High
team scorers were Glen Jackson
for Murray and Clinton Brett for
Warren East.
Dr. Constantine Curris, president of Murray State University.
discussed some of the problems
at MSU a, a meeting of Murray
Lions Club. He was introduced
by Past President Rex Thompson.
Boy Scout Troop 77 camped
and hiked this past weekend at
Shiloh National Military Park
near Savannah, Tenn.
Thirty years ago

DEAR ABBY Most fast-food
places have a policy about pets
brought into their establishment:
It's OK if the pet is on a leash. My
fiance and 1 brought our pet iguana
into an establishment in Chula
Vista. He was on a leash and wasn't
bothering anyone.
This place had a sign up that
said, No dogs allowed unless
accompanied by a disabled person,"
but it didn't say anything about
other pets on a leash, so we
assumed it was OK.
When we walked in and ordered,
nothing was said. It was like, "Let
them order, take their money, and
as soon as they sit, deliver the message about their iguana." We were

DEAR ABBY: My employer is law in Florida called the "whistlebeing sued for sexual harassment. I, blower's law," which supposedly
and at least a dozen other employ- protects an employee who has
ees, must give a deposition very reported an employer for sexual
soon. We have discussed whether or harassment. Can you tell me if
not to tell what we have seen for there really is such a law?
FEARFUL IN FLORIDA
fear of losing our jobs. Many of us
would like to see the company
DEAR FEARFUL:I had never
atmosphere improve, but we are
heard of the "whistle-blower's
afraid to come forward.
The executives, from the top on law," but my staff called the
down (including the head of person- Florida Department of Labor
nel), have harassed some women and Employment Security
and created a hostile environment Office in Tallahassee, and were
here. The woman who is suing was told there is, indeed,such a law.
terminated for refusing to have However, I suggest that you
relations with some of the top male talk with a lawyer before you
blow any more whistles.
executives.
I have recently heard there is a
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THE FAR SIDE
NEVER HAS A
DOLLAR TO SPARE

(YOU PAEAN HE KEEPS
TrzYtNG TO BORRO
FROM YOU?

By GARY LARSON
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The Sandwich Mafia sends Luigi to
"sleep with the fourth-graders."

•

DR. GO

CATHY
SPRING FASHION,Ictql4:
THE CAP SLEEVED, PUCKEREDFRONT 8A8'4-DOLL DRESS
WITH ANKLETS AND O'fro SHOES.

r THE Loicv '111,4

FIRST SLIP"
DRESS WITH MATCHING
ANKLE -TIED BALLET SLIPPERS

THE 19.14 SWEATER ANO
SCHOOLGIRL
MiNI$KIRT WITH KNEE SOCKS
AND TAP SHOES.

60x PLEATED

By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
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ACROSS
1 Actress
Irving
4 South
American
animal
9 Large
12 The — Gees
13 Downy duck
14 Diminutive
ending
15 Sentence
part
17 Beverages
19 Hwy.
20 Is inclined
21 — colada
23 Bluegrass
State (abbr
24 Rapidity
27 Navy ship
pref.
28 Female child
30 Take apart
31 Swayze ID
32 Most MOW
34 — route
35 Father Fr
37 Sacred image

•

FOR BETTER Or FOR WORSE

Answer to Previous Puzzle

38 Actress
Merkel
39 Give in
41 — apple a
day
42 Attentiongetting sound
43 Ethical
45 Cry of sheep
46 Spoke
monotonously
Speechlessly
48
51 Eternally
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52 Fish's
breathing
organs
54 Escape Isl
55 Actress
Arthur
56 Nose
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period
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10 Kind
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Falsehood
Newspaper
notice
7 Ancient
Persian
8 Tapestry
9 — burner lab
heater
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DOWN
1 TV network
2 Actor —
Gibson

11 Oxygen or
neon
16 Actress Hagen
18 Data for

computer
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YOU WAIT RIGHT HERE,°CIE.
I'LL GO GET YOUR FOOD

2
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DEAR A.B.: Even though
some reptiles make good pets,
they seem to frighten most people. The management was obviously concerned about its other
customers when it objected to
your unusual pet.
It's ironic that with all the
-people who have- been nipped
by fluffy, adorable little creatures, they haven't learned that
looks can be deceiving and snap
judgments based on appearances are unfair.

DEAR ABBY: My son, his wife
and their two dogs joined our household. They looked after Princess, my
cat, on the days I went to Los Angeles to visit my sister.
On one of those visits a year ago,
my son called early one morning to
tell me that my Princess had been
killed by an unchained, unfenced
dog from the neighborhood. What a
terribly violent death for so loving a
cat — then 8 years old.
I miss the communication and
understanding — most of all the
unconditional love — we shared.
She was truly a gift that was
snatched from me by those whose
pets were allowed to roam freely.
Perhaps one day; the Rainbow
Bridge featured in that piece in
your column will unite me and
Princess. Please pass me a tissue,
Abby.
ZELDA D., HESPERIA,CALIF.

I

• V.
4!
40,_,14

told the other customers were feeling uneasy about our pet. We had
seated ourselves far from the other
customers, yet we were asked to sit
outside.
I saw this guy on television
walking the streets and beaches of
Los Angeles with an iguana on his
shoulder, and people came up to
him to pet it. So how come in San
Diego we were given the cold shoulder because of our unusual pet?
A.B. IN SAN DIEGO

* * *

CALVIN and HOBBES
DONI 10k1 TWINK 10',1
ENJO1 TS MORE C YOIJ
D'.t) YOUR MA114 ASSIGNMENT
50 IT WkStAT HANGING

Brigham Futrell urges resident to
pay their taxes before the delinquent list is advertised on March
22.
"Edgar Shirley has some pansies that thave been outside all
winter long and bloomed off and
on all winter," from column,
"Seen & Heard Around Murray"
by James C. Williams, publisher.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Harlon Black, a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Graves
Parker, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. William R. Reeder.
Mrs. A.C. Morrison, Mrs. Paryin Craig, Mrs. Reuben Chrisman
and Mrs. William Adams presented a program on "Latin
Americans" at a meeting of
WSCS of Mason's Chapel
Methodist Church held at the
home of Mrs. Brooks
Underwood.

DEAR ABBY
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DEAR DR. GOTT: I've been diagnosed with vestibular neuronitIS and
am very frustrated. How could I have
gotten this disorder and what are the
prospects of a cure? Sign me an
unhappy newlywed.
DEAR READER: Vestibular neuronitis can be an incapacitating.disorder; it is caused by inflammation of
the Vestibular nerve (of hearing and
balance), marked by sudden or recurriniraliacks of vertigo (uncontrollable
sensations of spinning).
Typically, patients experience a
severe, first episode of vertigo that
lasts one to two weeks. Subsequent
symptoms, which are shorter and less
severe, occur every 12 months or so,
for years.
This neuronitis is more common in
young adults and is believed due to a
viral infection of the nerve.
The diagnosis is made by exclusion,
after other more serious afflictions
have been ruled out by appropriate
tests, such as MRI scanning.
There is no cure, except that antivertigo drugs, such as Antivert, help
to control symptom's.
I don't know how you "got" this disorder;, it is not spread from person to
person. If you're patient and use medicine when necessary, the attacks will
eventually abate.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Ear Infections and
Disorders." Other readers who would
like a copy should send ;1.25 plus a
long, self-addressed, stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2433, New York, NY
MO.Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My 43-year-old
daughter has an embarrassing problem that -I hope you can solve. Her
feet stink. Big time She's tried foot
powder, odor-eaters, sprays, all without effect. Her.shoes are a disaster
area
DEAR READER: Foot odor can be
a challenging problem. Often no treatable cause can be discovered
However, in some cases, the odor may
be exacerbated by a chronic yeast
infection in the skin of the feet.
I recommend that your daughter be
examined by a dermatologist, who will
obtain skin cultures to determine if a
fungus is present. If so. anti-yeast
medicine, such as Mycostatin, may
help solve the difficulty
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Roaring March winds mean spring nearing

Kentucky Lake
Lodge & Restaurant
Re-opening Friday, March 18th
Beginning our 32nd year in business.
Breakfast. Lunch. Dinner and Sandwiches served anytime
Large Servings at Atiordabk Prices

—Re-opening Special.
Prime Beef Steaks

Southern Pride Catfish
Prick Farms

Ritarye • T-Bone • SJ,k,n

ea
12 or

$11.75
67.96

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — We
get mad every nandi of the year.
But nobody ever talks about June
wind or January wind.
Its March Wind.
March is blowing, breezy,
blustery and boisterous. It's the
month for flying kites and, for
hardy souls, sailboaung on Kentucky Lake.
Hats and scarves abound in
March So do colds and earaches
"We're changing from a st,

KENTUCKY BACKROADS
By Berry Craig
tertimc to a summertime weather
pattern in March," said John
Borgia. a National Weather Ser.
%ice metedrologist in Paducah.
Winds howl in March because
hilIs air from the north and halrn air (mm the south frequently

Sm. order - $11.00 Le order 88.00
All You-Can Eat

$7.75

Select Seafoods • Tyson Chickens • Salads • Co Ham • Sandynches

$3.75
Plate Lunches
Homemade Chicken & Dumplings and 3 Vegetables

113.75

Fresh Vegetables • Chili & Soup • Res • Cobbk-rs

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
5 a.m. to 9 p.m.
474-9095
Aurora. KT
Hwy. 88 & GO

Read the classifieds

Wherever you go Cooper
go on Cooper tires!
TIRF S

* American-Made ... Quality You Can Trust!
OPEN
Mon Fn
7-5
Sot 7 Noon

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 InduattrIel Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

this time of year.
Northern and southern weather
in combat might sound like
nature's version of the Civil War,
but Borgia said that when cold
and warm air masses bump, it
makes for lots of windy and stormy weather.
Fall is also a transitional season, but winds aren't as gusty.
Meteorologisu say that's because
temperature differences in the
north and south aren't as great
then.
There is, of course, more than
a scientific side to March. The
month harlong been a favorite of
poets and other phrase-turners.
It's often said that, winds roaring. March arrives like a lion and
departs like a lamb. In Kentucky,
the reverse is just as likely to

‘0111de

Did you know a newborn
baby willturn to its
parents'voices...
even in a crowd?

haPPell,
Kentucky folklore holds that
March is a harbinger, according
to Pat Hodges, a librarian who
works in Western Kentucky University's folklore archives. For
example, thunder in March is
supposed to ring in a good corn
year.
Records in the folklore archives also claim:
— "There will be heavy rains
on the first Monday in March."
— "If it snows the first day of
March, there will be snow for 30
days."
— "Fruit is never killed by
frost in March."
— "Mist in March means frost
in May."
In deep western Kentucky and
perhaps elsewhere in the state,
March traditionally meant men
dodged the barbershop. The reason? Legend says a haircut in
March means headaches the rest
of the year.
"I almost starved to death in
March the first year I was a barber," said Howard Faughn, a
longtime barber instructor at
West Kentucky Tech in Paducah.
"That was 1955."
Faughn had opened a little
shop in Grahamville, near
Paducah.
"Business fell way off," he
said. "One day, I took in only a
dollar and that was the price of
one haircut."
Faughn was baffled until a man
he hoped was a paying customer
sauntered in and sat down. The
shaggy-looking man said he just
wanted to sit a spell.
"I told him he could use a
trim," he said.
But the man told the barber the
legend about headaches associated with March -haircuts.
"Evidently, everybody else
believed it too, because March
was a terrible month for me,"
Faughn said.

Sigma Chi's
Derby Days
March 21-25

Presenting Bright Beginnings, afree programfor expectant
parents.
It you're like most expectant parents. you base a number ot questions about your
pregnancy. your health your babvs health and more Brig/It Beghneings is a FREE
educational program that gises sou the information su need to prepare tor the big esent
and the first years ot your baby's life
In addition to a series of informative new-sletters delivered to your home Brigbt
Begfaistags ctte^v
-Your choice of a candlelight dinner for Mom & Dad or a fruit
basket.
-A free book titled 'Pregnancy, Childbirth & Beyond".
-A free early pregnancy class.
-Invitations to the pregnancy class reunions- a time to share
your child's growth & development
Brisbt Beighastrogs also offers the on% enience of a pre-payment plan which allows you to
budget your hospital st.a in ads ante. eliminating financial womes at such a iovous time It
you qual0 for the pre-payment plan youwill recene
-A 10% discount on your portion of the bill.
-A diaper bag with a blanket for baby and a scrub shirt for Dad-and if be brings it to the hospital. we'll even stamp your baby's

footprints on it/
-A special Bright Beginnings package offered by local merchants
which includes free crib shoes, meals, diapers, dental exam
and much more!

held
. ht

Yesl
x. ant Bright Beginnings for my baby.
qn • name.
Addres.
State

(
I

Zip

D aV:IMC

Physician's name.

I Check one:
i0Planning a healthy Pregnancy
lE1Pregnancy. due date:
11—J
;Panting(newborn to age 3)
Child's birth date.
.!" Child's physicianI
ii—JPlease see if I qualify for the Pre-

payment Plan.

Murray State University's
chapter of Sigma Chi social
fraternity will sponsor Derby
Days. March 21-25, to raise
money to support Murray
WATCH, and Needline.
Sigma Chi members, with the
aid of sorority members from all
the local chapters on campus,
will collect money throughout the
week from local businesses to
benefit the organizations.
-Mtehael-Eltiese ts coordinator of
this year's annual fund-raiser.
"Last year we donated close to
S2,000 and this year we want to
reach or even exceed that
anount," said Bobby Glass,
pledge trainer elect for the
upcoming fall semester. Glass
indicated that Sigma Chi is the
single largest contributor for
WATCH., a work activity
training center for the
handicapped.
As part of Derby Days, Sigma
Chi will host field events at
Cutchin Field on Friday. March
25, at 3:30 p.m. signifying the
completion of the fund-raising
event. In addition to the Sigma
Chi members participation, sorority members will also join in on
the field activates. Glass said the
field events are a way to "incorporate a fun side" into the fundraiser.
Sigma Chi began its local petitioning chapter in 1948 at Murray
State and became a national
chapter member in 1959. The
fraternity is one of 13 social
fraternities on the Murray State
campus involved in fun-raising
activities for regional charities.

CD OWNERS!

I Mail to

Bright Beginnings
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030, Paris, TN 38242

Brightfutures start with OKAWnningsDedicated to providing you & your baby tbe best in personalized, one-on-one beakbcare:

Debra Selby,
M.D.
Pediatrician

Are You Earning
Wend Rate
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For Ow Year?
No Aamial Fees!
Guarsaleed Retire Pricipd!
Multiple ham Features!
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Calloway County
Schools
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Preschool Programs
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•
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CALLOWAY COUNTY SCHOOLS
PRESCHOOL/HEADSTART PROGRAM
FOR 3 AND 4-YEAR-OLD CHILDREN
• The Calloway County Schools will offer a preschool/headstart
program for three and four-year-old children at the Calloway
County Early Childhood/Preschool Center, 2106 College Farm Road
(Behind Calloway County High School)
• The half-day preschool program is free of charge to parents and is
designed to help young children become better prepared for success in
school.
• The Calloway County Board of Education members think this is a
great program that will help more of our children get a good start in
school. Every eligible child should enroll.
• The program features activities which help children develop
physical, mental and social skills they need for success in primary
school.
• The children will be closely supervised. There will be one adult for
each 10 children in the program.
• Food and transportation will be provided daily.
• Parent participation and frequent visitation will be encouraged.The
Calloway County School System believes education should be a
partnership among parents, teachers and children.
• While all children who will be four before October 1 will be eligible to
attend, preference in enrollment will be given to children who qualify
for participation in the district's school free rood service program.
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1994-95 FREE MEAL
ELIGIBILITY GUIDELINES

*

Income Guidelines For Free Meals

Family Size
1
2
•
3
4
5
6
7
8
For Each
Additional Family
Member Add

Monthly
798
1,066
1,335
- 1,604
1,872
2,141
2,410
2,678

Weekly
184
246
308
370
432
494
556
618

+269

+62

Yearly
9,568
12,792
16,016

19,241
22,464
25,688
28,912
32,136
+3,224

It is necessary to register your child for this program.

Preschooldleadstart Program

•

4
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Dates To Register:
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CALLOWAY COUNTY EARLY
CHILDHOOD/PRESCHOOL CENTER
2106 COLLEGE FARM ROAD
(Behind Calloway County High School)

753-9408
Or

753-3033
Tuesday, March 29, 1994
9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday, March 30, 1994
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
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CALLOWAY COUNTY'S PRESCHOI
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1CHOOLIHEADSTART PROGRAMS
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Programs For
Preschool Handicapped Children
The Calloway County School System will continue
its program for 3, 4, and 5 year old disabled
children beginning in August. The program will
focus on children who need assistance in the
development of language, motor, social, self-help,
or cognitive skills. The program will be conducted
at the Calloway County Early Childhood/Preschool Center and will run August, 1994,through
May, 1995. The program will emphasize parental
involvement and participation.

PROGRAM ELIGIBILITY
*Children who are residents of the
Calloway County School District.
*Children who are the ages of three
through five years of age.
eCh.ildren who will be three years of age
during the 1994-95 school year.

*Children who are delayed in one or
more of the following areas: communication, motor, social and emotional,
self-help,and/or the ability to think and
reason.
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REGISTRATION

;

To register your child for the three or four year old preschool/
headstart program parents need to bring the following
information:
• A copy of legal birth certificate
• A Kentucky Certificate of Immunization
• A social security number
•Income verification (check stubs, tax forms, etc.)
If these items are not available information cards will be
available during registration for obtaining the required
documents.
CALLOWAY COUNTY EARLY
CHILDHOOD/PRESCHOOL CENTER
2106 COLLEGE FARM ROAD
(Behind Calloway County High School)
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753-9408
or
753-3033
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Tuesday, March 29, 1994
9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

.

.Wednesday, March 30, 1994
1 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
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Murray/Calloway County Preschool Screening
The following early warning signals are some of the
more common indications that a problem may exist.
If for any reason you suspect that your child may
have special needs, we urge you to call about this
preschool screening.
PLAYING

HEARING

--Does not play games such as
waving bve-bve,. peak-a-txio,
pattycake by age 1.—. -

--Does not turn to face the source
of strange sounds or voices .by
six months- of age.

--Is often unable to locate and pick
up small objects whick have
been dropped.

--Does not imitate parents doing
routine household chores by age

.--Has earaches or running ears

--Frequently rubs eyes or complains that eyes hurt.

kies not emo% playing alone
with to‘s, pots and pans, sand,
etc by age 3
-- )oes not play group games such
as hide-and-seek, tag-ball, etc
with other children by age -1.---1Xx-s not share and take turns by
age R

SEEING

--Talks in an unusally loud voice.
--Does not respond when you call
from another room.

--I las reddened, watering eyes or
encrusted eyelids.

--Turns the saline ear toward a
sound he/she wishes to hear

--Holds head in a strained or
awkward position (tilts head to
either side -- thrusts .head forward or backward) when trying
to look at a particular person or
object.
--Sometimes or always crosses
one or both eyes.

TALKING

THINKING

--Cannot say "Mama" and "Dada" by age I

--Does not react to his/her own name when called by age

--Cannot say the names of a few toys and people by age 2.
--Is unable to identity hair, eyes,ears, nose and mouth by
pointing to them by age 2

--Cannot repeat common rhymes or TV jingles by age 3.

--Does not understand simple stories told or read by age
3

--Is not understood by people outside the family by ages.

--Does not give reasonable answers to such questions as
-What do you do when you are sleepy?'. or "What do
you do when you are hungry?' by age 4

--Is unable to sit up without support by age 1.

--Is not talking in short sentences by age 4.

MOVING
--Cannot walk without help by age 2.

--Does not seem to understand the meaning Of the words
"today," "tomorrow," "yesterday.' by age 5.

--Does not walk up and down steps by age 3.
--Is unable to Minceon one foot for a short time by age 4.
--Cannot throw a ball overhand and catch a large ball
bounced to him/her by age 5.

Call And Register Your Child For Preschool Screening and Preschool krogram
CALLOWAY COUNTY EARLY CHILDHOOD/PRESCHOOL CENTER
2106 COLLEGE FARM ROAD
(Behind Calloway County High School)
753-9408 or 753-3033
Tuesday, March 29, 1994
9:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.

Wednesday, March 30, 1994
9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

Children Ages Birth Through Three
Murray State University
Call For An Appointment
762-2446 or 762-2865

